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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
In the last fifteen years many studies have investigated the roles of prior 
knowledge and conceptions in students' abilities to leam science (Driver & 
Easley, 1978; Eaton, Anderson, & Smith, 1983; Barrass, 1984; Clement & Brown, 
1984). Research in science education indicated that often traditional instructional 
practices are not effective in helping many students leam science concepts 
(Resnick, 1983; Mestre, Gerace, Hardiman, & Lockhead, 1987). 
Because students entered into most formal science learning situations 
with naive theories of how various scientific processes operate, their existing 
conceptions interfered with their ability to leam new scientific concepts 
(McCloskey, Caramazza, & Green, 1980; Zietsman & Hewson, 1986). Assisting 
students in restructuring or altering their conceptions about various science 
domains may prove effective in facilitating learning in science. 
The question investigated in this dissertation was "How can instruction 
that will effectively assist students in improving their conceptual understanding 
of science concepts be designed?". This dissertation was written in an alternate 
format that allowed for the inclusion of papers to be submitted to scholarly 
journals. It consists of two papers. The first is a review of the research that 
focuses on the nature of how science knowledge is developed. This paper 
reviews instructional approaches that incorporate how science knowledge is 
developed and how those approaches were effective in facilitating science 
learning. In addition, other potential instructional strategies to improve science 
learning are discussed. The second paper describes the study that investigated 
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the potential of computer-based instruction, reflective journals and peer group 
interactions to effect student learning about electricity. 
Explanation of the Dissertation Format 
As was previously mentioned, this dissertation is written in a format that 
allows for the inclusion of papers to be submitted to scholarly journals. This is 
done in lieu of the chapter format but includes the same content. The references 
cited in the general introduction, the papers, and the conclusion are included 
after the conclusion. Material included in the appendices will not submitted to 
scholarly journals as part of the papers. 
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PAPER 1. CONCEPTUAL CHANGE-BASED INSTRUCTIONAL 
STRATEGIES TO IMPROVE LEARNING IN SCIENCE: 
A REVIEW OF THE RESEARCH 
4 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper summarizes the results of research that focused on conceptual 
change-based strategies to improve student learning in science and indicates 
themes that suggest future directions for research in this area. Specifically, a 
review of the research on misconceptions in science learning is followed by a 
review of the theoretical foundation that supports a conceptual change approach 
to science instruction. Next, conceptual change-based instructional approaches 
that have been effective in improving science learning are reviewed. Finally, the 
potential of computer simulations and student journals as vehicles to 
implement conceptual change approaches to science learning are discussed. 
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MISCONCEPTIONS IN SCIENCE LEARNING 
The results of studies on science learning indicated that students entered 
into formal instructional situations with naive theories about some domains of 
science (Mestre et al., 1987; Zietsman & Hewson, 1986; Driver & Easley, 1978). 
Also called misconceptions, these naive theories have been observed and 
investigated in nearly every scientific field with a variety of topics, including: (a) 
heat (Erickson, 1979), (b) the particulate nature of matter (Novick & Nussbaum, 
1981), (c) the earth as a cosmic body (Nussbaum, 1979), (d) light (Eaton et al., 1983), 
(e) photosynthesis (Roth, 1985b) and (f) the human body (Gellert, 1962; Porter, 
1974; Quiggen, 1977; Deheny, 1978). The remainder of this section provides an 
overview of the nature of misconceptions, the development of misconceptions, 
and the influence of misconceptions in instruction, as documented in the 
literature. 
Nature of Misconceptions 
Typically constructed from personal experiences and everyday 
observations, misconceptions about science are often fragmented, incomplete, 
and erroneous (Driver & Easley, 1978; Fredette & Clement, 1981; Eaton, 
Anderson, & Smith, 1987). Moreover, students' misconceptions interfered with 
their ability to learn new science concepts (Helm, Hugh, & Novak, 1983; Mestre 
et al., 1987). Because some science misconceptions are generally well developed, 
although erroneous, and appear to be supported by events in everyday life, they 
are very difficult to change (McCloskey, 1983; Amaudin & Mintzes, 1985; Riley & 
Crocker, 1991). Summarizing several studies. Glover, Ronning, & Bruning 
(1990) reported that students' misconceptions tended to be very powerful so 
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much so that correct scientific conceptions observed in experimental settings 
may be negated by students and ultimately rejected. 
In a study conducted with college freshmen enrolled in physics. 
Champagne, Klopfer, and Anderson (1980) investigated students' theories of 
gravity. Champagne et al. asked students to respond to the proposition "all other 
things being equal, heavier objects fall faster than lighter objects". The results 
indicated that nearly 80% of the students who participated in the study 
contended that heavier objects fell significantly faster than lighter objects. In 
another study investigating students' physics misconceptions, McCloskey and 
Kohl (1982) reported that students often viewed their own theories of science as 
superior to the abstract, and seemingly counter-intuitive principles of 
Newtonian physics. 
Development of Misconceptions 
Naive theories about science develop naturally as each individual 
attempts to explain, rationalize, and understand the world (Resnick, 1983). For 
example, naive theories of photosynthesis were discovered in a study with 
elementary students; Roth (1985b) reported that some of the students believed 
that plants were living objects but did not need food. 
McDennott (1984) considered the development of students' 
misconceptions as more than a set of false beliefs. Rather, McDermott suggested 
that often students developed uncoordinated and inconsistent conceptual 
systems concerning science phenomena. In contrast to McDermott, Blosser 
(1987) and Strike and Posner (1985) argued that students constructed well-
organized, but incorrect conceptual systems. McCloskey (1983) stated that "people 
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develop remarkably well-articulated, naive theories of scientific phenomena on 
the basis of everyday experiences which provide them with casual explanations 
of how the world operates" (p.321). Although researchers differed in their 
interpretations of the development of students' misconceptions, they tended to 
agree that students' misconceptions about some domains of science effected their 
science learning in the classroom. 
Misconceptions and Instruction 
Misconceptions influenced how individuals learn and think about science 
phenomena (Eaton, Anderson, & Smith, 1987; Mestre et al., 1987). Driver and 
Easley, (1978), Zietsman and Hewson, (1986), and Chambers and Andre (1991) 
reported that current evidence indicates students at all grade levels use pre­
existing theories derived from previous experiences to reason about newly 
presented science concepts and to make sense of their instructional experiences. 
Misconceptions in science were resistant to change even after instruction 
(Anderson & Smith, 1987; Driver & Easley, 1978; Fredette & Lockhead, 1980; 
Osborne, 1981; Champagne, Gunstone, & Klopfer, 1985b). In their investigation 
of college freshmen's Ûieories of gravity. Champagne et al. (1980) found that not 
only did 80% of the students have misconceptions concerning gravitational pull 
on objects of various weight, but 70% of the students had studied physics in high 
school. 
McCloskey et al. (1980) conducted a study to investigate college students' 
knowledge of classical physics. In the study, students were asked to predict the 
direction an object would move given the impact and force of other objects. The 
results indicated that even students who had taken high school physics gave 
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answers that showed naive conceptions of motion. Similar to the conclusions 
drawn from the gravity study conducted by Champagne et al. (1980), McCloskey 
et al. (1980) concluded that many students who had received traditional 
classroom instruction maintained naive theories of the physical laws of motion, 
force, and gravity. 
Picciarelli, Di Gennaro, Stella, and Conte (1991) investigated the difficulties 
and common errors of college students in solving problems on circuit 
operations. The study, designed to generate explanatory data concerning 
students' misunderstandings of the flow of electric current within a simple 
circuit, used an eight item qualitative questionnaire to examine the persistence 
of misunderstandings. 
The sample was composed of 236 sophomores and juniors majoring in 
physics or engineering. The students were divided into two groups: sophomores 
who had not had university-level, formal instruction on electrical circuits (N = 
173); and juniors who had received university-level, formal instruction on 
electrical circuits and had passed the university's physics examination for second 
year students (N = 63). Approximately 40 percent of the sophomores (N = 74) 
participated in a pretest before receiving formal instruction on electrical circuits. 
The entire sample took a posttest that was the eight-item qualitative 
questionnaire designed to elicit student explanations of current flow within 
simple electrical circuits. 
The test answers were grouped into one of four categories: (a) Correct 
Answer with appropriate reasoning; (b) Sequential Reasoning (which the 
researchers defined as explanations based on the order in which current appeared 
to flow through a circuit); (c) Other Answers; and (d) No Answer. 
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The results of the study indicated that university students had conceptual 
difficulty explaining the behavior of simple electrical circuits. The data showed 
that traditional instruction had the greatest impact on those students who had 
weak misconceptions about current flow within a circuit (i.e., those sophomores 
whose answers were categorized as "Other Answer" or "No Answer" on the 
pretest). Thirty-seven percent of the sophomores whose answers were 
categorized in the Other Answer category on the pretest changed to the Correct 
Answer category on the posttest. Forty-two percent of the sophomores whose 
answers were categorized in the Other Answer category on the pretest changed to 
the Sequential Reasoning category on the posttest Of the sophomores whose 
answers were categorized in the No Answer category on the pretest, 47% changed 
to the Correct Answer category on the posttest and 31% changed to the Sequential 
Reasoning category. 
The results indicated that traditional instruction had little effect in 
changing the views of those who had strong misconceptions about current flow 
(i.e., those whose answers were categorized as Sequential Reasoning). The data 
showed that Sequential Reasoning misunderstandings were very resistant to 
change. Fifty-eight percent of the sophomores whose answers were categorized 
as Sequential Reasoning on the pretest maintained their perspective on the 
posttest even after receiving traditional instruction. Forty percent of the juniors 
who had received instruction on electrical circuits nearly one year prior to the 
exam, used Sequential Reasoning to interpret current flow. 
Picdarelli et al. (1991) concluded that traditional instruction was 
somewhat effective in altering the conceptions of those with weak or no 
misconceptions about current flow within a simple electrical circuit, but was less 
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effective in altering the views of those who had strong misconceptions about 
current flow within a simple electrical circuit. To effect change in firmly held 
misconceptions, the researchers suggested that more dynamic instructional 
approaches may be more effective than lectures; they recommended that 
remedial activities based on pedagogical models that take into account students' 
misconceptions should be integrated into normal classroom activities. 
Although effective for some students, traditional instructional strategies 
of presenting the scientific explanation of science phenomena in a lecture format 
do not effectively facilitate the acceptance of the scientific explanation by many 
students. The results of several studies indicated that informing students that 
their conceptual understanding of science phenomena was wrong or incomplete 
was not sufficient to permanently overcome most misconceptions (Resnick, 
1983; Picciarelli et al., 1991). 
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COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY, COGNITIVE INFORMATION PROCESSING, 
CONSTRUCTIVKM AND CONCEPTUAL CHANGE 
To overcome students' science misconceptions, McDermott (1984) argued 
that the misconceptions must be unlearned before more accurate conceptual 
systems can be developed. To facilitate the unlearning of misconceptions, Mestre 
et al. (1987) suggested that formal educational processes need to become more 
bidirectional. That is, instructors must become more cognizant of their students' 
misconceptions, and these misconceptions must be openly addressed in the 
learning environment. 
The development of many instructional strategies that openly address 
students' science misconceptions should be based on theories of student learning 
and cognitive psychology. The purpose of this section of the paper is to review 
the constructs of cognitive psychology that support a conceptual change theory of 
learning. A brief overview of cognitive psychology and a summary of 
contemporary research techniques used in science education are presented. In 
addition, cognitive information processing, constructivism, and conceptual 
change theory are discussed. 
Cognitive psvchology and contemporary science education 
A relatively young discipline, cognitive psychology attempts to explain 
behavior in terms of mental constructs (Gagne, 1985; Glover et al, 1990). 
Cognitive psychologists define learning as an active process and suggest that 
teaching involves facilitating active mental processing by students (Gagne, 1985). 
Contrary to behavioral theories of learning that consider the learner to be 
a passive recipient of information, cognitive psychology views the learner as an 
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active participant whose current conceptions influence the learning process 
(Driver, 1989; Phye & Andre, 1986). Moreover, cognitive psychologists suggest 
that learning consists of changes in mental structures brought about by reasoning 
and that new learning develops through the use of prior knowledge to 
understand new situations (Gagne, 1985; Phye & Andre, 1986). Because of its 
focus on the learner and on cognitive information processing, cognitive 
psychology appears to have powerful implications for improving student 
learning in science. 
As models for understanding students' conceptual processes in particular 
science domains have evolved, so have the techniques used by researchers in 
science education. Studies conducted in the 1970s used interviews and other 
interpretive techniques to investigate and describe ways that students 
conceptualized science phenomena (Driver, 1989). Realizing that learning 
involved the structured organization of knowledge systems, researchers 
developed methods such as concept mapping and exploration of semantic 
networks to probe learners' knowledge structures (West & Fensham, 1974; 
Stewart, 1980; Novak & Gowin, 1984). 
Current views of knowledge, knowledge development, and cognition 
theorize that specific mental procedures occurring in the mind direct the 
processing of information and manage ihe construction of knowledge (Driver, 
1989). The cognitive information processing model and constructivism are 
interpretations of human cognition that support a conceptual change theory of 
learning. 
12 
Cognitive Information Processing 
A contemporary view of cognition. Cognitive Information Processing 
(CD?) attempts to develop precise, detailed models of human cognition; CIP 
views the mind as consisting of components used for processing information. In 
their model of CIP, Phye and Andre (1986) described five major components that 
comprise the cognitive system: (a) input buffers, (b) short-term memory, (c) long-
term memory, (d) executive routine, and (e) output buffers. The movement of 
information through these components is the definition of thinking and 
learning to those who accept the CIP model (Phye & Andre, 1986). 
Input Buffers are closely associated with the senses and hold incoming 
information for a very brief period. 
Short-term Memory has a limited capacity and contains information that 
is currentiy being processed; information in short-term memory can be 
quickly lost if not transferred to long-term memory. 
Long-term Memory is viewed as having a large capacity and being 
randomly accessible and content-addressable. 
Executive Routine manages the flow of information processing and the 
allocation of mental resources for information processing. 
Output buffers are those mental processes which monitor well-learned 
skills that operate without a great deal of conscious attention (Phye & 
Andre, 1986). 
In the CIP model, learning is a product of the formation of relationships or 
associations between individual knowledge structures. Mental connections that 
develop between associations have been termed schemata; more precisely, 
schemata are frameworks of knowledge which collectively (through associations 
or linkages) represent individual units of self-contained knowledge (Norman, 
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1982). Learning, in the CIP model, also includes the development of new 
schemata. To fully understand learning as defined in the CIP model, one must 
possess a conception of knowledge and its development. 
Nature of Knowledge. In contrast to behaviorists who view knowledge in 
terms of one's actions, cognitive psychologists believe that knowledge is at the 
core of human cognition and is the basis of understanding. Knowledge refers to 
the summation of one's experiences, perceptions and observations (Anderson, 
Spiro, and Montague, 1977). It consists of an organized set of mental structures 
and procedures (Phye & Andre, 1986). 
Three types of knowledge are typically activated during the performance of 
complex cognitive activities: (a) domain-specific knowledge, (b) general 
knowledge, and (c) strategic knowledge (Glover et al. 1987). Domain-specific 
knowledge refers to knowledge that is required to perform a particular task. For 
example, to answer the question "if a lamp with a resistance of 4 ohms is 
connected to a 16-volt battery, what is the amperage?" requires a knowledge of 
types of electrical circuits, voltage, resistance, amperage, and Ohm's law. 
General knowledge is knowledge that is used in a variety of tasks and is 
needed to guide the use of domain-specific knowledge. For example, the 
domain-specific task of measuring the parameters of electrical circuits requires 
general knowledge in the area of arithmetic in order to apply Ohm's law and 
complete &e calculation. 
Strategic knowledge is knowledge used to efficiently organize and apply 
general knowledge and domain-specific knowledge. For example, to answer the 
question about the measurement of current within a circuit, a student must 
decide the order of tasks that will best lead to the correct answer. The student 
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may decide that it is best to first analyze the kinds of circuits that may be 
involved (parallel, series, or simple), illustrate Ohm's law, and then perform the 
calculations. 
Domain-specific, general, and strategic represent the types of knowledge 
students possess. In addition, these categories suggest how knowledge is applied 
in learning. The role students' existing knowledge and conceptions play in 
learning new information is of great importance in overcoming science 
misconceptions. Cognitive psychologists suggest that the organization of existing 
knowledge influences the development of new knowledge and the recall of 
knowledge. 
Mental Organization of Knowledge. To understand how ones' current 
conceptions influence the acceptance of new conceptions, one must have an 
understanding of schemata. As previously stated, schemata are frameworks of 
knowledge which collectively (through associations or linkages) represent 
individual units of self-contained knowledge (Norman, 1982). Moreover, 
schemata are structures that represent bodies of information available to the 
learner and depend on the person's prior experience and knowledge of the 
world. 
Knowledge is contained in structured frameworks called schemata. The 
schemata contain rules that relate individual concepts to each other and to the 
outside world. The rules for using schemata explain the relationships (or 
associations) between different units of self-contained knowledge structures. For 
example, a student's schemata of school may contain information about the 
physical characteristics of school, who is to be at school, when school is in 
session, and why schools exist. These isolated units of knowledge may relate to 
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his/her schemata of learning and rules related to where learning is to occur, 
when learning is to occur, types of learning, and the purpose of learning. 
Schema theory suggests tiiat knowledge is perceived, encoded, stored, and 
retrieved according to the slots in which it is placed. This appears to be 
consistent with the CIP model in which the mental representation of knowledge 
mirrors a relational database possessing many slots or storage locations for 
information; the CIP database is a hierarchically organized network of 
associations among schemata (Phye & Andre, 1986). 
Constructivism 
Current perspectives on learning suggest that learning comes about 
through an individual's active involvement in knowledge construction (Driver, 
1989). Because students' science conceptions have developed through personal 
experiences and observations over an extended period of time, students are 
unlikely to reconstruct or change their conceptions about science phenomena. 
However, if their current conceptions appear to be ineffective in solving a 
problem, dissatisfaction for the concept may develop within the student. When 
students are intellectually dissatisfied with their current conceptions, the 
likelihood of them restructuring their conceptions and accepting alternative 
conceptions increases (Posner, Strike, Hewson, & Gertzog, 1982). Constructivist 
theories of learning suggest that if instructional experiences illustrate how a new 
conception is more intelligible, plausible, and fruitful than the prior conception, 
student acceptance of the new conception may occur (Nussbaum & Novick, 1981; 
Strike & Posner, 1985). A constructivist model of learning and its relation to 
conceptual change is described next. 
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Learning, from a constructivist viewpoint, is an additive process of "sense 
making" in which the learner's conceptual schemata are progressively 
reconstructed to keep in line with a continually widening range of experiences 
(Noddings, 1990; Driver, 1989). Constructivists contend that learners use their 
perceptions, thoughts, experiences, and memory to build mental representations 
of the world; these mental representations (or schemata) are used to interpret 
new situations (Von Glasersfeld, 1989). Through processes of equilibration 
between knowledge and new experiences, learners are architects of their own 
learning. Educators who accept a constructivist view of learning, tend to agree 
that: 
• All knowledge is constructed. 
• Particular cognitive structures are activated during the processes of 
construction. 
• Cognitive structures are under continual development. 
• Cognitive constructivism implies pedagogical constructivism; that 
is, the acceptance of constructivist premises about student knowledge 
implies ways of teaching that acknowledge learners as active 
participants in knowledge development (Von Glasersfeld, 1990). 
The constructivist perspective of learning mirrors Piagetian perspectives 
of learning in that it emphasizes the constructive development of knowledge 
structures on an individual basis. Solomon (1987) cited two significant 
differences between the contemporary constructivist perspective and Piagetian 
perspectives. 
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1. Contemporary constructivism emphasizes the development of domain 
specific knowledge as opposed to only the development of general logical 
capabilities emphasized by Piagetian viewpoints. 
2. Contemporary constructivism emphasizes not only an individual's 
personal construction of knowledge through interactions with the 
physical environment, but also acknowledges the social processes that may 
occur in knowledge construction within a community of learners. 
Driver (1989) dted the work of Vygotsky as being increasingly influential in 
shaping thinking about social and cultural influences on learning. "Learning 
science is seen to involve more than the individual making sense of his or her 
personal experiences but also being initiated into the 'ways of seeing' which have 
been established and found to be fruitful by the scientific community" (Driver, 
1989, p.482). 
Summarizing early investigations of students' conceptions about science 
phenomena. Driver (1989) argued that the results of such studies presented mere 
snapshots of the continual construction and reconstruction of students' 
knowledge. The insight gained from these studies does not provide information 
concerning the dynamics of the change processes involved in knowledge 
construction, information that is necessary for designing specific approaches to 
instruction. 
The belief that student learning in science involves a process whereby an 
old theory is progressively replaced by a new theory has received a great deal of 
attention from science educators (Driver, 1989). In addition, this belief is a 
premise of the conceptual change theory of learning which attempts to explain 
how a person's current conceptions function in judging new ones by describing 
the conditions necessary for a major change in one's conceptions (Strike & 
Posner, 1985). 
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Conceptual Change Model of Learning 
The conceptual change model of learning was developed in the early 1980s 
as an approach to the application of constructivist ideas to science instruction 
(Driver, 1989; Hewson & Thorley, 1989). An overview of the Piagetian 
perspectives that support the conceptual change model is presented next. 
Piaget (1964) proposed two phases that may occur when a student is 
engaged in schemata modification: assimilation and accommodation. According 
to Piaget, during assimilation students tend to interpret external events into 
their existing schemata, focusing only on the aspects of events that are relevant 
to their schemata. When students' schemata are challenged and questioned by 
disconfirming evidence or alternative viewpoints, a state of disequilibrium may 
occur. Disequilibrium motivates students to replace or reorganize their existing 
schemata, to defend their ideas, or to construct new schemata; this process is 
called accommodation. 
Two fundamental principles support a conceptual change model of 
learning: Learning is a rational enterprise, and rationality is concerned with the 
conditions under which individuals are willing to change their minds. "The 
task of learning is primarily one of relating what one has encountered to one's 
current ideas" (Strike & Posner, 1985; p. 212). Thus, they contended that 
rationality has to do with how one moves from one viewpoint to another. In 
contrast to an empiricists approach to learning which does not consider the 
learner's current conceptual framework, a basic premise of the conceptual change 
model is that new conceptions are understood, judged, accepted, and/or rejected 
in a conceptual context; explaining learning, then, is primarily a matter of 
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explaining how this conceptual ecology functions for the student (Strike & 
Posner, 1985). 
Posner, Strike, Hewson, and Gertzog (1982) developed a model of 
conceptual change based primarily on Piaget's (1964) assimilation and 
accommodation phases of the learning process. Using the term accommodation 
to refer to large-scale, holistic conceptual changes, and assimilation to refer to the 
kinds of learning where major conceptual revision is not required, Posner et al. 
(1982) proposed that four conditions must exist for an individual to acquire a 
new conception (accommodate). 
1. The student must become dissatisfied with his/her current conception; 
he/she must experience the limitations of his/her current conception to solve 
the problem. 
2. The new conception must be intelligible to the student; the student 
must be able to understand how the procedures of the new conception solve the 
current problem. 
3. The new conception must be plausible: the new conception must be 
believable by the student as a method to solve the specific problem as well as 
related problems within the domain. 
4. The new conception must be fruitful; the new conception must be 
practical in solving the problem in order for a student to adopt it. 
Posner et al. (1982) used the phrase "conceptual change learning" to refer 
to the learning process that occurs when students' understandings and beliefs 
about a specific concept are restructured in a major way. Similar to Piaget's idea 
of accommodation and Vosniadou and Brewer's (1989) notion of radical 
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restructuring, the conceptual change model of learning describes the process 
whereby new information is learned only through challenging students' existing 
beliefs and conceptions and restructuring them. 
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STRATEGIES TO FACILITATE CONCEPTUAL CHANGE 
To explore the potential of the conceptual change model to effect student 
learning in science, researchers have developed instructional strategies that 
enable students to experience the four conditions necessary for conceptual 
change. In the following section, conceptual change-based instructional 
strategies are discussed. Specifically, modifications to science narratives and the 
technique of ideational confrontation, as articulated by Champagne et al. (1985a), 
are reviewed. In addition, the use of computer simulations and the potential of 
reflection and student journals to facilitate conceptual change about science 
concepts are discussed. 
Text Modification 
To examine the effectiveness of a conceptual change model of learning, 
many researchers have modified the narrative of books and lessons. That is, 
traditional text explanations of science concepts have been redesigned to 
incorporate the four conditions of the conceptual change model in order to 
develop instruction that directs students to experience these conditions and 
change their conceptions (Driver, 1989). 
Conceptual change-based modifications to traditional text tended to center 
on students' current conceptions about science phenomena (Hewson & Thorley, 
1989). The purpose of this approach was to raise the status of the scientific 
conception in the mind of the student and lower the status of the student's 
misconception. In so doing, text designed for conceptual change attempted to 
make students aware of their own conceptions of a phenomena, illustrate the 
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limitations of their conception, and present and discuss the scientifically correct 
conception. 
Investigating middle school students' misconceptions about 
photosynthesis. Roth (1985a) used the four conditions of conceptual change as 
articulated by Posner et al. (1982) to develop narrative on photosynthesis. The 
text material prepared by Roth (1985a) was redesigned to explicitly address middle 
school students' misconceptions about photosynthesis. A chapter from each of 
two commercially available textbooks and Roth's conceptual change designed 
text were used in the study that involved 18 students. After taking a pretest, the 
students were randomly assigned to one of three text groups (two commercial 
text groups and one conceptual change text). Over a period of three days, the 
students read the texts after which they received the posttest. In addition to Ae 
posttest scores. Roth conducted interviews with each student at the conclusion of 
each day. The interviews helped the researcher determine the reading strategy 
used by each student. Roth identified six reading strategies used by middle 
school students to interpret the text: 
1. Overreliance on prior real-world knowledge. 
2. Overreliance on isolated words in the text. 
3. Overreliance on facts in the text (memorizing facts). 
4. Separating disciplinary knowledge and real-world knowledge as two 
equally sensible worlds of knowledge. 
5. Overreliance on prior knowledge to understand the disciplinary view 
of the text. 
6. Use of text knowledge to change real-world ideas. (This is the correct 
strategy.) 
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Students in the conceptual change designed text group employed a reading 
strategy in which they used the information included in the text to alter their 
conceptions of photosynthesis. The results indicated that the conceptual change 
text caused students to become dissatisfied with their misconceptions of 
photosynthesis, introduced an alternative explanation the students could 
understand and believe, and showed that the new explanation was practical in 
explaining the processes of photosynthesis. The posttest scores indicated that 
those students who read the conceptual change designed text mastered a 
significantly greater number of scientific concepts about photosynthesis than 
those who read the material from commercial textbooks. 
Similar to Roth, Wang (1991) and Carlsen (1989) modified traditional 
textbook narratives by incorporating a conceptual change approach to overcome 
students' misconceptions about electricity. Wang (1991) modified traditional text 
about electrical circuits by adding narrative that encouraged students to become 
conscious of their existing conceptions of current flow within electrical circuits. 
In addition, the narrative guided the students to explore the limitations of their 
conceptions and presented the correct conception. 
In the conceptual change designed narrative used by Carlsen (1989), 
students were presented with illustrations of electrical circuits with light bulbs, 
wires, and batteries. Based on the four models of common electrical circuit 
misconceptions identified by Osborne (1983) and Shipstone (1984), some of the 
circuits were correctly configured to allow current to flow; others were not. In 
the narrative, the students were asked if, given the particular configuration of 
the circuit, they thought the circuit would work. This question was to encourage 
students to become aware of their beliefs about current flow within electrical 
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circuits. Next in the narrative, an explanation was provided explaining why the 
illustrated circuit worked or did not work. This explanation was to explicitly 
confront the students' misconceptions and cause them to become dissatisfied 
with their current beliefs about electrical currents. 
After presenting several examples of circuits that would not work (each 
based on the common misconceptions identified by Shipstone (1984)), Carlsen 
presented a circuit that did work and the scientific explanation of why the circuit 
worked. After illustrating the inadequacies of the common misconceptions, 
Carlsen followed the steps of the conceptual change model and presented an 
intelligible and plausible explanation of why the circuit worked. 
Modifying text as a method to facilitate conceptual change has been 
effective in assisting students in overcoming science misconceptions (Dole et al., 
1991; Hewson & Thorley, 1989; Wang, 1991; Carlsen, 1989; Roth, 1985a). The 
effectiveness of this technique in permanently overcoming science 
misconceptions requires further investigation. Because of the complexity of 
some science content, variations of reading abilities, and other classroom 
contextual factors, additional methods to facilitate conceptual change in the 
classroom should be investigated (Hewson & Thorley, 1989; Driver, 1989). 
Ideational confrontation is a conceptual change strategy that has potential in the 
classroom environment (Guzzetti, Snyder, Glass, & Gamas, 1992); it is discussed 
next. 
Ideational Confrontation 
Based on the Posner et al. (1982) model of conceptual change. Champagne, 
Gunstone, and Klopfer (1985a) developed and used a technique called ideational 
confrontation to alter misconceptions about motion held by middle school 
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students. Similar to investigations by Rogan (1988), Roilnick, (1988), and 
Hewson and Hewson (1983), ideational confrontation is a discussion-based 
approach to conceptual change. The technique of ideational confrontation, is 
initiated when students are asked to make a prediction about a phenomena. 
Each student is then directed to independently formulate and express an 
explanation that justifies and supports his/her prediction. Then, through group 
discussions, the students are encouraged to challenge each other's predictions 
and explanations in order to heighten the group's awareness of other 
perspectives and to affirm beliefs in individual perspectives. 
After these discussions, the physical situation is demonstrated. Next, 
differences between what was observed in the demonstration and what students 
predicted are carefully noted. Encouraged by the teacher/facilitator to challenge 
the physical evidence, the students are led to the realization that their currently 
held conceptions are inaccurate. The correct scientific explanation of the physical 
situation is provided; this explanation is followed by discussions in which the 
students are encouraged to express similarities and differences between their 
conceptions and the scientifically accurate one. The goal of this final discussion 
and the entire technique, then, is to encourage students to realize the 
inaccuracies of their conceptions and accept the scientifically correct conception. 
Champagne et al. (1985a) used the ideational confrontation technique with 
middle school students to investigate its effectiveness in assisting students in 
altering their misconceptions about gravity. In the study, the students were 
presented with two objects of varying weights and asked to predict which object 
would fall faster. Students were directed by the teacher to share their predictions 
and challenge the predictions of their peers. Many of the students predicted that 
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the heavier object would fall faster than the lighter one arguing that Galileo 
proved the fact the heavy objects fall faster. After the discussion, the teacher 
conducted the experiment by dropping the objects. When the blocks fell at the 
same rate the students argued that the blocks needed to be dropped from a greater 
height. When the blocks were dropped from a greater height they all fell at the 
same rate. The students then argued that the blocks weighed the same. Evidence 
was presented to verify the different weights of the blocks, and the experiment 
was conducted again and again until the students' reasons for why the blocks fell 
at the same rate were exhausted. The teacher then presented the scientifically 
correct explanation as to why the blocks fell at the same rate. 
The results of Champagne et al. (1985a) indicated that ideational 
confrontation was an effective technique in assisting middle school students in 
altering their physics misconceptions. The effectiveness of the ideational 
confrontation technique should be investigated with students at various grade 
levels and in different domains of science. 
Computer Simulations 
The use of computer simulations as a method to allow students to test 
their predictions has great potential for facilitating conceptual change (Zietsman 
& Hewson, 1986). It can be difficult to design and implement instruction to 
effectively overcome students' misconceptions about science because of 
classroom time constraints, scientific equipment and supply requirements, and 
the need to control variables. Recent developments in educational technology 
may enable the production of instructional environments that assist in 
overcoming specific science misconceptions. Computer simulations as a means 
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to facilitate conceptual change are discussed next. The review of the literature 
about computer simulations is followed by a review of the results of research in 
which a conceptual change approach was used with computer simulations. 
Computer Simulations and Instruction. Technological advances in the 
last 25 years have resulted in the development of computer simulations that 
provide models of events or phenomena. In the physical sciences, simulations 
have been produced that allow users to test chemical equations (O'Haver, 1991), 
alter speed and motion variables (Hewson, 1983), and test hypotheses (Roschelle, 
1991). 
Computer simulations are used in many contexts in many disciplines; yet, 
within the context of instruction, the concept of simulations and their uses differ 
greatly, de Jong et al. (1991) identified key characteristics that distinguished 
instructional uses of computer simulations from other uses of computer 
simulations. Four characteristics defined instructional uses of computer 
simulations; they were: 
Presence of a formalized, manipulable model A process, system or apparatus is 
formalized into a model and implemented as a computer program. 
Presence of learning goals The simulation must be used to reach certain learning 
goals. 
Elicitation of specific learning processes The simulation must be used to invoke 
specific learning processes characteristic of exploratory learning. 
Presence of learner activity The learner must manipulate something in the 
simulation; this excludes situations where the simulation is used merely as a 
demonstration device. 
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The increasing sophistication and availability of microcomputers in recent 
years has led to the development and use of computer simulations in K-12 
institutions. Computer simulations provided users with the means to 
manipulate variables and observe the effects of such manipulations in an 
environment that may not be possible, practical, or feasible any other way 
(Dekkers & Donatti, 1981; Rivers & Vockell, 1987). 
Computer simulations can present environments that involve students 
in problem solving, critical thinking, and analytical reasoning. For example, the 
Factory is a computer program designed to develop problem solving skills. In 
the Factory lesson, a two-dimensional object appears on the screen. The object 
may have lines stretching diagonally across it and/or two or three holes lined top 
to bottom punched through it. The student's task is to analyze the object and 
organize and order procedures in the factory that will produce another object 
with the same features. Decisions that students must make in order to produce 
the object include: (a) the number of lines or punches the object receives, (b) the 
angle at which the object should be when it receives its lines and punches, and 
(c) the kinds of lines and punches the object should receive. 
Dekkers and Donatti (1981) gave several reasons for the use of simulations 
in instruction: (a) improvement of motivation, (b) enhancement of cognitive 
learning of factual information, (c) improvement of critical thinking skills, and 
(d) improvement of the transfer of learning to other situations. Rivers and 
Vockell (1987) argued that in comparison to traditional laboratory settings, 
computer simulations allowed students to solve problems more efficiently 
because computers perform time-consuming peripheral tasks (such as tabulating 
data). 
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The ability of computer simulations to provide controlled settings in 
which to manipulate data also was perceived as an advantage over traditional 
laboratory experiences (Rivers & Vockell, 1987). Traditional laboratory 
experiments can produce data tainted with measurement errors. Rivers and 
Vockell (1987) suggested that as students are learning the processes of science and 
are becoming more familiar with the nature of the variables, it may be difficult to 
establish relationships or testable hypotheses under uncontrolled conditions. 
They argued that the use of computer simulations can provide students with the 
level of control needed until they become more comfortable with the processes 
of science. 
Computer simulations have been developed and used to facilitate 
conceptual change by several researchers (Zietsman & Hewson, 1986; White & 
Frederiksen, 1987; Carlsen, 1989). The results of these studies are discussed next. 
Computer Simulations and Conceptual Change. In a 1980 study 
investigating students' conceptions of velocity, Trowbridge and McDermott 
constructed a physical model to identify students' misconceptions about the 
concepts of velocity and position. The model, designed to demonstrate the 
differences between velocity and position, could repeat the relative motion of 
two balls on a sloping rail an unlimited number of times. The researchers 
reported that the model was effective in identifying students' misconceptions 
concerning the differences between velocity and position. 
Based on the work of Trowbridge and McDermott, Hewson (1985) 
developed a computer simulation to perform the same diagnostic test as the 
Trowbridge-McDermott physical model and identify students' misconceptions of 
velocity and position. Results of the study implied that instruction provided by 
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microcomputers on an individual basis was effective. Specifically, the 
microcomputer simulation of the Trowbridge-McDermott model generated the 
same results as the physical model and was just as effective but more efficient in 
diagnosing students' physics misconceptions. 
In a follow-up study, Zietsman and Hewson (1986) investigated the 
effectiveness of the computer simulation in comparison to the Trowbridge-
McDermott physical model to diagnose students' misconceptions about velocity. 
In addition, they included a remediation component to the computer simulation 
to provide instruction based on the students' diagnosed misconceptions. Using a 
conceptual change approach, the remedial instruction components produced 
significant changes in students' conceptions of velocity. That is, the conceptual 
change-based computer simulation was significantly more effective in 
overcoming misconceptions and facilitating the acceptance of scientifically 
correct conceptions of physics than traditional instructional strategies. The 
results of the study indicated that computer-based science instruction that 
employed conceptual change strategies was effective in addressing velocity 
misconceptions. 
Computer simulations about electricity have been used to allow students 
to build circuits and trouble shoot the effectiveness of the circuits. White and 
Frederiksw (1987) examined the effectiveness of a simulation entitled QUEST. 
Its purpose was to overcome students' misconceptions about electrical circuit 
operations. An intelligent simulation, QUEST was designed with knowledge of 
functional and structural properties of an electrical circuit. To help students 
solve problems with electrical circuits, the QUEST program had the capability of 
monitoring changes in the electrical circuits, altering the state of each circuit 
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component based on the change in the circuit, and providing students with 
causal qualitative explanations of the circuits. 
Before receiving instruction via QUEST, the seven high school students in 
the study were given a pretest to assess their misconceptions of electricity. The 
results of the pretest indicated that all seven students possessed serious 
misconceptions about circuit operations and lacked basic knowledge about 
electricity. The students, who prior to the study had received no formal 
instruction about circuits, worked individually with QUEST for a total of five 
hours over five days. After working with QUEST, each student was able to make 
accurate predictions about circuit operations and behaviors and effectively 
troubleshoot series circuits. White and Frederiksen (1987) contended that it was 
paramount for students to leam about the qualitative aspects of circuits before 
they could properly apply formulas for resistance and voltage. 
In another study about electricity, Carlsen (1989) investigated the 
effectiveness of a computer simulation along with conceptual change designed 
text to overcome undergraduate students' misconceptions about electric circuits. 
Using a 2 X 3 factoral design study, Carlsen examined text type (conceptual 
change text versus traditional text) and use of a computer simulation (before 
instruction, during instruction, and no simulation). The results indicated that 
using the simulation and the text designed to promote conceptual change was 
significantly more effective in overcoming misconceptions about electric circuits 
than using the text without the simulation. Moreover, the use of the conceptual 
change designed text was more effective in overcoming common incorrect 
misconceptions about electric circuits than was the traditional text. 
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The literature on computer simulations and instruction indicates that 
computer simulations can enhance science instruction. Computer simulations 
enable students to test hypotheses and receive science instruction that is not 
practical, feasible, or possible in typical classrooms (Dekkers & Donatti, 1981; 
Rivers & Vockell, 1987). The results from studies that have combined computer 
simulations and conceptual change-based instruction suggest that the use of 
these techniques can effectively assist students in altering their misconceptions 
about science (Zietsman & Hewson, 1986). Moreover, conceptual change-based 
computer simulations appeared to be more effective in overcoming 
misconceptions than traditional instructional approaches (Carlsen, 1989). 
Reflection and Student Tournais 
Many cognitive psychologists purport that the purpose of active learning 
is to engage students in cognitive processes and thus facilitate their construction 
of knowledge. Reflection is one technique that can heighten student's awareness 
of cognitive processes. In this section the concept of reflection is discussed as is 
the use of student journals as a method to encourage reflection. 
Used often in the professional preparation of teachers and education 
administrators, reflection has been defined as "making knowledge which is 
normally tadt more explicit" (Hewson, Hewson, & Jensen, 1989; p.4); "Reflection 
is integration of knowledge with action through thought" (Hart 1990, p. 222). 
Kottkamp (1990) interpreted reflection as a cyclic process of paying deliberate, 
analytical attention to one's actions in relation to intentions in order to make 
conscientious decisions about improved ways of acting in the future. 
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Summarizing the role of reflection on learning, Dewey (1933) argued that 
students do not actually leam from experience alone as much as they leam from 
reflecting on experience. Dewey (1933) interpreted growth as the combination of 
experience and reflection: "Experience with no reflection is shallow and at best 
leads to superficial knowledge" (p. 20). Dewey (1933) defined reflective thinking 
as the process of mentally reviewing a subject and giving it serious, consecutive 
consideration. Reflective thinking, Dewey insisted, liberates an individual from 
performing impulsive and routine activity, enabling him/her to act deliberately 
and intentionally to achieve his/her goals. 
Writing can be a. powerful medium for learning and a powerful means of 
facilitating reflection (Posner, 1985). Emig (1977) suggested that writing was both 
process and product. Kottkamp (1990) viewed writing as an active, engaging, 
personal process and stated that writing was self-produced feedback, available for 
immediate review and evaluation of ideas. Additionally, because of its slow, 
self-regulating pace, writmg allowed one to move back and forth among past, 
present, and future. 
Kottkamp (1990) contended that writing was often a reflective process in 
itself. He noted that authors typically would pause, reread and rethink the very 
descriptions and ideas they were in the process of formulating and inscribing; 
moreover, when writing was done by the one reflecting, it provided a self-
perspective on events that could be compared with viewpoints on the same 
events that were generated in other ways. 
Because they are adaptable in form and purpose, journals, as a means of 
reflection, have been used in a variety of educational environments (Fulwiler, 
1987). In a preparation program for school superintendents, Schmuck (1988) 
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used what he termed Learning Journals. He defined Learning Journals as loosely 
structured writing books for focusing thoughts about practice. 
Bamett and Brill (1989) used two kinds of journals in a program to prepare 
elementary and secondary school principals: the Daily Journal and Critical 
Incident Journal. 
Used during the internship component of their program, the Daily 
Journal was a continuing account of events and interactions of concern to 
administrators, teachers, and students. More focused and structured than the 
Daily Journal, the Critical Incident Journal was used to document selected, 
significant experiences in great detail. Bamett and Brill (1989) provided students 
using the Critical Incident Journal with a common format that included five 
sections: (a) a brief summary description; (b) important questions generated by 
events; (c) list of new jargon or concepts; (d) subjective reactions to the incidents; 
(e) description of what was learned and how it might alter future réponses. 
To encourage education majors to critically analyze classroom behaviors, 
Kottkamp (1990) developed and used Stop Action Journals with preservice 
teachers. Stop Action Journals were used during classroom activities in which 
student actions were literally stopped at various points during simulations and 
role plays. The students were then asked to reflect in their journals what had 
just occurred. 
Kottkamp (1990) used Stop Action Journals throughout instructional 
events. For example, prior to a role play, students might be asked to record their 
intentions for action, what they wished to accomplish, and how they would 
accomplish their intentions. At the conclusion of the role play and before any 
discussion, the class was directed to document events or behaviors of the role 
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play in relation to previously stated intentions. At times, reflection through the 
use of the journals was used after the discussion; other times it may be before 
and after discussions. Kottkamp reported that the stop action form of his journal 
legitimized classroom time for reflection, making it as important as traditional 
sharing through discussions. In addition, he reported that journals provided 
him with information about how students perceived various instructional 
situations and made his students more aware of their own thought processes. 
The power of reflective writing as a means to facilitate the improvement 
of student learning in science has not been fully explored. Moreover, few studies 
have been conducted that examine the effects of student journals on science 
learning. Malachowski (1988) incorporated the use of student journals in a 
chemistry course and investigated the effect of journals on student 
understanding. The major purpose for the journals was to help students 
improve their ability to formulate ideas. By emphasizing the process of writing, 
Malachowski reasoned that writing was a means of self-discovery. 
In the chemistry course for non-chemistry majors, students were asked to 
make regular entries in their journals. The student journals had four sections. 
These were: 
1. Scientific observations made outside of class - for writing outside of the 
regular class period, this section was used to augment the textbook or to 
introduce new topics. 
2. In-class prompts - students were directed to document their thoughts 
prior to discussion or immediately after a presentation (Occasionally they wrote 
before and after the topic; thus, students had the chance to process the 
information and comment on their newly acquired knowledge.). 
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3. Observations and analyses of classroom experiments - Students were 
asked to record what they observed in each classroom presentation as if they 
were performing the experiment themselves. 
4. Responses to other students' writings. 
Malachowski's (1988) observations about this strategy suggested interesting 
possibilities for science education. After the semester-long course, Malachowski 
reported many students stated that they had gained additional insights into 
various chemistry topics by writing about them and having to think them 
through. 
Malachowski (1988) noted that students became immediately involved 
because of the freedom and latitude given them to write on their own about a 
scientific topic. Malachowski reported that having students describe in their own 
words what they observed and the significance of their observations was an 
efficient way to use journals and one that seemed to increase student 
understanding immensely. 
Finally, Malachowski (1988) indicated that because the use of journals in 
class was time consuming, some topics could not be covered as deeply as they 
typically would. Overall, however, Malachowski stated that the depth of student 
involvement and their demonstrated understanding of science suggested that 
the students might retain their knowledge of chemistry over extended time 
periods. 
Many researchers and educators have suggested that instructional 
processes must become less didactic in order to overcome misconceptions and 
facilitate conceptual change (Posner et al., 1982; Resnick, 1983; Champagne, 
Gunstone, & Klopfer, 1985a; Mestre et al., 1987; Picciarelli, 1991). They suggested 
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that teachers needed to be made more aware of students' conceptions before, 
during, as well as after instruction in order to guide their learning. In addition, 
students needed to become more conscious of their knowledge structures. The 
use of student journals as a means of encouraging reflection was one method 
that helped students focus on their conceptions. 
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SUMMARY 
The presence of student misconceptions about topics in science education 
is well documented. The literature indicates that students use their conceptions, 
as well as their misconceptions, to reason about new concepts. Moreover, their 
misconceptions tend to be resistant to change. The development of instructional 
strategies that confront student misconceptions and facilitate the acceptance of 
scientifically correct conceptions may improve student learning. 
Cognitive psychology indicates that students' schemata influence how 
they process new information. Moreover, cognitive psychology suggests that 
students must be active, participants in learning and that instruction must take 
into consideration existing conceptions. The conceptual change model of 
learning attempts to explain how a person's current conceptions function in 
judging new conceptions by describing the conditions necessary for a major 
conceptual change. 
Text modification and ideational confrontation are instructional strategies 
that have been effective in facilitating conceptual change and altering students' 
misconceptions about science. In addition, computer simulations have been 
effective in facilitating conceptual change. Literature on reflection and student 
journals suggests that writing, as a means to engage students in the processes of 
conceptual change, may have great potential. Future research should examine 
the effectiveness of coupling these instructional strategies to encourage long-
term conceptual change of students' conceptions in various domains of science. 
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PAPER 2. EXAMINING THE USE OF COMPUTER SIMULATIONS, 
REFLECTIVE JOURNALS, AND PEER GROUP 
INTERACTIONS TO FACILITATE CONCEPTUAL CHANGE 
ABOUT ELECTRICITY 
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INTRODUCTION 
Developing instructional strategies to alter students' misconceptions about 
scientific concepts may significantly enhance science education. In this paper the 
results of a study that investigated the effectiveness of computer simulations, 
reflective journals, and peer group interactions to assist students in altering their 
conceptions about electricity are reported. 
Misconceptions in Science 
To understand the world around them, students often develop naive 
theories (or misconceptions) about natural phenomena (Helm, Hugh, and 
Novak, 1983; Driver & Easley, 1978; Eaton, Anderson, & Smith, 1983; Mestre, 
Gerace, Hardiman, & Lockhead, 1987). The existence of these misconceptions in 
science learning is well documented (Helm, Hugh, and Novak, 1983; Driver and 
Easley, 1978; Osborne 1983; Osborne and Freyberg, 1985; Novak, 1987). Such 
misconceptions about science concepts are deeply seated and difficult to dislodge 
(McDermott, 1984; Resnick, 1983). For example, McCloskey, Caramazza, & Green 
(1980) asked college students to predict the direction an object would move given 
the direct impact of another object. Even students who had taken high school 
physics classes retained naive conceptions of motion. Similar conclusions about 
scientific concepts were drawn by Champagne, Klopfer, & Anderson (1980). 
These results suggest that even students who have received instruction 
maintain naive theories about scientific concepts. 
Electricity and electrical energy are basic science concepts commonly 
discussed in the upper elementary (grades 4-6) science curricula. Often, these 
concepts are covered (in greater depth) in junior and senior high school and 
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college science courses. While much of the research on misconceptions about 
physics has focused on mechanics, numerous studies have investigated their 
role in electricity. 
Electricity and Student Conceptions 
Summarizing the results of several studies investigating students' 
understanding of electrical circuits, Picdarelli, Di Gennaro, Stella, & Conte (1991) 
concluded that students from various academic levels possess common 
misconceptions about electricity. Fredette and Lochhead (1980) found that more 
than 30% of freshmen engineering majors indicated that only one connection 
between a battery and an electrical device was needed to make a device 
operational. Osborne (1983) found similar results with elementary children; 50% 
stated that only one connection between a battery and an electrical device was 
needed to make a device operational. 
Misconceptions about series circuits appear to form a developmental 
sequence. Shipstone (1984) identified a developmental sequence of four models 
and Osborne (1983) identified one model of students' thinking about current 
flow in electrical circuits. These five models were: 
1. Sink model A single wire connecting an electrical device and a power 
source can make the device operational; electric current does not return to the 
battery. 
2. Clashing current model Current from the positive terminal of a power 
source moves through the wire toward an electrical device. Current from the 
negative terminal of the power source moves through the wire toward an 
electrical device; both currents meet at the device and dash, thus causing the 
device to work. 
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3. Unidirectional without conservation model Current flows in one direction 
from the power source around the circuit and back to the power source. As the 
current flows around the circuit, it is consumed by each device encountered thus 
becoming weaker until the current has been drained from the power source. 
4. Unidirectional with equal sharing of current model Current flows in one 
direction from the power source around the circuit and back to the power source. 
Each device in the circuit shares the current equally and consumes part of it so 
that less current returns to the power source than originally leaves. 
5. Scientifically correct model Constant current flows in one direction through 
the circuit, it is shared equally among the devices in the circuit and is not 
consumed. 
The persistence of misconceptions about electrical circuits was investigated 
by Picdarelli et al. (1991). The researchers asked college students who had not 
received university instruction about electrical circuits to explain the process of 
current flow within an electrical circuit. Before receiving university instruction, 
60% of the college sophomores based their explanations on the order in which 
current appeared to flow through a circuit; this common misconception is called 
sequential reasoning. Immediately following instruction, 57% of the students 
still used sequential reasoning to explain current flow. Similar to McDermott 
(1984), Mestre et al. (1987), and Resnick (1983), Picdarelli et al. (1991) conduded 
that traditional instruction was not very effective in altering common 
misconceptions. The researchers suggested that more dynamic instructional 
approaches based on pedagogical models that take into account students' 
misconceptions should be integrated into normal classroom activities. 
Constructivism and Conceptual Change 
Constructivists contend that learners use their perceptions, thoughts, 
experiences, and memory to build mental representations of the world. These 
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mental representations (or schemata) are used to interpret new situations ( Von 
Glasersfeld, 1989). Based on Piaget's assimilation, accommodation, and 
disequilibrium constructs as cited in Posner, Strike, Hewson, & Gertzog (1982), 
conceptual change theory seeks to explain how a person's existing conceptions 
function in judging new conceptions by describing the conditions necessary for a 
major conceptual change (Strike & Posner, 1985). Using the term accommodation 
to refer to large-scale, holistic conceptual changes and assimilation to refer to the 
kinds of learning where major conceptual revision is not required, Posner et al. 
(1982) suggested that four conditions must exist for an individual to acquire a 
new conception (accommodate). 
1. The student must become dissatisfied with his/her current conception; 
he/she must perceive and experience the limitations of his/her current 
conception to solve the problem. 
2. The new conception must be intelligible to the student; the student must be 
able to understand how the procedures of the new conception solve the current 
problem. 
3. The new conception must be plausible: the new conception must be 
believable by the student as an efficient method to solve the problem. 
4. The new conception must be fruitful: the new conception must be practical 
in solving the problem in order for the student to adopt it. 
Because a student's science conceptions are developed through personal 
experiences over time, students' conceptions about science phenomena tend to 
be very persistent. However, if their existing conceptions appear to be ineffective 
in solving a problem, dissatisfaction for the concept may develop within the 
student. When students are intellectually dissatisfied with their existing 
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conceptions, the likelihood of them accepting alternative conceptions increases 
(Posner et al. 1982). Construct!vist views of knowledge suggest that if 
instructional experiences illustrate how a new conception is more intelligible, 
plausible, and fruitful than the existing conception, student acceptance of the 
new conception may occur (Nussbaum & Novick, 1981; Strike & Posner, 1985). 
Much of existing research on science misconceptions and learning is 
focused on the development of instructional strategies to implement a 
conceptual change approach to learning. Techniques that enable students to 
activate their existing conceptions of science phenomena, compare and contrast 
those conceptions with alternative explanations, and internalize and maintain 
more accurate conceptions, have great promise for altering students' science 
misconceptions. Instructional strategies that facilitate conceptual change 
currently under investigation as well as the potential of new strategies are 
discussed in subsequent sections. 
Strategies to Facilitate Conceptual Change 
Text modification 
To examine the effectiveness of a conceptual change model of learning, 
many researchers have modified the narrative of books and lessons. That is, 
traditional text explanations of science concepts have been redesigned to 
incorporate the four conditions of the conceptual change model in order to 
develop instruction that directs students to experience these conditions and 
change their conceptions (Driver, 1989). 
Conceptual change-based modifications to traditional text have tended to 
center on students' existing conceptions about a science phenomena (Hewson 
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and Thorley, 1989). The purpose of this approach was to raise the status of the 
scientific conception in the mind of the student and lower the status of the 
student's misconception. Investigating middle school students' misconceptions 
about photosynthesis. Roth's (1985a) use of conceptual change-based text was 
significantly more effective than traditional text in assisting students in altering 
their misconceptions. Similar to Roth, Carlsen (1989) and Wang (1991) modified 
traditional text by incorporating a conceptual change approach to overcome 
students' misconceptions about electricity. Results from both Wang's (1991) and 
Carlsen's (1989) studies suggested that conceptual change designed text was 
significantly more effective than traditional text in altering students' conceptions 
about science phenomena. Because conceptual change-based modifications to 
the narratives of science textbooks and lessons have been effective in changing 
students' conceptions, the integration of this approach with computer-based 
instruction may have potential for improving student learning about electricity. 
Computer simulations 
Computer simulations enable users to manipulate variables and observe 
their effects in an environment that may not be possible, practical, or feasible any 
other way (Dekkers and Donatti, 1981; Rivers and Vockell, 1987). In the area of 
electricity, computer simulations have been used to allow students to build and 
trouble shoot circuits (White and Frederiksen, 1987; Carlsen, 1989). White and 
Frederiksen (1987) provided students with causal qualitative explanations of 
circuit operations via computer simulations. The results suggested that 
simulations effectively enabled students to experience the qualitative aspects of 
circuits and to learn to properly apply formulas for resistance and voltage. 
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Computer simulations that incorporate a conceptual change approach to 
instruction have been investigated (Zietsman and Hewson, 1986; Carlsen, 1989). 
Carlsen (1989) found that conceptual change designed text supplemented by a 
computer simulation on electrical circuits was effective in altering 
misconceptions. The results of studies that incorporated conceptual change and 
computer simulations suggested that this combination of techniques was 
effective in overcoming science misconceptions (Zietsman and Hewson, 1986; 
Carlsen, 1989). The conditions of conceptual change were integrated into the 
computer simulation activities of the study reported in this paper to examine 
their effects on student learning about electrical circuits. 
Reflection and Tournais 
Many who support the constructivist view of knowledge purport that the 
purpose of active learning is to engage students in cognitive processes and 
facilitate the construction of knowledge. Reflection is one technique that can 
heighten student's awareness of their cognitive processes. Used often in the 
professional preparation of teachers and education administrators, reflection has 
been defined as "making knowledge which is normally tacit more explicit" 
(Hewson, Hewson, and Jensen, 1989; p.4). Because the process of reflection 
caused students to become acutely cognizant of their experiences, Dewey (1933) 
argued that students did not actually learn from experience alone as much as 
they learned from reflecting on experience. 
Writing can be a powerful means to facilitate reflection because it enables 
students to document their conceptions of various experiences (Posner, 1985). 
Because writing allows an individual to physically record and review their 
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conceptions, Kottkamp (1990) suggested that writing encouraged the construction 
of knowledge by helping students see relationships between various concepts. 
Because they are adaptable in form and purpose, writing journals as a 
means of reflection have been used in a variety of educational environments 
(Fuller, 1987; Schmuck, 1988; Bamett & Brill, 1989). Malachowski (1988) used 
student journals in a chemistry course to investigate their effect on student 
understanding. Malachowski reported that having students describe in their own 
words what they observed and to comment on the significance of their 
observations was an efficient way to use journals and a technique that appeared to 
increase student understanding. The use of student journals as a means of 
encouraging reflection and facilitating conceptual change has potential for 
assisting students to focus on their conceptions and construct their own 
knowledge. The effect of journals on student learning of science concepts needs 
further examination. In the study reported in this paper, the effect of student 
journals and computer simulations on learning about electrical circuits was 
investigated. 
Ideational Confrontation 
Initially used to alter physics misconceptions, ideational confrontation is a 
conceptual change instructional strategy (Champagne, Gunstone, and Klopfer, 
1985a). A discussion-based technique, ideational confrontation is initiated when 
students are asked to make a prediction about a phenomena and then explain 
and justify their predictions. Following the articulation of their justifications, 
the phenomena is demonstrated; differences between what was observed in the 
demonstration and what students' predicted are noted. 
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Students are encouraged to question and challenge the results of the 
demonstration if the results differed with their original predictions. When 
students challenge results, additional demonstrations of the phenomena are 
conducted to address students' questions. Finally, students are led to the 
realization that their conceptions are inaccurate. The correct scientific explanation 
of the physical situation is then provided followed by discussions in which 
students are encouraged to express differences between their conceptions and the 
scientifically accurate one. The goal of this final discussion, and the entire strategy, 
is to encourage students to realize the inaccuracies of their conceptions and accept 
the scientifically correct conception. 
The use of ideational confrontation as a strategy to facilitate conceptuad 
change has been effective with middle school physics students (Champagne et al., 
1985a); so much so, that its potential with diverse groups and other science 
concepts warrants further investigation. The techniques of ideational 
confrontation were used in conjunction with student journals and computer 
simulations to examine the potential of these strategies to facilitate conceptual 
change about electricity concepts. 
Researchers have operationalized the conceptual change model (as 
articulated by Posner et al. 1982) by modifying the narratives of textbooks and 
lessons (Driver, 1989). Some researchers have combined computer simulations 
and conceptual change designed instruction to significantly improve student 
learning (Zietsman and Hewson, 1986; Carlsen, 1989). Because reflection through 
writing encourages students to become more cognizant of their conceptions, its 
potential in facilitating the acceptance of scientifically correct concepts should be 
investigated with conceptual change-based computer simulations to further 
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examine the effect of these strategies. Moreover, because discussion-based 
strategies to facilitate conceptual change, such as ideational confrontation, have 
been effective with middle school students, the potential effects on student 
learning of combining these techniques with computer simulations and journals 
also warrants investigation. 
Currently, no research exists which investigates the combination of these 
techniques and their possible interactions to facilitate conceptual change about 
electrical circuits. The purpose of this study was to investigate the effectiveness 
of a conceptual change approach using computer simulations and the 
effectiveness of reflective journals with peer group interactions for overcoming 
preservice teachers' misconceptions about current flow within electrical circuits. 
Hypothesis 
In this study, four instructional treatments were used to examine the 
effects of conceptual change computer simulations, reflective writing, and peer 
group interactions on student learning about electrical circuits. The treatments 
were: (a) computer-based didactic lesson (control group); (b) conceptual change 
computer simulation; (c) conceptual change computer simulation and reflective 
writing activities; and (d) conceptual change computer simulation, reflective 
writing activities and peer group interactions. 
It was hypothesized that the variations in the four treatments would have 
an additive effect on preservice teacher achievement scores on tests measuring 
their understanding of basic electricity concepts. That is, the conceptual change 
computer simulation (CCCS) treatment would have a greater effect than 
computer-based didactic instruction (CP) treatment; the conceptual change 
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computer simulation and reflective writing (CCCSW) treatment would have a 
greater effect than the CCCS treatment; and the conceptual change computer 
simulation, reflective writing, and peer group interaction (CCCSWPIG) 
treatment would have a greater effect than the CCCSW treatment on preservice 
teacher achievement as determined by scores on the Electrical Circuits Posttest. 
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MEraODOLCXSY 
Subjects 
The participants were 155 undergraduate students (121 females 34 males) 
who had been accepted into the teacher education program (minimum grade 
point average of 2.5 required) and who were enrolled in a required media course 
for preservice teachers. Nine of the 10 sections of the Instructional Media course 
participated in the study. Of 155 students in these sections, 116 (92 females and 24 
males) completed all three components of the study. The remaining subjects 
(N=39) did not complete all aspects of the study because of absence, or they did 
not complete the study activities in the manner intended. Six of the 116 students 
did not complete each item of the Electricity Interest and Experience Inventory 
(EI)2; these individuals were listed as missing cases in some of the analyses 
reported below. 
The participants were elementary education majors (60%), secondary 
education majors (20%), science majors (4%), and others (other discipline majors 
and those who did not provide information concerning their major) (16%); 77% 
were seniors, 16% were juniors, 52% were between the ages of 19 and 21, 33% 
were ages 22-24, and 15% were 25 or over. A summary of the complete 
demographic data is available in Appendix A - Table 2. For the 82 participants for 
whom ACT scores were available, the students' average composite ACT score 
was 21 with a standard deviation of 4. 
Design 
In each section of the course, the students were randomly assigned to one 
of four treatment groups. The four treatment groups were: 
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1. Computer-based didactic lesson control group (CP). Students who 
participated in the CP treatment completed a computer-based instructional 
lesson about simple electrical circuits that used a traditional instructional design. 
2. Conceptual change computer simulation (CCCS). Students who 
participated in the CCCS treatment completed a computer-based instructional 
lesson about simple electrical circuits that used a conceptual change approach. 
3. Conceptual change computer simulation and reflective writing (CCCSW). 
Students who participated in the CCCSW treatment completed the same 
computer lesson as the CCCS treatment group and also recorded their 
perceptions about the concepts presented in the computer lesson in student 
journals. 
4. Conceptual change computer simulation, writing and peer group 
interaction (CCCSWPIG). Students who participated in the CCCSWPIG 
treatment, completed the same activities as the CCCSW treatment group and 
also participated in group discussions about the electricity concepts presented in 
the computer program. 
Materials 
Instructional computer program 
Students completed either a didactic HyperCard lesson (control group 
treatment) or a HyperCard lesson employing simulations (experimental group 
treatments) that taught the same basic concepts about electrical circuits. The 
topics included were: (a) definition of electrical energy (explanation of protons 
and electrons, electrochemical cells, and components of a circuit), (b) nature of 
electrical circuits, (c) measuring electrical parameters, (d) series circuits, (e) 
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distribution of electrical energy within a series circuit, and (f) dead batteries. In 
the didactic and simulation lessons, the screen appeared as in Figure 1. Both 
lessons were contained in one HyperCard Stack that had 216 cards, and 
incorporated text, graphics, and animation. A printed copy of the cards that 
comprised the lessons, and a computer disk containing the HyperCard stack 
appear in Appendix I. 
The content of the computer program was revised from one used by 
Carlsen (1989). Carlsen's traditional text material and conceptual change text 
material were developed from two junior and senior high school science 
textbooks (Murphy, Hollon, & Zitzewitz, 1986; Ramsey, Gabriel, Mc Guirk, 
Phillips, & Watenpaugh, 1986). Four high school and college physics textbooks 
(Cutnell and Johnson, 1992; Hewitt, 1985; Taffel, 1981; Abbott, 1976) that were 
recommended by a university physics professor and a high school physics teacher 
served as the primary information sources used to revise Carlsen's lesson. Two 
physicists from Ames Laborator}»" of the U.S. Department of Energy and Iowa 
State University and one high school physics teacher reviewed the content of the 
computer lesson to verify its accuracy. 
The results of two pilot tests indicated that the simulation lesson required 
approximately 15% to 25% more time to complete than the didactic 
lesson. To ensure that approximately the same amount of time was needed to 
complete each lesson, instruction on how a wire must be connected to a bulb to 
complete a circuit, information about short circuits, and additional calculation 
problems were added to the didactic lesson to lengthen the amount of time 
required for completion. The simulation lesson did not include this additional 
material. 
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Didactic lesson 
The didactic lesson, which served as the control treatment, was used only 
by students in the CP treatment and was similar to a textbook in that it presented 
content in sequence. Like a typical textbook, the information was presented to 
the students with little consideration given for their existing preconceptions 
about electricity. During the didactic lesson, "pop-up" statements appeared on 
the screen. The "pop-up" statements requested students to perform various 
calculations using Ohm's law. 
if':-; .f-' 
lus.,- . 
eiti. i:L-,Ofc^ï'î-lJîiî^!'l 
go to tfis Symbol Key 
^ Back! Go Oily 
Figure 1 Typical card in both the didactic and simulation lessons. 
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Student interaction with the computer during the didactic lesson was limited to 
using the mouse to move forward or backward to each screen of the lesson. The 
directions used for the CP treatment appear in Appendix E. 
Simulation lesson 
The simulation lesson, used by students in the CCCS, CCCSW, and 
CCCSWPIG treatments, applied the Posner et al. (1982) conceptual change 
approach to instruction. The lesson encouraged students to become more 
cognizant of their existing conceptions about specific electricity concepts by asking 
them to explain how various features of electrical circuits operated (e.g. describe 
how a circuit must be constructed to cause a bulb to light). The students used the 
computer to build a simulated circuit and test their conceptions, to receive 
instruction on why their conceptions were or were not scientifically correct, and 
then to receive instruction on the scientific explanation of the concept. 
Similar to the didactic lesson, "pop-up" statements appeared on the screen 
throughout the simulation lesson. The statements in the simulation lesson 
requested the students to perform various calculations using Ohm's law or to 
describe how they thought various components of electrical circuits operated (e.g. 
explain how current flows in a circuit to cause a bulb tolight). According to the 
treatment, the students were instructed how to respond to the statements. 
Students in the CCCS treatment were given scratch paper and directed to 
perform the calculations; however, they did not write their answers to the "pop­
up" statements on how components of electrical circuits operated, but thought 
about their answers to these statements. 
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Students in the CCCSW and CCCSWPIG were given journals in which 
they responded in writing to each "pop-up" statement that appeared on the 
screen. The directions used for the CCCS, CCCSW, and CCCSWPIG treatments 
appear in Appendix E. 
Student reflective journals 
Each student participating in the CCCSW and the CCCSWPIG treatments 
completed a student journal. The journals were used to generate 
written responses to the "pop-up" statements that appeared throughout the 
computer program. The journals included the "pop-up" statements that 
appeared on the computer screen and space for the student to respond to the 
statements. In addition to the "pop-up" statements, the CCCSWPIG journal 
included two additional questions for each electricity concept; these two 
questions were not included in the CCCSW journal. The student journals 
appear in Appendix F. 
Ideational confrontation technique 
A critical component of the CCCSWPIG treatment was the discussion 
activity. Based on the ideational confrontation strategy (Champagne, 
Gunstone, and Klopfer, 1985a), the discussion component occurred only in the 
CCCSWPIG treatment and occurred at the beginning and ending of each 
electricity concept examined in the lesson. 
Under the guidance of a facilitator, students who participated in the 
CCCSWPIG treatment viewed, as a group, selected portions of the simulation 
lesson that were projected from the facilitator's computer on to a screen. At the 
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conclusion of each section, a "pop-up" statement appeared on the screen that 
asked the students to state their beliefs concerning a particular electricity 
principle (e.g. is it possible to construct a series circuit with four devices in which 
three of the devices are on and one is off?). The students were directed to record 
their beliefs in their journals. They then were led in a discussion where they 
were asked to share their beliefs and justify their views concerning a particular 
electricity principle. 
After the first discussion, each student worked individually at a computer 
using the simulation to test their beliefs. When all students were finished, a 
second discussion was conducted in which the students reported what they had 
experienced with the computer program. They were asked to compare their 
initial beliefs with what had occurred in the computer program. Following the 
discussion, the students were directed to record in their journals what had 
occurred during the computer program and the differences (if any) in their initial 
beliefs and their present beliefs. A printed copy of the cards comprising the five 
sections of the simulation lesson that were viewed collectively and the 
CCCSWPIG facilitator guidelines are included in Appendix E. 
Electricity interest and experience inventory 
Adapted from a test used by Chambers and Andre (1991), the 32 item 
Electricity Interest and Experience Inventory [(EI)2] was designed to collect 
demographic data and data about the students' interest in and experience with 
electricity. Thirteen items requested information on the students' major, 
academic classification, gender, age, and computer experience. Twelve items 
addressed student interest in electricity. Seven items addressed students' 
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experiences with electricity. The participants' responses to the (EI)2 were used to 
determine electricity interest and experience differences among the participants. 
The (EI)2 appears in Appendix D. 
Electricity posttest 
The 29 multiple-choice item posttest, adapted from Carlsen (1989) and 
Chambers and Andre (1991), measured students' understanding of basic electrical 
circuits. Twenty five of the items were diagrams of possible circuits that assessed 
students' qualitative understanding of current flow within electrical circuits 
(here on referred to as the conceptual understanding section). Students were 
asked if the circuits would or would not work. Many of the incorrect 
explanations were based on common electricity misconceptions. Figure 2 
contains an example of an item included on the posttest. 
Four additional calculation items tested students' ability to recall and 
apply Ohm's law and calculate voltage, resistance, and amperage. One item was 
discarded. Two forms of the posttest, containing the same items in rearranged 
orders, were administered (Appendix D). 
Room facilities and computers 
Experimental sessions were held in university classrooms. Each 
classroom was equipped with five Macintosh computers (one for each student). 
In addition to the computers, the tables and chairs in the rooms were arranged to 
enable students to work individually at the computer and as a group during 
discussions. 
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Will the bulb light in the diagram below? 
Yes, because electricity can flow from the bump on the 
top of the battery to the light bulb directly. 
b. Yes, because any connection between the battery and the 
light bulb will cause the bulb to light. 
c No, because the wire is connected to the wrong part of 
the light bulb. 
d. No, because electricity cannot flow in the circuit. 
e. No, because electricity can only flow out of the other 
side of the battery, not the side the wire is 
connected to. 
Figure 2. Example of the items included on Electrical Circuits Posttest 
Facilitator preparations 
Nine individuals, who had previously taught or were currently teaching 
the Instructional Media course, volunteered to facilitate the treatment sessions 
for the study. Two training sessions were held to familiarize the facilitators with 
the HyperCard stack about electricity and the procedures to be used for the 
treatments. A detailed explanation of the training sessions and the training 
materials are included in Appendix H. 
To maintain the consistency of the CCCSWPIG treatment, the same 
individual facilitated all of the CCCSWPIG treatment sessions. Two training 
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sessions were conducted for this facilitator; the training sessions focused on the 
ideational confrontation technique to be used during the group discussions. 
Procedures 
Introduction of study to subjects 
One to two weeks prior to the treatment, each section received a 
description of the purpose of the electricity computer lesson activities and their 
assignment. In addition, each student signed a consent letter, and completed the 
(EI)2. The students were told that the electricity computer lesson activities would 
demonstrate to them effective methods of using computers in classes. It was 
stressed that student performance on the computer activities would not 
influence their course grades, although their homework assignment did account 
for five percent of the total points possible in the course. This homework 
assignment was unrelated to the content of the lesson. The consent letter and 
the assignment based on the electricity computer lesson activities appear in 
Appendix G. 
Treatments 
Prior to the experiment, the researcher randomly assigned the students to 
treatments. (A description of the procedures used to assign students to 
treatments is included in Appendix J.) During the treatment sessions, the 
section's instructor introduced the study's facilitators and assigned the students 
to treatment groups according to a list of random assignments. Each group of 
students went to its assigned room to participate in the computer activities. 
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In the treatment rooms, each student was assigned a computer. The 
facilitator distributed materials appropriate for the treatment, read the treatment 
directions aloud and directed students to begin. Directions on the operation of a 
mouse were provided when needed. The students were required to work with 
the computer activity a minimum of 45 minutes to a maximum of one hour. 
After completing the electricity computer lesson, the students turned in 
their materials and were given the posttest. One week later, students completed 
the second form of the posttest during their Instructional Media class. The 
students had not been told that a second posttest would be given. 
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RESULTS 
The reliability estimates (Cronbach's alpha) for the Electrical Circuits 
Posttest 1 and 2 were .74 and .77 respectively. The (EI)^ reliability estimate was 
.95. The internal consistencies of the calculation sections of each posttest were 
low, so analyses were calculated using the 29 item posttest and the 25 item 
conceptual understanding section. The internal consistencies for the Electrical 
Circuits Posttest and the (EI)^ presented in Appendix A - Table 1. 
Electricity Interest and Experience Inventory 
The purpose of the (EI)^ was to provide a covariate. The internal 
consistency (alpha) of the (EI)^ was .95. A one way analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) revealed that the treatment groups did not differ significantly on 
(EI)2 scores ( Appendix A - Table 3). (EI)^ correlated .41 and .33 with the 
Electrical Circuits Posttest 1 and 2, respectively. Appendix A - Table 4 presents 
the averages and standard deviations for each treatment on (EI)2. 
The researcher had originally intended to use ACT as a covariate as well. 
However, because the university did not require ACT for admissions, ACT 
scores were available for only 82 of the students. A one way ANOVA 
conducted on scores of students for whom ACT scores were available failed to 
find significant differences between the treatments. Appendix A - Table 6 
presents the averages and standard deviations for each treatment group on 
ACT, and Appendix A - Table 9 presents the averages and standard deviations 
for each treatment group on the posttests. 
An ANOVA was conducted on the participants' composite ACT scores to 
assess if the treatment groups were equivalent in terms of academic ability. 
The results of the ANOVA indicated that there was not a significant difference 
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on ACT scores between the treatment groups [F(3,81) = .85, g < .70] (Appendix 
A - Table 5). 
Correlations 
To examine all possible relationships that existed among and between 
potentially confounding independent variables and the Electrical Circuits 
Posttest, a series of correlations was completed (Appendix A - Table 7). All of 
the correlations were statistically significant at the .05 level. As expected, 
posttests 1 and 2 had the highest correlation (r = .71); 50% of the variance of 
each posttest was associated with the other. Although statistically significant, 
ACT score and posttest 2 had the lowest correlation (r = .29); Only 8% of the 
variance in posttest 2 was associated with ACT score. Because (EI)2 was 
moderately correlated with Electrical Circuits Posttest 1 and 2 (r = .41, g > .01; r 
= .33, g < .01), it was used as a covariate with the analyses of the Electrical 
Circuits Posttest scores- To control for the effect of (EI)^ on student 
performance on the posttest, (EI)2 was used to control for any differences 
between students. 
Electrical Circuits Fosttest 1 
A one way analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was completed using the 
posttest 1 total scores. There was no significant difference between average 
scores of the four treatment groups on Electrical Circuits Posttest 1 
[F (3,105) = .98, g = .41] (Appendix A - Table 8). 
A separate one way ANCOVA was completed for only the conceptual 
understanding section of the posttest (Appendix A - Table 10). There was no 
significant difference due between treatments [F (10.67) = .57, g = .64]. The 
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averages and standard deviations for the conceptual understanding sections of 
the Electrical Circuit Posttest 1 and 2 appear in Appendix A - Table 11. 
Electrical Circuits Posttest 2 
A one way ANCOVA for the total scores of the Electrical Circuits Posttest 
2 showed that there was no significant difference between the treatment 
groups [F (3,105) = .15, g = .93] (Appendix A - Table 12). A separate ANCOVA 
was calculated using only the conceptual understanding section scores 
(Appendix A - Table 13). Again, the effect of the treatment was not [F (1.51) = 
.06, g = .98]. 
Factor Analysis of Electrical Circuits Posttests 
To examine the possible differential influence of the treatments on 
subsections of Electrical Circuits Posttest 1 and 2, a factor analysis of the 
Electrical Cirucits Posttest was completed. As described by Wolins (1986), the 
factor analysis procedure used a varimax rotation technique. Five sub-tests 
(here on referred to as factors) emerged; they were: 
1. Connection to the bulb (BULB) - items measuring a student's knowledge of 
where a wire must be cormected to a bulb to complete a circuit; 
2. Correct connection with one bulb (CBULB) - items measuring a student's 
knowledge of a correct circuit with a single bulb; 
3. Wire connection to bulb glass (GLASS) - items measuring a student's 
knowledge of circuits with a wire connection to glass casing of a bulb; 
4. Series circuit (SERIES) - items measuring a student's knowledge of circuits 
with multiple devices connected in series; and 
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5. Single wire connection (SINK) - items measuring a student's knowledge of 
circuits with only one wire connecting a battery and a bulb. 
The factors from posttest 2 were titled as follows: (a) Connection to the 
bulb (BULB2); (b) Correct connection with one bulb (CBULB2); (c) Wire 
connection to bulb glass (GLASS2); (d) series circuit (SERIES2); and (e) single 
wire connection (SINK2). The item loadings of Electrical Circuits Posttest 1 
and 2 factors are reported in Appendix B - Table 1. The internal consistency 
alpha for each factor is also reported. 
Correlations Among Electrical Circuits Posttest Factors 
For comparison purposes, factor scores for each participant were calculated 
and converted to proportions. For each treatment, the averages and standard 
deviations of the factors are reported in Appendix B - Table 2. To examine the 
relationships that existed among the factors, a series of correlations were 
completed for the factors from both Electrical Circuits Posttests. The 
correlations examined relations among and between the factors (Appendix B -
Table 3). 
Analyses of Electrical Circuits Posttest 1 and 2 Factors 
Using the five factor scores from each posttest as levels of an independent 
variable labeled test type, two seperate 4x5 multiple ANCOVAs were 
completed. Treatment was the between subjects factor and test type was the 
within subjects factor (Appendix B - Table 4a & 4b). The results indicated that 
there was an interaction between the treatments and factors. There was not an 
interaction between test time and factors or test time and treatment. The 
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averages and standard deviations for these data are presented in Appendix B -
Table 5. 
To examine the interaction between treatments and factors, a one way 
ANOVA with treatment as the independent variable was conducted using 
each factor score from Electrical Circuits Posttest 1 and 2 (Appendix B - Table 5). 
The results of the Student Newman-Kuels post-hoc analysis (Hinkle, 
Wiersma, & Jurs, 1988) indicated that there was a significant difference 
between the experimental treatment groups and the control group on the 
Electrical Circuits Posttest 1 BULB factor [F (3,115) = 5.34 ^  < .01]. That is, on 
items concerning how wires must be connected to bulbs, the CP treatment 
group scored significantly higher than the three experimental treatment 
groups. On posttest 2, the CP treatment group scored significantly higher than 
the CCCSWPIG treatment group on the BULB factor [F (3,115) = 2.90 g = .04]. 
The data from each post-hoc ANOVA completed on each factor are presented 
in Appendix C - Table 1. 
The Student Newman-Kuels ANOVA completed using the Electrical 
Circuits Posttest factors by treatment groups revealed that there was a 
significant difference between the three experimental treatment groups and 
the CP (control) treatment group on the Electrical Circuits Posttest SINK 
factors. On posttest 1, the experimental treatment groups scored significantly 
higher than the control group on items that had a single wire connection [F 
(3,115) = 4.34 g < .01]. Also, on posttest 2 the experimental treatment groups 
scored significantly higher than the control group in the SINK factor [F (3,115) 
= 6.22 £ < .01] (Appendix C - Table 1). Moreover, the data indicated that, 
although not statistically significant, the treatment effects were additive; that 
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is, the CCCS treatment had a greater effect than the CP treatment; the CCCSW 
treatment had a greater effect than the CCCS treatment; and the CCCSWPIG 
treatment had a greater effect than the CCCSW treatment on items that related 
to the understanding of a single wire connection. 
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DISCUSSION 
In the study, students were assigned to one of four treatment groups 
(Computer-based didactic lesson. Conceptual change computer simulation. 
Conceptual change computer simulation and reflective writing, and 
Conceptual change computer simulation, writing and peer interaction). All of 
the students completed a computer-based instruction lesson about simple 
electrical circuits. Students were required to participate in treatment activities 
between a minimum of 45 minutes to a maximum of one hour. The amount 
of time for the treatments was a limitation to the study. Because the 
variations in experimental treatments involved the addition of activities (i.e., 
writing, and writing and peer interactions), the need for more time in the 
more complex treatments was inherent in the treatment differences. The 
limited amount of time may not have allowed for the instructional potential 
of the treatments to be realized. 
To ensure that each implementation of the conceptual change computer 
simulation, writing and peer interaction treatment was consistent, the same 
individual facilitated each session. The facilitator variable may have affected 
the conceptual change computer simulation, writing and peer interaction 
treatment. 
Participants in the study were 116 preservice teachers enrolled in a 
required teacher education course. Because the treatments involved 
instructional uses of computers, the activities of the study were incorporated 
into an Instructional Media course; the context in which the study was 
implemented may have limited its effect. Overall, student performance on 
the Electrical Circuits Posttests was lower than expected; their poor 
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performance may be due in part to a lack of interest and a lack of 
accountability. Because the students had little interest in the topic of 
electricity, as indicated by the (EI)^, and because they were not accountable for 
the content of the computer-based instruction lesson as part of the course, the 
overall effectiveness of the treatments may have been limited. 
The Electrical Circuits Posttest assessed students' understanding of the 
flow of current in simple electrical circuits. The internal consistency estimates 
of Electrical Circuits Posttest 1 (.74) and Posttest 2 (.77), indicated that the tests 
were reliable. Overall, there was not a significant difference in the average 
scores for students in each of the treatment groups; nor did the treatments 
have an additive effect on student achievement as measured by the Electrical 
Circuits Posttest. 
The Electrical Circuit Posttest consisted of 25 conceptual understanding 
items and four calculation items. The analysis of the participants' scores for 
the conceptual understanding items of both posttests indicated that there was 
not a significant difference between treatment groups. However, the average 
scores for the experimental treatment groups increased on the second posttest, 
and the average of the control group decreased. Although the increases of the 
experimental treatment groups on the second posttest were not significantly 
greater than the scores on the first posttest, the results suggested that the 
experimental treatments may have facilitated long-term retention of 
scientifically correct concepts. Future studies should extend the length of the 
treatments to further examine the differential effectiveness of the 
experimental treatments in order to assist students in altering their 
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conceptions about electricity and maintaining scientifically correct conceptions 
over time. 
A factor analysis indicated that there were five factors within the 
Electrical Circuits Posttest. Analysis of the factors revealed that the control 
group performed significantly better than the experimental groups on items 
concerning how a wire is connected to a bulb to complete a circuit. Given that 
the control group received explicit instruction on this concept and the 
experimental treatments did not receive any instruction on this concept, these 
differences were not surprising. 
The experimental treatments were effective in assisting students in 
overcoming misconceptions concerning single wire connections. Analysis of 
the SINK factor of the Electrical Circuits Posttest indicated that the 
experimental treatment groups performed significantly better than the control 
group on both posttests. As part of the experimental treatments, the explicit 
confrontation of students' misconceptions about single wire circuit 
connections was apparently effective in altering students conceptions about 
circuits. Moreover, although not statistically significant for the SINK factor, 
the treatments showed an additive effect on student achievement. That is, the 
CCCS treatment group performed better than the CP treatment group, the 
CCCSW treatment group performed better than Ûie CCCS treatment group, 
and the CCCSWPIG treatment group performed better than the CCCSW 
treatment group. These results suggest that the combined use of reflective 
journals, peer interactions, and conceptual change differentially effected 
student achievement in learning science concepts. Future studies should 
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investigate their potential within the context of a science teaching 
methodology course. 
Summary 
The results of this study indicated that the variations of the conceptual 
change computer simulation treatments did not have an additive effect on the 
Electrical Circuits Posttest scores of students preparing to be K-12 teachers. 
Moreover, there was no significant difference between the conceptual change 
computer simulation treatment groups and the control group on the Electrical 
Circuits Posttest scores. 
The analysis indicated that the overall average on the conceptual 
understanding section of the second Electrical Circuits Posttest was higher 
than the overall average for the same section on Posttest 1. Although the 
improved performance was not statistically significant, each of the 
experimental treatment groups performed better on the conceptual 
understanding section of the second posttest than they had on the first 
posttest. The control group did not perform as well on the conceptual 
understanding section of the second posttest as they had on that section of the 
first posttest. 
Analyses of the factors within the posttest, revealed that the experimental 
treatments were effective in helping students overcome misconceptions about 
single wire connections. This suggested that explicitly confronting 
misconceptions through the combined use of computer simulations, reflective 
journals, and peer group interactions may encourage and assist students in 
altering their misconceptions and accepting scientifically correct conceptions of 
electricity over time. 
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Future studies should extend the instructional period of the treatment to 
better assess the effectiveness of the treatment variations to change students' 
conceptions about electrical circuits. Unlike Carisen (1989), whose treatment 
was implemented over three days, the instructional treatment lasted 
approximately one hour. In addition, the treatments should be incorporated 
into a more natural classroom situation for preservice teachers such as a 
science teaching methodology course. 
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CONCLUSION 
Altering students' conceptions of science concepts is a formidable task. 
Research suggests that explicitly confronting students' misconceptions about 
science principles is necessary in order to alter students' conceptions. This 
study investigated the use of a conceptual change approach with computer 
simulations to alter preservice teachers' conceptions of electricity. In addition, 
reflective journals and ideational confrontation techniques were employed 
with the computer-based conceptual change approach to alter students' 
misconceptions about electrical circuits. 
The results of this study indicated that there was no significant difference 
in the conceptual change computer-based instructional treatments and the 
traditional computer-based instructional treatment in student performance on 
Electrical Circuits Posttest. However, student performance on the second 
posttest improved for those in the experimental treatments. Analysis of the 
factors of the Electrical Circuits Posttest revealed that the conceptual change-
based treatments were significantly more effective than the control treatment 
in altering students' misconceptions about single wire connections. Future 
research should extend the treatment time to fully actualize the differential 
effects of the experimental treatments. Such studies should be conducted 
within the context of a science teaching methodology course for preservice 
teachers. 
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Table 1 Reliabilities: Electrical Circuits Posttest 1 and 2 and (EI)^ using 
Cronbach's alpha (Hinkle, Wiersma, Jurs, 1988). 
Test Reliability 
Posttest 1 .74 
Conceptual Understanding section .74 
Calculation section .20 
Posttest 2 .77 
Conceptual Understanding section .78 
Calculation section .22 
(EI)2 95 
Legend: 
Posttest 1 - first administration of Electrical Circuits Posttest 
Posttest 2 - second administration of Electrical Circuits Posttest 
(EI)2 - Electricity Interest and Experience Inventory 
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Table 2 Frequency distributions: Demographic data 
ITEMS N PERCENT 
GENDER 
Male 24 20.7 
Female 92 79.3 
116 100.0 
ACADEMIC CLASS 
Junior 18 15.5 
Senior 89 76.7 
Other 9 ZÂ 
116 100.0 
MAJOR 
Education 93 80.2 
Science 5 4.3 
Other or Not Specified 18 15.5 
116 100.0 
AGE 
19-21 60 51.7 
22-25 38 32.6 
25 or more 18 15.5 
116 100.0 
COMPUTER MOST USED 
Macintosh 46 49.7 
Apple 27 23.5 
MS DOS/IBM 37 32.2 
Other 2 1.7 
Never Used 3 2£ 
116 100.0 
USE OF MOUSE 
YES 100 87.0 
NO 15 13.0 
115 100.0 
*COMFORT WÎTH COMPUTERS 
Very Comfortable 38 32.8 
Comfortable 35 30.2 
Some Comfort 34 29.3 
Very Uncomfortable 9 7S. 
116 100.0 
MEAN = 2.12 SD = .92 
^Comfort with computers refers to participants' rating of personal 
level of comfort in using a mouse and computer. 
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Table 3 Analysis of variance: (EI)2 by treatments. 
SOURCE OF SUM OF MEAN SIC. 
VARIATION SQUARES df SQUARES F OFF 
Treatment 22.41 3 7.47 .83 .48 
Residual 950.66 106 8.97 
6 cases (5.2%) were missing 
Table 4 Means and standard deviations: (EI)^ for each treatment. 
Treatment CP CCCS CCCSW CCCSWPIG OVERALL 
MEAN 
N 28 29 26 27 110 
X 3.43 3.45 3.46 4.45 3.67 
SD 2.15 2.79 2.63 4.09 2.99 
Range 2-14 2-14 3-14 3-15 2-15 
Possible 
Range 0-17 0-17 0-17 0-17 0-17 
Legend: 
(EI)2 - Electricity Interest and Experience Inventory 
(EI)2 scale 
0 =Little or no interest in and experience with electricity 
17 =Extremely interested in and experienced with electricity 
Treatments 
CP - Computer-based didactic lesson control group 
CCCS - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation 
CCCSW - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation and Reflective Writing 
CCCSWPIG - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation, Writing, and Peer 
Interaction 
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Table 5 Analysis of variance: Composite ACT scores by treatment. 
SOURCE OF 
VARIATION 
SUM OF 
SQUARES 
MEAN 
df SQUARES F 
SIC. 
OFF 
Treatment 27.74 3 9.25 .85 .70 
Residual 1496.95 78 19.19 
34 cases (29%) were missing 
Table 6 Means and standard deviations: Composite ACT scores for each 
treatment. 
Treatment CP CCCS CCCSW CCCSWPIG 
OVERALL 
MEAN 
N 21 24 17 20 82* 
X 20.29 21.00 20.59 21.85 20.94 
SD 4.33 5.07 4.36 3.45 4.34 
Range 15-29 14-35 14-31 17-30 14-35 
Possible 
Range 0-36 0-36 0-36 0-36 0-36 
*ACT scores not available for 34 (29%) participants 
Legend: 
ACT 
Higher score indicated higher achievement 
Treatments 
CP - Computer-based didactic lesson control group 
CCCS - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation 
CCCSW - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation and Reflective 
Writing 
CCCSWPIG - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation, Writing, and Peer 
Interaction 
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Table 7 Pearson Product Moment Correlation coefficients: Electrical Circuits 
Posttest, ACT, and (EI)2. 
Posttest 1 Posttest 2 (EI)2 ACT 
Posttest 1 
Posttest 2 .71** 
(ED2 .41»* 
ACT .43** 
**• .01 level 
Legend: 
Posttest 1 - first administration of Electrical Circuits Posttest 
Posttest 2 - second administration of Electrical Circuits Posttest 
(EI)2 - Electricity Interest and Experience Inventory 
ACT - measure of academic ability; composite score on American College Tests 
.33' 
.29 ** .46* 
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Table 8 Analysis of covariance: Electrical Circuits Posttest 1** by 
treatments with (EI)^ as a covariate. 
SOURCE OF 
VARIATION 
SUM OF 
SQUARES df 
MEAN 
SQUARES F 
SIC. 
OFF 
Covariate 426.49 1 426.49 21.29 <•01* 
Treatment 58.93 3 19.64 .98 .41 
Residual 2103.76 105 20.04 
6 cases (5.2%) were missing 
**Means and standard deviations are presented in Table 9. 
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Table 9 Means and standard deviations: Electrical Circuits Posttest 1 and 
2 for each treatment. 
OVERALL 
Treatment CP CCCS CCCSW CCCSWPIG MEAN 
Posttest 1 2 12 12 12 12 
N 29 29 31 31 28 28 28 28 116 116 
X 18.52 17.24 16.45 16.16 17.25 16.71 17.00 17.75 17.29 16.95 
SD 5.19 5.57 4.43 4.88 5.58 6.25 4.30 4.58 4.89 5.31 
Range 7-28 6-27 8-24 8-24 7-27 5-28 8-25 7-26 7-28 5-23 
Possible 
Range 0-29 0-29 0-29 0-29 0-29 0-29 0-29 0-29 0-29 0-29 
Legend: 
Treatments 
CP - Computer-based didactic lesson control group 
CCCS - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation 
CCCSW - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation and Reflective 
Writing 
CCCSWPIG - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation, Writing, and 
Peer Interaction 
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Table 10 Analysis of covariance: Electrical Circuits Posttest 1 conceptual 
understanding section by treatments* with (EI)^ as a covariate. 
SOURCE OF 
VARIATION 
SUM OF 
SOUARES df 
MEAN 
SOUARES 
SIG. 
OFF 
Covariate 334.52 334.52 17.89 <.01 
Treatment 
Residual 
32.01 
1963.87 
3 
105 
10.67 
18.70 
.57 .67 
6 cases (5.2%) were missing 
*Means and standard deviations are presented in Table 11 
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Table 11 Means and standard deviations: Electrical Circuits Posttest 1 and 2 
conceptual understanding section for each treatment. 
OVERALL 
Treatment CP CCCS CCCSW CCCSWPIG MEAN 
Posttest 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 
N 29 29 31 31 28 28 28 28 116 116 
X 16.14 16.00 14.65 15.13 15.25 15.61 15.11 16.29 15.28 15.74 
SD 5.31 5.33 4.14 4.72 5.06 5.96 4.07 4.25 4.64 5.05 
Range 5-22 4-24 8-24 6-24 5-22 3-24 5-22 8-24 5-24 3-24 
Possible 
Range 0-25 0-25 0-25 0-25 0-25 0-25 0-25 0-25 0-25 0-25 
Legend: 
Treatments 
CP - Computer-based didactic lesson control group 
CCCS - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation 
CCCSW - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation and Reflective 
Writing 
CCCSWPIG - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation, Writing, and 
Peer Interaction 
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Table 12 Analysis of covariance: Electrical Circuits Posttest 2 by treatments** 
with (EI)2 as a covariate. 
SOURCE OF SUM OF MEAN SIC. 
VARIATION SQUARES df SOUARES F OFF 
Covariate 354.01 1 354.01 13.20 <.01* 
Treatment 12.10 3 4.03 .15 .93 
Residual 2815.90 105 26.82 
6 cases (5.2%) were missing 
**Means and standard deviations are presented in Table 9 
Table 13 
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Analysis of covariance: Electrical Circuits Posttest 2 conceptual 
understanding section by treatments** with (EI)2 as a covariate. 
SOURCE OF SUM OF MEAN SIC. 
VARIATION SOUARES df SOUARES F OFF 
Covariate 232.18 1 232.18 9.27 <.01* 
Treatment 4.54 3 1.51 .06 .98 
Residual 2630.04 105 25.05 
6 cases (5.2%) were missing 
**Means and standard deviations are presented in Table 11. 
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Table 1 Factor loadings and internal consistencies: Electrical Circuit Posttest 
1 and 2 items. 
FACTORS: BULB & BULB 2 - CONNECTION TO THE BULB 
ITEM POSTTEST 1 POSTTEST 2 
10 .73 .69 
11 .74 .75 
13 .74 .74 
16 .73 .84 
18 .76 .74 
22 .53 .68 
Cronbach's alpha .86 .88 
FACTORS: CBULB & CBULB 2 - CORRECT CONNECTION WITH 1 
BULB 
ITEM POSTTEST 1 POSTTEST 2 
7 .57 .68 
9 .74 .78 
14 .74 .81 
15 .78 .65 
19 .74 .77 
20 .74 .68 
Cronbach's alpha .87 .88 
FACTORS: GLASS & GLASS 2 - WIRE CONNECTION TO 
GLASS BULB 
ITEM POSTTEST 1 POSTTEST 2 
6 .56 .57 
12 .72 .72 
17 .64 .72 
Cronbach's alpha .70 .71 
Legend: 
Factors 
Names for Electrical Circxiits Posttest 1 factors -BULB, CBULB, GLASS, 
SERIES, SINK 
Names for Electrical Circuits Posttest 2 factors -
GLASS 2, S SERIES 2, S SINK 2 
BULB 2, CBULB 2, 
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Table 1 cont. Factor loadings and internal consistencies: Electrical Circuit 
Posttest 1 and 2 items. 
FACTORS: SERIES & SERIES 2 - SERIES CIRCUIT 
ITEM POSTTEST 1 POSTTEST 2 
21 .89 .68 
25 .71 .83 
Cronbach's alpha .80 .81 
FACTORS: SINK & SINK 2 - SINGLE WIRE CONNECTION 
ITEM POSTTEST 1 POSTTEST 2 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Cronbach's alpha 
.74 .63 
.74 .81 
.38 .60 
.58 .58 
.65 .84 
.75 .82 
Electrical Circuits Posttest items 8, 23, 24 did not load on the factor analysis. 
Legend: 
Factors 
Names for Electrical Circuits Posttest 1 factors -BULB, CBULB, GLASS, 
SERIES, SINK 
Names for Electrical Circuits Posttest 2 factors - BULB 2, CBULB 2, 
GLASS 2, S SERIES 2, S SINK 2 
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Table 2 Proportion correct: Electrical Circuits Posttest 1 and 2 factors for each 
treatment. 
FACTOR: BULB - Connection to the bulb Posttest 1 items: 
10,11,13,16,18,22 
OVERALL 
CP CCCS CCCSW CCCSWPIG MEAN 
N 29 31 28 28 116 
X .66 .40 .39 .30 .41 
SD .36 .37 .37 .31 .37 
Range .16-1.00 .16-1.00 .16-1.00 .00-.66 .00-1.00 
Possible 
Range .00-1.00 .00-1.00 .00-1.00 .00-1.00 .00-1.00 
FACTOR: BULB 2 -
CP 
Connection to the bulb 
CCCS CCCSW 
Posttest 2 items: 
10,11,13,16,18,22 
CCCSWPIG 
OVERALL 
MEAN 
N 
X 
29 
.59 
31 
.41 
28 
.33 
28 
.34 
116 
.39 
SD .38 .40 .38 .34 .39 
Range .16-1.00 .16-1.00 .16-1.00 .00-.66 .00-1.00 
Possible 
Range .00-1.00 .00-1.00 .00-1.00 .00-1.00 .00-1.00 
Legend: 
Factor scores have been converted to proportions 
Treatments 
CP - Computer-based didactic lesson control group 
CCCS - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation 
CCCSW - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation and Reflective Writing 
CCCSWPIG - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation, Writing, and Peer 
Interaction 
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Table 2 cont. Proportion correct: Electrical Circuits Posttest 1 and 2 factors for each 
treatment. 
FACTOR: CBULB - Correct Connection with 1 bulb Posttest 1 items: 
7,9,14,19,20 
OVERALL 
CP CCCS CCCSW CCCSWPIG MEAN 
N 29 31 28 28 116 
X .45 .38 .45 .48 .44 
SD .36 .35 .38 .42 .38 
Range .20-1.00 .00-1.00 .20-1.00 .20-1.00 .20-1.00 
Possible 
Range .00-1.00 .00-1.00 .00-1.00 .00-1.00 .00-1.00 
FACTOR: CBULB 2- Correct Connection with 1 bulb Posttest 2 items: 
7,9,14,19,20 
OVERALL 
CP CCCS CCCSW CCCSWPIG MEAN 
N 29 31 28 28 116 
X .51 .39 .46 .45 .45 
SD .39 .35 .39 .41 .38 
Range .20-1.00 .00-1.00 .20-1.00 .20-1.00 .20-1.00 
Possible 
Range .00-1.00 .00-1.00 .00-1.00 .00-1.00 .00-1.00 
Legend: 
Factor scores have been converted to proportions 
Treatments 
CP - Computer-based didactic lesson control group 
CCCS - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation 
CCCSW - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation and Reflective Writing 
CCCSWPIG - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation, Writing, and Peer 
Interaction 
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Table 2 cont. Proportion correct: Electrical Circuits Posttest 1 and 2 factors for each 
treatment. 
FACTOR: GLASS - Wire Connection to Glass Posttest 1 items: 
6,12,17 
CP CCCS CCCSW CCCSWPIG 
OVERALL 
MEAN 
N 29 31 28 28 116 
X .77 .67 .71 .77 .73 
SD .34 .38 .35 .33 .35 
Range .33-1.00 .00-1.00 .33-1.00 .33-1.00 .33-1.00 
Possible 
Range .00-1.00 .00-1.00 .00-1.00 .00-1.00 .00-1.00 
FACTOR: GLASS 2 
CP 
- Wire Connection to Glass 
CCCS CCCSW 
Posttest 2 items: 
6,12,17 
CCCSWPIG 
OVERALL 
MEAN 
N 29 31 28 28 116 
X .81 .79 .75 .79 .78 
SD .33 .36 .31 .32 .33 
Range .33-1.00 .00-1.00 .33-1.00 .33-1.00 .33-1.00 
Possible 
Range .00-1.00 .00-1.00 .00-1.00 .00-1.00 .00-1.00 
Legend: 
Factor scores have been converted to proportions 
Treatments 
CP - Computer-based didactic lesson control group 
CCCS - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation 
CCCSW - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation and Reflective Writing 
CCCSWPIG - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation, Writing, and Peer 
Interaction 
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Table 2 cont. Proportion correct: Electrical Circuits Posttest 1 and 2 factors for each 
treatment. 
FACTOR: SERIES - Series Circuit Posttest 1 items; 
21,25 
OVERALL 
CP CCCS CCCSW CCCSWPIG MEAN 
N 29 31 28 28 116 
X .79 .68 .75 .73 .70 
SD .37 .44 .42 .40 .39 
Range .00-1.00 .00-1.00 .00-1.00 .00-1.00 .00-1.00 
Possible 
Range .00-1.00 .00-1.00 .00-1.00 .00-1.00 .00-1.00 
FACTOR: SERIES 2- Series Circuit Posttest 2 items; 
21,25 
OVERALL 
CP CCCS CCCSW CCCSWPIG MEAN 
29 31 28 28 116 
X .64 .60 .66 .84 .64 
SD .40 .50 .47 .31 .41 
Range .00-1.00 .00-1.00 .00-1.00 .00-1.00 .00-1.00 
Possible 
Range .00-1.00 .00-1.00 .00-1.00 .00-1.00 .00-1.00 
Legend: 
Factor scores have been converted to proportions 
Treatments 
CP - Computer-based didactic lesson control group 
CCCS - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation 
CCCSW - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation and Reflective Writing 
CCCSWPIG - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation, Writing, and Peer 
Interaction 
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Table 2 cont. Proportion correct: Electrical Circuits Posttest 1 and 2 factors for each 
treatment. 
FACTOR: SINK - Single Wire Connection Posttest 1 items 
1,2,3,4,5 
OVERALL 
CP CCCS CCCSW CCCSWPIG MEAN 
N 29 31 28 28 116 
X .70 .90 .91 .86 .85 
SD .33 .22 .21 .21 .28 
Range .00-1.00 .20-1.00 .20-1.00 .20-1.00 .00-1.00 
Possible 
Range .00-1.00 .00-1.00 .00-1.00 .00-1.00 .00-1.00 
FACTOR: SINK 2-
CP 
Single Wire Connection 
CCCS CCCSW 
Posttest 2 items 
1,2,3,4,5 
CCCSWPIG 
OVERALL 
MEAN 
N 29 31 28 28 116 
X .62 .85 .87 .90 .80 
SD .36 .26 .30 .14 .35 
Range .00-1.00 .20-1.00 .20-1.00 .20-1.00 .00-1.00 
Possible 
Range .00-1.00 .00-1.00 .00-1.00 .00-1.00 .00-1.00 
Legend: 
Factor scores have been converted to proportions 
Treatments 
CP - Computer-based didactic lesson control group 
CCCS - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation 
CCCSW - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation and Reflective Writing 
CCCSWPIG - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation, Writing, and Peer 
Interaction 
Table 3 Correlation coefficients: Electrical Circuits Posttest 1 and 2 factors 
BULB BULB2 CBULB CBULB2 GLASS GLASS2 SERIES SERIES2 SINK SINK2 
BULB 
BULB2 .67*» 
CBULB .07 -.11 
CBULB2 .20* .04 .75** 
GLASS .38** .34** .14 .07 
GLASS2 .05 .28** -.02 .07 .53** 
SERIES .13 -.05 .31** .38** .08 -.02 
SERIES2 .07 -.05 .33** .35** .20* .14 .53* 
SINK .09 -.02 .10 .11 .05 .00 .14 .24* 
SINK2 .02 -.02 .16 .18 .07 .01 .10 .28** .83** 
* 2 < .05 
** £ < .01 
Legend: 
Factors 
Names for Electrical Circuits Posttest 1 factors -BULB, CBULB, GLASS, 
SERIES, SINK 
Names for Electrical Circuits Posttest 2 factors - BULB 2, CBULB 2, 
GLASS 2, S SERIES 2, S SINK 2 
BULB and BULB2 - connection to the bulb sub-test; CBULB and CBULB2 - correct connection with 1 bulb 
sub-test; GLASS and GLASS2 - wire connection to glass sub-test; SERIES and SERIES2 - series circuit 
sub-test; SINK and SINK2 - single wire connection sub-test 
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Table 4a. Multiple analysis of variance: Treatment and Electrical Circuits 
Posttest 1 factors** with (EI)2 as a covariate. 
SOURCE OF SUM OF MEAN SIC. 
VARIATION SQUARES DF SQUARES F OFF 
Covariate 2.92 1 2.92 16.50 <.01* 
TMT .35 3 .12 .66 .58 
Subjects/TMT 18.57 105 .18 
Factors 15.51 4 3.88 37.93 <.01* 
TMT X Factors 2.65 12 .22 2.16 .01* 
Subjects X Factors/TMT 43.35 424 .10 
*£<.05 
**Means and standard deviations are presented in Table 5. 
Post-hoc analyses of variance are presented in Appendix C Table 1. 
Table 4b. Multiple analysis of variance: Treatment and Electrical Circuits 
Posttest 2 factors** with (EI)2 as a covariate. 
SOURCE OF SUM OF MEAN SIG. 
VARIATION SQUARES DF SQUARES F OFF 
Covariate 1.76 1 1.76 9.00 <.01* 
TMT .07 3 .02 .12 .95 
Subjects/TMT 20.53 105 .20 
Factors 15.20 4 3.80 34.42 <.01* 
TMT X Factors 2.72 12 .23 2.05 .02* 
Subjects X Factors/TMT 46.82 424 .11 
* £ <.05 
**Means and standard deviations are presented in Table 5. 
Post-hoc analyses of variance are presented in Appendix C Table 1. 
Legend: 
TMT - Treatments 
CP - Computer-based didactic lesson control group; CCCS - Conceptual Change 
Computer Simulation; CCCSW - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation and 
Reflective Writing; CCCSWPIG - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation, 
Writing, and Peer Interaction 
Factors - Five sub-tests of the Electrical Circuits Posttest. 
(BULB - connection to the bulb sub-test; CBULB - correct connection with 1 
bulb sub-test; SERIES - series circuit sub-test; GLASS - wire connection to 
glass sub-test; SINK - single wire connection sub-test) 
Table 5. Post-hoc one way analysis and means and standard deviations: Proportion correct on Electrical 
Circuits Posttest 1 and 2 factors for each treatment. 
Conceptual 
Treatment N Understanding BULB CBULB GLASS SERIES SINK 
X SD X SD X SD X SD X SD X SD 
Posttest 1 
CP 29 16.14 5.31 .66a .36 .45a .36 .77a .34 .79a .37 .70a .33 
CCCS 31 14.65 4.14 .40b .37 J8a .35 .67a .38 ^8* .44 .90  ^ .22 
CCCSW 28 15.25 5.06 .39b .37 .45a .38 .7ia .35 .75a .42 4lb .21 
CCCSWPIG 28 15.11 4.07 .30b .31 .48a .42 .77a .33 .73a .40 .86b .21 
Posttest 2 
CP 29 16.00 5.33 .59a .38 .5ia .39 .8ia .33 .64a .40 .62a .36 
CCCS 31 15.13 4.72 .4iab .40 .39a .35 .79a .36 .60a .50 .85b .26 
CCCSW 28 15.61 5.96 .33ab .38 .46a .39 .75a .31 .66a .47 .87b .30 
CCCSWPIG 28 16.29 4.25 .34b .34 .45a .41 .79a .32 .84a .31 .90b .14 
In a column, means with different superscripts are significantly different by the Student Newman-Kuels test .05 level. 
Legend: 
Factors 
BULB - connection to the bulb sub-test; CBULB - correct connection with 1 bulb sub-test 
SERIES - series circuit sub-test; GLASS - wire connection to glass sub-test; SINK - single wire connection 
sub-test 
Treatments 
CP - Computer-based didactic lesson control group 
CCCS - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation 
CCCSW - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation and Reflective Writing 
CCCSWPIG - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation, Writing, and Peer Interaction 
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Table 1 Post-hoc one way analysis of variance*: Electrical Circuits 
Posttest 1 factor BULB by treatment 
SOURCE OF 
VARIATION 
SUM OF 
SQUARES df 
MEAN 
SOUARES 
F 
RATIO 
F 
PROS. 
Between groups 
Within groups 14.18 112 
2.03 3 
.13 
.68 5.34 <.01* 
*Student Nevsonan-Kuels Procedure used at .05 level 
Analysis indicated a significant difference between CP treatment and 
CCCSWPIG treatments 
Legend: 
Factor 
BULB - Connection to bulb 
Treatments 
CP - Computer-based didactic lesson control group 
CCCS - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation 
CCCSW - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation and Reflective 
Writing 
CCCSWPIG - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation, Writing, and 
Peer Interaction 
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Table 1 cont. Post-hoc one way analysis of variance*: Electrical Circuits 
Posttest 2 factor BULB2 by treatment. 
SOURCE OF 
VARIATION 
SUM OF 
SOUARES df 
MEAN 
SOUARES 
F 
RATIO 
F 
PROB. 
Between groups 1.23 3 .41 2.90 .04» 
Within groups 15.80 112 .14 
*Student Newman-Kuels Procedure used at .05 level 
Analysis indicated a significant difference between CP treatment and 
CCCSWPIG treatments 
Legend: 
Factor 
BULB2- Connection to bulb 
Treatments 
CP - Computer-based didactic lesson control group 
CCCS - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation 
CCCSW - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation and Reflective 
Writing 
CCCSWPIG - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation, Writing, and 
Peer Interaction 
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Table 1 cont. Post-hoc one way analysis of variance*: Electrical Circuits 
Posttest 1 factor CBULB by treatment. 
SOURCE OF SUM OF MEAN F F 
VARIATION SOUARES df SOUARES RATIO PROB. 
Between groups .18 3 .06 .43 .74 
Within groups 15.96 112 .14 
*Student Newman-Kuels Procedure used at .05 level 
Legend: 
Factor 
CBULB - Correct connection with 1 bulb 
Treatments 
CP - Computer-based didactic lesson control group 
CCCS - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation 
CCCSW - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation and Reflective 
Writing 
CCCSWFIG - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation, Writing, and 
Peer Interaction 
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Table 1 cont. Post-hoc one way analysis of variance*: Electrical Circuits 
Posttest 2 factor CBULB2 by treatment 
SOURCE OF SUM OF MEAN F F 
VARIATION SOUARES df SOUARES RATIO PROB. 
Between groups .21 3 .07 .48 .70 
Within groups 16.55 112 .15 
*Student Newman-Kuels Procedure used at .05 level 
Legend: 
Factor 
CBULB2 - Correct connection with 1 bulb 
Treatments 
CP - Computer-based didactic lesson control group 
CCCS - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation 
CCCSW - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation and Reflective 
Writing 
CCCSWPIG - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation, Writing, and 
Peer Interaction 
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Table 1 cont. Post-hoc one way analysis of variance*: Electrical Circuits 
Posttest 1 factor GLASS by treatment 
SOURCE OF SUM OF MEAN F F 
VARIATION SQUARES df SQUARES RATIO PROS. 
Between groups .23 3 .08 .64 .59 
Within groups 13.53 112 .12 
^Student Newman-Kuels Procedure used at .05 level 
Legend: 
Factor 
GLASS - Wire connection to glass 
Treatments 
CP - Computer-based didactic lesson control group 
CCCS - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation 
CCCSW - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation and Reflective 
Writing 
CCCSWPIG - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation, Writing, and 
Peer Interaction 
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Table 1 cont. Post-hoc one way analysis of variance*: Electrical Circuits 
Posttest 2 factor GLASS2 by treatment 
SOURCE OF SUM OF MEAN F F 
VARIATION SOUARES df SOUARES RATIO PROS. 
Between groups .04 3 .01 .14 .94 
Within groups 12.20 112 .11 
^Student Newman-Kuels Procedure used at .05 level 
Legend: 
Factor 
GLASS2 - Wire connection to glass 
Treatments 
CP - Computer-based didactic lesson control group 
CCCS - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation 
CCCSW - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation and Reflective 
Writing 
CCCSWPIG - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation, Writing, and 
Peer Interaction 
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Table 1 cont. Post-hoc one way analysis of variance*: Electrical Circuits 
Posttest 1 factor SERIES by treatment 
SOURCE OF SUM OF MEAN F F 
VARIATION SQUARES df SQUARES RATIO PROP. 
Between groups .21 3 .07 .42 .74 
Within groups 18.52 112 .17 
^Student Newman-Kuels Procedure for .05 level 
Legend: 
Factor 
SERIES - series circuit 
Treatments 
CP - Computer-based didactic lesson control group 
CCCS - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation 
CCCSW - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation and Reflective 
Writing 
CCCSWPIG - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation, Writing, and 
Peer Interaction 
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Table 1 con t. Post-hoc one way analysis of variance*: Electrical Circuits 
Posttest 2 factor SERIES! by treatment. 
SOURCE OF SUM OF MEAN F F 
VARIATION SQUARES df SOUARES RATIO PROB. 
Between groups .99 3 .33 1.82 .15 
Within groups 20.21 112 .18 
^Student Newman-Kuels Procedure used at .05 level 
Legend: 
Factor 
SERIES2 - series circuit 
Treatments 
CP - Computer-based didactic lesson control group 
CCCS - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation 
CCCSW - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation and Reflective 
Writing 
CCCSWPIG - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation, Writing, and 
Peer Interaction 
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Table 1 cont. Post-hoc one way analysis of variance*: Electrical Circuits 
Posttest 1 factor SINK by treatment. 
SOURCE OF SUM OF MEAN F F 
VARIATION SOUARES df SOUARES RATIO PROB. 
Between groups .79 3 .26 4.34 <.01* 
Within groups 6.80 112 .06 
^Student Newman-Kuels Procedure used at .05 level 
Analysis indicated a significant difference between CP treatment and 
experimental treatments (CCCS, CCCSW, CCCSWPIG). 
Legend: 
Factor 
SINK - single wire connection 
Treatments 
CP - Computer-based didactic lesson control group 
CCCS - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation 
CCCSW - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation and Reflective 
Writing 
CCCSWPIG - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation, Writing, and 
Peer Interaction 
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Table 1 cont. Post-hoc one way analysis of variance*: Electrical Circuits 
Posttest 2 factor SINK2 by treatment. 
SOURCE OF SUM OF MEAN F F 
VARIATION SOUARES df SOUARES RATIO PROB. 
Between groups 1.41 3 .47 6.22 <.01* 
Within groups 8.46 112 .08 
^Student Newman-Kuels Procedure used at .05 level 
Analysis indicated a significant difference between the CP treatment 
and the experimental treatments (CCCS, CCCSW, CCCSWPIG). 
Legend: 
Factor 
SINK2 - single wire cormection 
Treatments 
CP - Computer-based didactic lesson control group 
CCCS - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation 
CCCSW - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation and Reflective 
Writing 
CCCSWPIG - Conceptual Change Computer Simulation, Writing, and 
Peer Interaction 
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APPENDIX D. ELECTRICITY INTEREST AND EXPERIENCE 
INVENTORY AND ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS 
POSTTEST 
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ELECTRICITY INTEREST AND EXPERIENCE QUESTIONNAIRE 
The purpose of this questionnaire is to find out how much 
experience and interest you have in the topic of electricity. Please 
answer each item on the questionnaire by marking the corresponding 
circle on your answer sheet. Using a pencil, be sure to color in the 
appropriate circle completely. Erase all stray marks. Please do not 
mark on the test booklet itself; it will be used again in the future. 
For identification purposes, enter the last four digits of your 
social security number in the 3rd - 6th location of the section entitled 
"identification number". Please skip the first two spaces in this 
section. ( for example, ). 
If you have questions concerning the questionnaire, raise your 
hand and a proctor will assist you. When you have completed the test, 
turn it in with your answer sheet. 
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ELECTRICITY INTEREST ANE) EXPERIENCE INVENTORY 
1. What is your gender? 
a. male b. female 
2. What is your academic year? 
a. freshman b, sophomore c. junior d. senior 
e. other 
3. Are you majoring in education? 
a. yes (go to item 4) 
b. no (go to item 7) 
4. At what level are you planning to teach? 
a. elementary 
b. secondary 
5. What grade level are you interested in teaching? 
a. grades pre-K - 3 b. grades 4-6 
c. grades K - 6 d. middle school/ junior high 
e. high school f. other 
6. What is your area of emphasis (if elementary) or academic major 
(if secondary)? 
a. math (go to item 10) 
b. science (go to item 10) 
c. social studies (go to item 10) 
d. physical education (go to item 10) 
e. language arts (go to item 10) 
f. general (go to item 10) 
g. other (go to item 10) 
7. Are you a physical or biological science major? 
a. yes (go to item 8) 
b. no ( go to item 10) 
8. What is your area of emphasis? 
a. agriculture b. chemistry c. physics 
d. biology e. earth science f. other 
go to item 10 
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9. What is your category of major? 
a. engineering 
c. veterinary medicine 
e. humanities 
g. mathematics 
i. agriculture 
b. family or consumer science 
d. social science 
f, arts or design 
h. business 
j. none of the above 
10. What is your age? 
a. 18 or less b. 19-21 c. 22-25 d. 25 or older 
11. With which type of computer system are you most familiar? 
a. Macintosh b. Apple c. IBM/2enith/MS DOS 
d. other e. I've never used a computer. 
12. Have you ever used a mouse to access a computer system? 
a. yes b. no 
13. How comfortable are you with using a mouse and computer? 
a. very comfortable 
b. comfortable 
c. somewhat uncomfortable 
d. very uncomfortable 
14. How many semesters of physics did you take in high school? 
a. 0 b. 1 c. 2 d. 3 e. 4 or more 
15. Did you ever build electronic or electrical toys as a child or 
adolescent? 
a. never b. once or twice 
c. occasionally (3 or 4 times) d. frequently (more than 4 times) 
16. How many formal educational experiences other than in high 
school or college have you taken that involved training in 
electricity? (eg. mail order courses, community college 
courses, etc.) 
a. 0 b. 1 c. 2 d. 3 e. 4 or more 
17. How many physics courses have you taken in college? 
a. 0 b. 1 c. 2 d. 3 e. 4 or more 
18. How many electrical or computer engineering courses have you 
taken in college? 
a. 0 b. 1 c. 2 d. 3 e. 4 or more 
12^  
19. How often have you done any electrical repair work such as 
appliances, house wiring, or car wiring? 
a. never b, once or twice 
c. occasionally (3 or 4 times) d. frequently (more than 4 times) 
20. How often have you taken apart electrical toys or appliances? 
a. never b, once or twice 
c. occasionally (3 or 4 times) d. frequently (more than 4 times) 
Using a scale where 1 = not at all interested and 10 = extremely 
interested, rate your level of interest for each item below. Please 
fill in the circle for the corresponding number. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  
Not at all Extremely 
interested interested 
21. How interested were you In physics in high school? 
22. How interested are you in taking a physics course in college? 
23. How interested are you in taking an electrical or computer 
engineering course in college? 
24. As a child and adolescent, how interested were you in building 
electronic or electrical toys? 
25. As a child and adolescent, how interested were you in taking 
apart electronic or electrical toys? 
. 26. How interested were you as a child or adolescent in taking a 
formal educational experience other than in high school or 
college that involves training in electricity? (eg. mail order 
courses, community college courses, etc.) 
27. Currently, how interested are you in taking a formal educational 
experience other than in high school or college that involves 
training in electricity? (eg. mail order courses, community 
college courses, etc.) 
1 2 
Not at all 
interested 
% — — — 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  
Extremely 
interested 
28. How interested are you in doing any electrical repair work such 
as appliances, house wiring, or car wiring? 
29. How interested as a child or adolescent were you in connecting 
stereo components? 
30. Currently, how interested are you in connecting stereo 
components? 
31. How interested were you as a child or adolescent in taking apart 
electrical appliances? 
32. Currently, how interested are you in taking apart electrical 
appliances? 
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Electricity Test Instructions 
This is a test over the material on electricity that you have studied. Please 
answer the multiple choice questions on the answer sheet by completely fill in 
the appropriate circle. Please use a pencil to complete the test and do not write 
on the test booklet. 
Put your section number and the last four digits of your social security number in 
the identification number section of the answer sheet. Also, fill in the 
corresponding circles for your identification number. 
If you have questions during the test, either raise your hand or bring the test 
booklet to the facilitator. When you are done with the test, please bring your test 
booklet and answer sheet to the facilitator. 
1. Will the bulb in this diagram light? 
a. Yes, because electricity can flow from the bump on the 
top of the battery to the light bulb directly. 
b. Yes, because any connection between the battery and the 
light bulb will cause the bulb to light. 
c. No, because the wire is connected to the wrong part of 
the light bulb. 
d. No, because electricity cannot flow in the circuit. 
e. No, because electricity can only flow out of the other 
side of the battery, not the side the wire is 
connected to. 
Will the bulb in this diagram light? 
a. Yes, 
b. Yes, 
c. No, 
d. No, 
e. No, 
T 
because electricity can flow from the bump on the 
top of the battery to the light bulb directly. 
because any connection between the battery and the 
light bulb will cause the bulb to light. 
because the wire is connected to the wrong part of 
the light bulb. 
because electricity cannot flow in the circuit, 
because electricity can only flow out of the other 
side of the battery, not the side the wire is 
connected to. 
Will the bulb in this diagram light? 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
Yes, 
Yes, 
No, 
No, 
No, 
because electricity can flow from the bottom of 
the battery to the light bulb directly. 
because any connection between the battery and the 
light bulb will cause the bulb to light. 
because the wire is connected to the wrong part of 
the light bulb, 
because electricity cannot flow in the circuit, 
because electricity can only flow out of the other 
side of the battery, not the side the wire is 
connected to. 
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Will the bulb in this diagram light? 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
Yes, 
Yes, 
No, 
No, 
No, 
because electricity can flow from the bump on the 
top of the battery to the light bulb directly, 
because any connection between the battery and the 
light bulb will cause the bulb to light. 
because the bulb is connected to the wrong part of 
the battery. 
because electricity cannot flow in the circuit, 
because electricity can only flow out of the other 
side of the battery, not the side the wire is 
connected to. 
Will the bulbs in this diagram light? 
a. Yes, 
b. Yes, 
c. No, 
d. No, 
e. No, 
because electricity can flow from the bump on the 
top of the battery to the light bulbs directly, 
because any connection between the battery and the 
light bulbs will cause the bulb to light. 
because the wires are connected to the wrong part 
of the light bulbs. 
because electricity cannot flow in the circuit, 
because electricity can only flow out of the other 
side of the battery, not the side the wires are 
connected to. 
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Will the bulb in this diagram light? 
a. Yes, because positive electricity from the positive 
terminal and negative electricity from the negative 
terminal meet at the light bulb and the conflict of 
the positive and negative electricities causes the 
bulb to light. 
b. Yes, because the passing through of current moving from 
one terminal through the light bulb and back to the 
other battery terminal will cause the light bulb to light. 
c. Yes, because any single wire connection between the 
battery and the light bulb will cause the bulb to light, 
d Yes, because the passing through of current moving from 
one terminal through the light bulb and back to the 
other battery terminal will cause the light bulb to 
light however, less current returns to the battery 
than originally passed through the first terminal. 
e. No, because the wire is connected to the wrong part of 
the battery. 
f. No, because the battery is connected to the wrong part of 
the light bulb. 
g. No, because there is no electricity in this circuit. 
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7. Will the bulb in this diagram light? 
a. Yes, because positive electricity from the positive 
terminal and negative electricity from the negative 
terminal meet at the light bulb and the conflict of 
the positive and negative electricities causes the 
bulb to light. 
b. Yes, because the passing through of current moving from 
one terminal through the light bulb and back to the 
other battery terminal will cause the light bulb to 
light. 
c. Yes, because any single wire connection between the 
battery and the light bulb will cause the bulb to 
light. 
d Yes, because the passing through of current moving from 
one terminal through the light bulb and back to the 
other battery terminal will cause the light bulb to 
light however, less current returns to the battery 
than originally passed through the first terminal. 
e. No, because the wire Is connected to the wrong part of 
the battery. 
f. No, because the battery is connected to the wrong part 
of the light bulb. 
g. No, because there is no electricity in this circuit. 
8. Will the bulb in this diagram light? 
+ 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d 
e. 
f. 
g. 
Yes, because positive electricity from the positive 
terminal and negative electricity from the negative 
terminal meet at the light bulb and the conflict of 
the positive and negative electricities causes the 
bulb to light. 
Yes, because the passing through of current moving from 
one terminal through the light bulb and back to the 
other battery terminal will cause the light bulb to light. 
Yes, because any single wire connection between the 
battery and the light bulb will cause the bulb to light. 
Yes, because the passing through of current moving from 
one terminal through the light bulb and back to the 
other battery terminal will cause the light bulb 
to light however, less current returns to the battery 
than originally passed through the first terminal. 
No, because the wire is connected to the wrong part of 
the battery. 
No, because the battery is connected to the wrong part 
of the light bulb. 
No, because there is no electricity in this circuit. 
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Will the bulb in this diagram light? 
T 
b. 
c. 
e. 
f. 
g-
Yes, because positive electricity from the positive 
terminal and negative electricity from the negative 
terminal meet at the light bulb and the conflict of the 
positive and negative electricities causes the bulb to 
light. 
Yes, because the passing through of current moving from 
one terminal through the light bulb and back to the other 
battery terminal will cause the light bulb to light-
Yes, because any single wire connection between the 
battery and the light bulb will cause the bulb to 
light. 
Yes, because the passing through of current moving from 
one terminal through the light bulb and back to the other 
battery terminal will cause the light bulb to light 
however, less current returns to the battery than 
originally passed through the first terminal. 
No, because the wire is connected to the wrong part of 
the battery. 
No, because the battery is connected to the wrong part 
of the light bulb. 
No, because there is no electricity in this circuit. 
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Will the bulb in this diagram light? 
a. Yes, because positive electricity from the positive 
terminal and negative electricity from the negative 
terminal meet at the light bulb and the conflict of 
the positive and negative electricities causes the 
bulb to light. 
b. Yes, because the passing through of current moving from 
one terminal through the light bulb and back to the other 
battery terminal will cause the light bulb to light. 
c. Yes, because any single wire connection between the battery 
and the light bulb will cause the bulb to light 
d Yes, because the passing through of current moving from 
one terminal through the light bulb and back to the 
other battery terminal will cause the light bulb to 
light however, less current returns to the battery 
than originally passed through the first terminal. 
e. No, because the wire is connected to the wrong part of 
the battery. 
f. No, because the battery is connected to the wrong part 
of the light bulb. 
g. No, because there is no electricity in this circuit. 
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11. Will the bulb in this diagram light? 
a. Yes, because positive electricity from the positive 
terminal and negative electricity from the negative 
terminal meet at the light bulb and the conflict of the 
positive and negative electricities causes the bulb to 
light. 
b. Yes, because the passing through of current moving from 
one terminal through the light bulb and back to the other 
battery terminal will cause the light bulb to light. 
c. Yes, because any single wire connection between the battery 
and the light bulb will cause the bulb to light. 
d Yes, because the passing through of current moving from 
one terminal through the light bulb and back to the other 
battery terminal will cause the light bulb to light 
however, less current returns to the battery than 
originally passed through the first terminal. 
e. No, because the wire is connected to the wrong part of 
the battery. 
f. No, because the battery is connected to the wrong part of 
the light bulb. 
g. No, because there is no electricity in this circuit. 
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Will the bulb in this diagram light? 
a. Yes, because positive electricity from the positive 
terminal and negative electricity from the negative 
terminal meet at the light bulb and the conflict of the 
positive and negative electricities causes the bulb to 
light. 
b. Yes, because the passing through of current moving from 
one terminal through the light bulb and back to the other 
battery terminal will cause the light bulb to light. 
c. Yes, because any single wire connection between the battery 
and the light bulb will cause the bulb to light. 
d Yes, because the passing through of current moving from 
one terminal through the light bulb and back to the other 
battery terminal will cause the light bulb to light 
however, less current returns to the battery than 
originally passed through the first terminal. 
e. No, because the wire is connected to the wrong part of 
the battery. 
f. No, because the battery is connected to the wrong part of 
the light bulb. 
g. No, because there is no electricity in this circuit. 
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Will the bulb in this diagram light? 
a. Yes, because positive electricity from the positive 
terminal and negative electricity from the negative 
the positive and negative electricities causes the bulb to 
light. 
b. Yes, because the passing through of current moving from 
one terminal through the light bulb and back to the other 
battery terminal will cause the light bulb to light. 
c. Yes, because any single wire connection between the battery 
and the light bulb will cause the bulb to light. 
d Yes, because the passing through of current moving from 
one terminal through the light bulb and back to the other 
battery terminal will cause the light bulb to light 
however, less current returns to the battery than 
originally passed through the first terminal. 
e. No, because the wire is connected to the wrong part of 
the battery. 
f. No, because the battery is connected to the wrong part of 
the light bulb. 
g. No, because there is no electricity in this circuit. 
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Will the bulb in this diagram light? 
a. Yes, because positive electricity from the positive 
terminal and negative electricity from the negative 
terminal meet at the light bulb and the conflict of the 
positive and negative electricities causes the bulb to 
light. 
b. Yes, because the passing through of current moving from 
one terminal through the light bulb and back to the other 
battery terminal will cause the light bulb to light. 
c. Yes, because any single wire connection between the battery 
and the light bulb will cause the bulb to light. 
d Yes, because the passing through of current moving from one 
terminal through the light bulb and back to the other 
battery terminal will cause the light bulb to light 
however, less current returns to the battery than 
originally passed through the first terminal. 
e. No, because the wire is connected to the wrong part of 
the battery. 
f. No, because the battery is connected to the wrong part of 
the light bulb. 
g. No, because there is no electricity in this circuit. 
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Will the bulb in this diagram light? 
a Yes, because positive electricity from the positive 
terminal and negative electricity from the negative 
terminal meet at the light bulb and the conflict of the 
positive and negative electricities causes the bulb to 
light. 
b. Yes, because the passing through of current moving from 
one terminal through the light bulb and back to the other 
battery terminal will cause the light bulb to light. 
c. Yes, because any single wire connection between the battery 
and the light bulb will cause the bulb to light. 
d Yes, because the passing through of current moving from one 
terminal through the light bulb and back to the other 
battery terminal will cause the light bulb to light 
however, less current returns to the battery than 
originally passed through the first terminal. 
e. No, because the wire is connected to the wrong part of 
the battery. 
f. No, because the battery is connected to the wrong part of 
the light bulb. 
g. No, because there is no electricity in this circuit. 
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Will the bulb in this diagram light? 
a. Yes, because positive electricity from the positive terminal 
and negative electricity from the negative terminal meet 
at the light bulb and the conflict of the positive and 
negative electricities causes the bulb to light. 
b. Yes, because the passing through of current moving from 
one terminal through the light bulb and back to the other 
battery terminal will cause the light bulb to light. 
c. Yes, because any single wire connection between the battery 
and the light bulb will cause the bulb to light. 
d Yes, because the passing through of current moving from one 
terminal through the light bulb and back to the other 
battery terminal will cause the light bulb to light 
however, less current returns to the battery than 
originally passed through the first terminal. 
e. No, because the wire is connected to the wrong part of 
the battery. 
f. No, because the battery is connected to the wrong part of 
the light bulb. 
g. No, because there is no electricity in this circuit. 
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Will the bulb in this diagram light? 
a. Yes, because positive electricity from the positive 
terminal and negative electricity from the negative 
terminal meet at the light bulb and the conflict of the 
positive and negative electricities causes the because the 
passing through of current moving from one terminal 
through the light bulb and back to the other battery 
terminal will cause the light bulb to light. 
c. Yes, because any single wire connection between the battery 
and the light bulb will cause the bulb to light. 
d Yes, because the passing through of current moving from one 
terminal through the light bulb and back to the other 
battery terminal will cause the light bulb to light 
however, less current returns to the battery than 
originally passed through the first terminal. 
e. No, because the wire is connected to the wrong part of 
the battery. 
f. No, because the battery is connected to the wrong part of 
the light bulb. 
g. No, because there is no electricity in this circuit. 
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Will the bulb in this diagram light? 
a. Yes, because positive electricity from the positive terminal 
and negative electricity from the negative terminal meet 
at the light bulb and the conflict of the positive and 
negative electricities causes the bulb to light. 
b. Yes, because the passing through of current moving from one 
terminal through the light bulb and back to the other 
battery terminal will cause the light bulb to light. 
c. Yes, because any single wire connection between the battery 
and the light bulb will cause the bulb to light. 
d Yes, because the passing through of current moving from one 
terminal through the light bulb and back to the other 
battery terminal will cause the light bulb to light 
however, less current returns to the battery than 
originally passed through the first terminal. 
e. No, because the wire is connected to the wrong part of 
the battery. 
f. No, because the battery is connected to the wrong part of 
the light bulb. 
g. No, because there is no electricity in this circuit. 
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Will the bulb in this diagram light? 
a. Yes, because positive electricity from the positive terminal 
and negative electricity from the negative terminal meet 
at the light bulb and the conflict of the positive and 
negative electricities causes the bulb to light. 
b. Yes, because the passing through of current moving from one 
terminal through the light bulb and back to the other 
battery terminal will cause the light bulb to light. 
c. Yes, because any single wire connection between the battery 
and the light bulb will cause the bulb to light. 
d Yes, because the passing through of current moving from one 
terminal through the light bulb and back to the other 
battery terminal will cause the light bulb to light 
however, less current returns to the battery than 
originally passed through the first terminal. 
e. No, because the wire is connected to the wrong part of 
the battery. 
f. No, because the battery is connected to the wrong part of 
the light bulb. 
g. No, because there is no electricity in this circuit. 
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Will the bulb in this diagram light? 
a. Yes, because positive electricity from the positive terminal 
and negative electricity from the negative terminal meet 
at the light bulb and the conflict of the positive and 
negative electricities causes the bulb to light. 
b. Yes, because the passing through of current moving from one 
terminal through the light bulb and back to the other 
battery terminal will cause the light bulb to light. 
c. Yes, because any single wire connection between the battery 
and the light bulb will cause the bulb to light. 
d Yes, because the passing through of current moving from one 
terminal through the light bulb and back to the other 
battery terminal will cause the light bulb to light 
however, less current returns to the battery than 
originally passed through the first terminal. 
e. No, because the wire is connected to the wrong part of 
the battery. 
f. No, because the battery is connected to the wrong part of 
the light bulb. 
g. No, because there is no electricity in this circuit. 
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Will the bulbs in this diagram light? 
a. Yes, all bulbs light because positive electricity from the 
positive terminal and negative electricity from the 
negative terminal meet at the light bulbs and the conflict 
of the positive and negative electricities causes the bulbs 
to light. 
b. Yes, because the passing through of current moving from 
one terminal through bulb A, bulb B, and bulb C and back to 
the other battery terminal will cause the light bulbs to 
light but bulb A will be brighter than bulb B or bulb C 
because it gets more current. 
c. Yes, because any single wire connection between the battery 
and the light bulbs will cause the bulbs to light. 
d. Yes, because the passing through of current moving from 
one terminal through bulb A, bulb B, and bulb C and back to 
the other battery terminal will cause all of the light bulbs 
to light. 
e. No, because the wire is connected to the wrong part of the 
battery. 
f. No, because the battery is connected to the wrong part of 
the light bulb holders. 
g. No, because there is no electricity in this circuit. 
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Will the bulbs in this diagram light? 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
Yes, all bulbs light because positive electricity from the 
positive terminal and negative electricity from the 
negative terminal meet at the light bulbs and the conflict 
of the positive and negative electricities causes the bulbs 
to light. 
Yes, because the passing through of current moving from 
one terminal through bulb A, bulb B, and bulb C and back to 
the other battery terminal will cause the light bulbs to 
light but bulb A will be brighter than bulb B or bulb C 
because it gets more current. 
Yes, because any single wire connection between the battery 
and the light bulbs will cause the bulbs to light. 
Yes, because the passing through of current moving from 
one terminal through bulb A, bulb B, and bulb C and back to 
the other battery terminal will cause all of the light 
bulbs to light. 
because the wire is connected to the wrong part of the 
battery. 
because the battery is connected to the wrong part of 
the light bulbs. 
because there is no electricity in this circuit. 
No, 
No, 
No, 
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23. Will the bulbs in this diagram light? 
Yes, all bulbs light because positive electricity from 
e. 
f. 
g-
the 
positive terminals and negative electricity from the 
negative terminals meet at the light bulbs and the conflict 
of the positive and negative electricities causes the bulbs 
to light. 
Yes, because the passing through of current moving from 
one terminal through bulb A, bulb B, and bulb C and back to 
the other battery terminal will cause the light bulbs to 
light but bulb A will be brighter than bulb B or bulb C 
because it gets more current. 
Yes, because any single wire connection between the 
batteries and the light bulbs will cause the bulbs to 
light. 
Yes, because the passing through of current moving from 
one terminal through bulb A, bulb B, and bulb C and back to 
the other battery terminals will cause all of the light 
bulbs to light. 
because the wire is connected to the wrong part of the 
batteries. 
because the batteries are connected to the wrong part of 
the light bulbs. 
because there is no electricity in this circuit. 
No, 
No 
No, 
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Will the bulbs in this diagram light? 
A c 
a. Yes, all bulbs light because positive electricity from the 
positive terminal and negative electricity from the 
negative terminal meet at the light bulbs and the conflict 
of the positive and negative electricities causes the bulbs 
to light. 
b. Yes, because the passing through of current moving from 
one terminal through bulb A, bulb B, and bulb C and back to 
the other battery terminal will cause the light bulbs to 
light but bulb A will be brighter than bulb B or bulb C 
because it gets more current. 
c. Yes, because any single wire connection between the battery 
and the light bulbs will cause the bulbs to light. 
d. Yes, because the passing through of current moving from 
one terminal through bulb A, bulb B, and bulb C and back to 
the other battery terminal will cause all of the light bulbs 
to light. 
e. No, because the wire is connected to the wrong part of the 
battery. 
f. No, because the battery Is connected to the wrong part of 
the light bulbs. 
g. No, because there is no electricity in this circuit. 
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bulbs 
B 
a. Yes, all bulbs light because positive electricity from the 
positive terminal and negative electricity from the 
negative terminal meet at the light bulbs and the conflict 
of the positive and negative electricities causes the bulbs 
to light. 
b. Yes, because the passing through of current moving from 
one terminal through bulb A, bulb B, and bulb C and back to 
the other battery terminals will cause the light bulbs to 
light but bulb A will be brighter than bulb B or bulb C 
because it gets more current. 
c. Yes, because any single wire connection between the batteries 
and the light bulbs will cause the bulbs to light. 
d. Yes, because the passing through of current moving from 
one terminal through bulb A, bulb B, and bulb C and back to 
the other battery terminals will cause all of the light 
bulbs to light. 
e. No, because the wire is connected to the wrong part of the 
batteries. 
f. No, because the batteries are connected to the wrong part of 
the light bulb holders. 
g. No, because there is no electricity in this circuit. 
26. A lamp having a resistance of 10 ohms is connected across a 15 - V battery 
with 2 A current. What resistance must be connected in series with the lamp to 
reduce the cun-ent to .5A? 
a. 40 ohms 
b. 20 ohms 
c. 10 ohms 
d. 80 ohms 
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27. What would be the voltage is a 25-ohm heater connected in a circuit with 
.24 amperes current? 
a. 104 V 
b. 6 V 
c. 0.0096 V 
d. 25.24 V 
28. A light bulb with a resistance of 140 ohms is connected to a source having 
potential difference of 120 volts. What current will flow? 
a. 0.860 A 
b. 1.167 A 
c. 260 A 
d. 16800 A 
29. A circuit with a 36-ohm resistance is connected to 12 -V battery. Find the 
current in the circuit. 
a. 3.00 A 
b. 0.33 A 
c. 432 A 
d. 48 A 
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APPENDIX E. FACILITATOR INSTRUCTIONS, TREATMENT 
DIRECTIONS, AND CCCSWPIG FACILITATOR 
PROCEDURES AND MATERIALS 
El: Facilitator Instructions 
E2: Treatment Directions 
E3: CCCSWPIG Facilitator Procedures and Materials 
E4: Computer Screens viewed in groups by CCCSWPIG treatment 
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Facilitator Instructions 
FacilitatOKi Instructions 
*** If you change the mode on a stack, be sure to return it to 
the original mode at the end of session 
1. Before class, pick up treatment packet and check computers in assigned room 
Electricity 1 folder is showing and has electricity 1 stack 
Electricity 2 folder is showing and has electricity 2 stack 
2. Report to the 301 classroom to pick up students and test packets. 
3. Go to assigned experiment rooms, have students sit at computers, and write 
section number on the board. 
4. Start videotape (make sure camera can see all students at computers) 
5. Pass out scratch paper or journals (instruct students not to flip through journal) 
6. Read instructions to students (BE ENTHUSIASTIC) 
7. Read and do mouse directions (if needed); instruct students on which Folder to use 
8. RECORD START TIME (start clock when computer activities begin) 
9. Assist students as needed; do not give answers to content questions, instead 
direct their thinking to find their own answers. 
10. Monitor computer time, (remember-45 minutes minimum and 1 hour maximum) 
11. RECORD COMPUTER FINISH TIME OF LAST STUDENT 
12. Give students ID cards, test and answer sheet (remember, 40 minutes are 
allowed for test) 
13. Collect ID cards and answer sheet, and stop video — put in treatment packet 
Put Tests and pencils in test packet and return to both envelopes to 301 room 
14. Return computers and room to original state 
- "Quit" HyperCard (Apple - Q) 
- close folder(s) 
- leave computers on 
* If you use a function Key to relocate a student, hit F14 to cancel facilitator prompts 
*** If you change the mode on a stack, be sure to return it to 
the original mode at the end of session 
Electricity Posttest 2 September 21-25 
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Supples 
•Posttest booklets and pencils (on instnjctor table in front of room) 
•Posttest envelope with instructor's name (in box near front of room) 
- answer sheets 
- ID cards 
•America 2000 pamphlets (in box near front of room) 
TASKS 
I. After regular lesson, briefly review with students last week's activities 
II. Explain that we are Interested in their long-term learning as a result of the 
the computer-based instruction, thus we would like them to complete one 
more posttest, 
III. Stress the need for the students to do their best on the posttest in order 
for the researchers to understand how computers help them learn. 
IV. Pass out answer sheets & ID cards 
V. Explan directions for completing the IDENTIFICATION SECTION of answer 
sheet. 
The ID number the students enter on to the answer sheet should 
match the number written on the ID card. The final product should 
be a six-digit number (2 digits from section number & last four 
digits of social security number) with no spaces between the 
numbers. The six digits should be written in slots A-F on the 
answer sheet arid the appropriate circles colored in. 
for example, I was in Section 11 and my ss # Is 479-02-7986 
my ID number is 1 1 7 9 8 6 
•"STRESS GETTING THE CORRECT NUMBERS IN THE CORRECT 
LOCATIONS OF THE ID SECTION 
VI. Pass cut posttest booklets and have students begin 
VII. When students complete the test, have them turn in test booklet, answer 
sheet and ID card 
'"AS STUDENTS TURN IN ANSWER SHEETS, CHECK EACH ID SECTION 
TO MAKE SURE IT HAS BEEN COMPLETED CORRECTLY 
VIII. As a Thank You" for the students, they may each take a copy of 
America 2000 as they leave 
IX. Return answer sheets and ID cards to labeled envelope & stack test 
booklets and pencils on instructor's table for the next class. 
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Treatment Directions 
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Treatment Instructions 
Directions for Computer Presentation (CP)  
Hello and welcome to the Amazing World of Electricity! -where you will 
learn about electricity and experience a computer-based instructional system. 
The purpose of this lesson is to examine the effectiveness of a computer-based 
instructional system to facilitate learning, so please concentrate and try to learn 
and understand as much as you can about electricity. 
Today's activity is an individual computer-based instructional experience. 
The instruction will appear on the computer screen, so read each screen 
carefully. Throughout the computer-based instruction you may hear different 
sounds from the computers in the room. Please ignore the sounds you hear 
from other computers and concentrate on your own. Don't worry that you are 
not keeping up with your neighbor as everyone will be in a slightly different 
place. Remember this is an individual instructional activity, so please do not 
consult with your neighbor. Focus on your own work. 
Throughout the electricity lesson, questions or directions may pop-up on 
the screen. You DO NOT have to write out the answers to these questions. 
Instead, critlcallv think through the answers to the questions/directions that pop­
up and then click "OK" to continue. In addition to the questions that may pop­
up on the screen, you may be directed to perform some basic arithmetic 
calculations. Please perform gH of the calculations. You can use the paper 
provided for this purpose. Again, you do not have to write out the answers to 
the questions, but you must critically think through your answer before clicking 
"OK" to continue. Please feel free to take notes about the content of the lesson 
as we are interested in what you learn and retain from this computer-based 
educational experience. Last, it may seem as though you are at the end of the 
lesson before you actually are; when the words "Thank You" appear on the 
screen you have completed the lesson. 
If you have questions about the lesson, please raise your hand and 1 will 
assist you. Take your time going through the system and try to learn as much as 
you can. You must spend at least 45 minutes on the lesson and but no more 
than 1 hour. When you complete the lesson, please bring your scratch paper to 
the front and pick up a test. You will have 40 minutes to complete the test. 
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Mouse Directions - Electricity Folder # 1 
(for treatment CP only) 
How many of you are familiar with a Macintosh computer and a mouse? 
To assist you in operating the computer-based electricity lesson, we will go over the 
operations of a mouse. The mouse is the device you will use to access information 
on the computer. The mouse is located on the right side of the key board and is 
connected to the computer by a thin cable. When the cable connection on the 
mouse is headed toward the computer, the mouse is right-side-up. Pick up the 
mouse and look at it's bottom. See the ball on the mouse? The mouse uses the 
ball to move an arrow around the screen of the computer. Move the ball in a circle 
and look at the screen. You should see an arrow moving around. This is how the 
mouse accesses information in the computer. Set the mouse down and use it to 
move the arrow around the screen. This is how a mouse worths. 
There are 3 skills you need to use a mouse and the electricity lesson. They are 
Pointing, Clicking and Dragging. Pointing is the process of moving the arrow to a 
specific location or object on the screen. Move the arrow (via the mouse) to the 
hard drive in the upper right corner. Place the arrow directly on the hard drive label. 
Point directly to the first letter on the label. This is pointing. Pointing is moving the 
arrow to a specific location or object on the screen. 
Clicking is the process of accessing an object or information in the computer. 
Notice the rectangle near the top of the mouse, this is the mouse button and is used 
for clicking. You press down on the rectangle to "click on" and access an object. 
Before clicking on an object, you must "Point" to it. Point to the rectangle above the 
hard drive label on your screen. This is the Hard Drive. Click on the hard drive. 
Notice it turns dark; you have selected and can access the hard drive. To "de­
select" the hard drive, click anywhere on the screen except on the hard drive. Click 
off of the hard drive and click on the folder "Electricity 1 ". Now click off of "Electricity 
1". This is clicking. You click to access an object or get information in the computer. 
The last skill you need to learn is Dragging. Dragging is the process of moving an 
object around the screen. In order to drag an object, you must click on the object, 
hold down the mouse button, and move the mouse. Click and hold on the hard 
drive, now move the mouse around. Drag the hard drive to the top left corner of the 
screen. This is dragging. Now "DRAG" the hard drive to the center of the screen. 
Practice 
Click on the folder "Electricity 1 " Point to the folder "Electricity 2". Now drag the 
hard drive back to the top right corner. You've got it, Pointing, Clicking and 
Dragging- the three skills you will need for this lesson. Now click twice on the 
Electricity 1 folder. The folder should open up. Point to the icon labeled 
"Electricity 1". Click twice on this icon to begin the computer lesson. 
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Treatment instructions 
Directions for Conceptual Change Computer Simulation fCCCS) 
Hello and welcome to the Amazing World of Electricity! -where you will 
learn about electricity and experience a computer-based instructional system. 
The purpose of this lesson is to examine the effectiveness of a computer-based 
instructional system to facilitate learning, so please concentrate and try to learn 
and understand as much as you can about electricity. 
Today's activity is an individual computer-based instructional experience. 
The instruction will appear on the computer screen, so read each screen 
carefully. Throughout the computer-based instruction you may hear different 
sounds from the computers in the room. Please ignore the sounds you hear 
from other computers and concentrate on your own. Don't worry that you are 
not keeping up with your neighbor as everyone will be in a slightly different 
place. Remember this is an individual instructional activity, so please do not 
consult with your neighbor. Focus on your own work. 
Throughout the electricity lesson, questions or directions may pop-up on 
the screen. You DO NOT have to write out the answers to these questions. 
Instead, criticallv think through the answers to the questions/directions that pop­
up and then click "OK" to continue. In addition to the questions that may pop­
up on the screen, you may be directed to perform some basic arithmetic 
calculations. Please perform of the calculations. You can use the paper 
provided for this purpose. Again, you do not have to write out the answers to 
the questions, but you must critically think through your answer before clicking 
"OK" to continue. Please feel free to take notes about the content of the lesson 
as we are interested in what you learn and retain from this computer-based 
educational experience. Last, it may seem as though you are at the end of the 
lesson before you actually are; when the words "Thank You" appear on the 
screen you have completed the lesson. 
If you have questions about the lesson, please raise your hand and I will 
assist you. Take your time going through the system and try to learn as much as 
you can. You must spend at least 45 minutes on the lesson and but no more 
than 1 hour. When you complete the lesson, please bring your scratch paper to 
the front and pick up a test. You will have 40 minutes to complete the test. 
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Treatment Instructions 
Directions for Conceptual Change Computer Simulation & Writing 
(CCCSW) 
Hello and welcome to the Amazing World of Electricity! -where you will 
learn about electricity and experience a computer-based instructional system. 
The purpose of this lesson is to examine the effectiveness of a computer-based 
instructional system to facilitate learning, so please concentrate and try to learn 
and understand as much as you can about electricity. 
Today's activity is an individual computer-based instructional experience. 
The instruction will appear on the computer screen, so read each screen 
carefully. Throughout the computer-based instruction you may hear different 
sounds from the computers in the room. Please ignore the sounds you hear 
from other computers and concentrate on your own. Don't worry that you are 
not keeping up with your neighbor as everyone will be in a slightly different 
place. Remember this is an individual instructional activity, so please do not 
consult with your neighbor. Focus on your own work. 
Throughout the electricity lesson, numbered questions or directions may 
pop-up on the screen. Please find the corresponding number and question in 
your journal and write the answer. Some questions have more than one part 
(for example, 1a, 1b, and 1c). Answer every part of the question before going 
on. Click "OK" to continue only after you have answered all parts of the 
question in your journal. In addition to the questions that may pop-up on the 
screen, you may be directed to perform some basic arithmetic calculations. 
Please perform all of the calculations. You can use the space in your journal 
for this purpose. If you are asked the same question more than once, please 
write out the answer each time you are asked. 
Please feel free to take notes about the content of the lesson as we are 
interested in what you learn and retain from this computer-based educational 
experience. Last, it may seem as though you are at the end of the lesson before 
you actually are; when the words "Thank You" appear on the screen you have 
completed the lesson. 
If you have questions about the lesson, please raise your hand and 1 will 
assist you. Take your time going through the system and try to learn as much as 
you can. You must spend at least 45 minutes on the lesson and but no more 
than 1 hour. When you complete the lesson, please bring your journal to the 
front and pick up a test. You will have 40 minutes to complete the test. 
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Mouse Directions - Electricity Folder # 2 
(for treatments CCCS & CCCSW only) 
How many of you are -familiar with a Macintosh computer and a mouse? 
To assist you in operating the computer-based electricity lesson, we will go over the 
operations of a mouse. The mouse is the device you will use to access information 
on the computer. The mouse is located on the right side of the key board and is 
connected to the computer by a thin cable. When the cable connection on the 
mouse is headed toward the computer, the mouse is right-side-up. Pick up the 
mouse and look at it's bottom. See the ball on the mouse? The mouse uses the 
bail to move an arrow around the screen of the computer. Move the ball in a circle 
and look at the screen. You should see an arrow moving around. This is how the 
mouse accesses information in the computer. Set the mouse down and use it to 
move the arrow around the screen. This is how a mouse works. 
There are 3 skills you need to use a mouse and the electricity lesson. They are 
Pointing, Clicking and Dragging. Pointing is the process of moving the arrow to a 
specific location or object on the screen. Move the arrow (via the mouse) to the 
hard drive in the upper right corner. Place the arrow directly on the hard drive label. 
Point directly to the first letter on the label. This is pointing. Pointing is moving the 
arrow to a specific location or object on the screen. 
ClicWng is the process of accessing an object or information in the computer. 
Notice the rectangle near the top of the mouse, this is the mouse button and is used 
for clicking. You press down on the rectangle to "click on" and access an object. 
Before clicking on an object, you must "Point" to it. Point to the rectangle above the 
hard drive label on your screen. This is the Hard Drive. Click on the hard drive. 
Notice it turns dark; you have selected and can access the hard drive. To "de­
select" the hard drive, click anywhere on the screen except on the hard drive. Click 
off of the hard drive and click on the folder "Electricity 1 ". Now click off of "Electricity 
1". This is clicking. You click to access an object or get information in the computer. 
The last skill you need to learn is Dragging. Dragging is the process of moving an 
object around the screen. In order to drag an object, you must click on the object, 
hold down the mouse button, and move the mouse. Click and hold on the hard 
drive, now move the mouse around. Drag the hard drive to the top left corner of the 
screen. This is dragging. Now "DRAG" the hard drive to the center of the screen. 
Practice 
Click on the folder "Electricity 1 " Point to the folder "Electricity 2". Now drag the 
hard drive back to the top right corner. You've got it. Pointing, Clicking and 
Dragging- the three skills you will need for this lesson. Now click twice on the 
Electricity 2 folder. The folder should open up. Point to the icon labeled 
"Electricity 2". Click twice on this icon to begin the computer lesson. 
Treatment Instructions 
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Directions tor Conceptual Change Computer Sjmuiation.Writina. and 
Peer Int^raption Group (CCCSWPIG) 
Hello and welcome to the Amazing World of Electricity! -where you will learn 
about electricity gnd experience a computer-based instructional system. The purpose 
of this lesson is to examine the effectiveness of a computer-based instructional system 
and cooperative groups to facilitate learning, so please concentrate and try to learn 
and understand as much as you can about electricity. 
My name is Karen and I will be your facilitator. Lets start by introducing 
ourselves. Tell us your name and your favorite kind of ice cream. 
Before we begin, I want to explain the kinds of activities we'll be doing during 
this lesson. As I mentioned, you will be working with a computer-based lesson on 
electricity. Throughout the electricity lesson, we will view computer presentations as a 
group, wori< on the computer individually, express your individual views concerning 
the content in your journal, and discuss your views with the group. Some of the 
questions require you to be creative and resourceful, it is important that everyone is 
an active participant and voices their viewpoint on the issues. No one wins unless 
everyone participates! 
During this lesson we will go back and forth between group computer 
activities, individual computer activities and group discussions. I will inform you 
when it's time for individual activities and the computer will inform you when it is 
time to return to group activities by giving you a message that says, "Please wait 
for facilitator before continuing". 
When we go through the computer activities, numbered questions or 
directions may pop-up on the screen. Please find the corresponding number 
and question in your journal and write the answer. Some questions have more 
than one part (for example, 1a, lb, and 1c). Answer every part of the question 
before going on. Click "OK" to continue only after you have answered all parts 
of the question In your journal. In addition to the questions that may pop-up on 
the screen, you may be directed to perform some basic arithmetic calculations. 
Please perform all of the calculations. You can use the space in your journal 
for this purpose. If you are asked the same question more than once, please 
write out the answer each time you are asked. 
Please feel free to take notes about the content of the lesson as we are 
interested in what you learn and retain from this computer-based educational 
experience. 
Treatment instructions 
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If you have questions about the lesson, please raise your hand and ! will 
assist you. Take your time going through the system and try to learn as much as 
you can. You must spend at least 45 minutes on the lesson and but no more 
than 1 hour. When you complete the lesson, please bring your journal to the 
front and pick up a test. You will have 40 minutes to complete the test. 
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Mouse Directions - Electricity Folder # 2 
(for treatment CCCSWPIG only) 
How many of you are familiar with a Macintosh computer and a mouse? 
To assist you in operating the computer-based electricity lesson, we will go over the 
operations of a mouse. The mouse is the device you will use to access information 
on the computer. The mouse is located on the right side of the key board and is 
connected to the computer by a thin cable. When the cable connection on the 
mouse is headed toward the computer, the mouse is right-side-up. Pick up the 
mouse and look at it's bottom. See the ball on the mouse? The mouse uses the 
ball to move an arrow around the screen of the computer. Move the ball in a circle 
and look at the screen. You should see an arrow moving around. This is how the 
mouse accesses information in the computer. Set the mouse down and use it to 
move the arrow around the screen. This is how a mouse works. 
There are 3 skills you need to use a mouse and the electricity lesson. They are 
Pointing, Clicking and Dragging. Pointing is the process of moving the arrow to a 
specific location or object on the screen. Move the arrow (via the mouse) to the 
hard drive in the upper right corner. Place the arrow directly on the hard drive label. 
Point directly to the first letter on the label. This is pointing. Pointing is moving the 
arrow to a specific location or object on the screen. 
Clicking is the process of accessing an object or information in the computer. 
Notice the rectangle near the top of the mouse, this is the mouse button and is used 
for clicking. You press down on the rectangle to "click on" and access an object. 
Before clicking on an object, you must "Point" to it. Point to the rectangle above the 
hard drive label on your screen. This is the Hard Drive. Click on the hard drive. 
Notice it turns dark; you have selected and can access the hard drive. To "de­
select" the hard drive, click anywhere on the screen except on the hard drive. Click 
off of the hard drive and click on the folder "Electricity 1 ". Now click off of "Electricity 
1". This is clicking. You click to access an object or get information in the computer. 
The last skill you need to learn is Dragging. Dragging is the process of moving an 
object around the screen. In order to drag an object, you must click on the object, 
hold down the mouse button, and move the mouse. Click and hold on the hard 
drive, now move the mouse around. Drag the hard drive to the top left corner of the 
screen. This is dragging. Now "DRAG" the hard drive to the center of the screen. 
Practice 
Click on the folder "Electricity 1 " Point to the folder "Electricity 2". Now drag the 
hard drive back to the top right corner. You've got it. Pointing, Clicking and 
Dragging- the three skills you will need for this lesson. Now click twice on the 
Electricity Lesson and turn this direction. We will begin up here as a group. 
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CCCSWPIG Facilitator Procedures and Materials 
CCCSWMG steps 
1. Start students' computer simulations 
(they will stop at City screen) 
2. Read treatment instructions 
3. Start LCD simulation 
1st card of LCD simulation 
^ 0 1 — W f l c o o i L ' S  y o u  1 0  . . .  
Of 
Last card with audio - simulation instructions 
Wires 
4. Have students address question in their journals (if you push 
GO ON on LCD simulation, the question will appear on screen) 
1. Describe how you think a circuit must be 
constructed and how electrical energy flows 
through the circuit to make the bulb light. 
5. Have students voice their o^^on on how a circuit must be 
constructed. Ask the following: 
- How do you think a circuit must be built to make the bulb 
l ight? 
- How does current move in the circuit? 
(Get them to voice their opinion and explain how current 
moves. Some will just agree with what others have said. 
Challenge them by asking if that's what they really wrote 
down.) 
Some students will say "l don't know" tell them they must 
have some idea because they use it everyday! Try and get them 
to form an opinion. 
YOUR TASK: GET THEM TO EXPLAIN & THEN CLARIFY 
WHAT THEY SAY BY REITERATING IT 
6. Students return to individual computers and hit F1 to test 
their idea. (Students will go through simulation and 
instruction —sink theory and/or clashing current--. At the 
end of clashing current, the computer will stop them.) 
***Remember-  YOU MUST STOP STUDENTS AFTER THEY GET 
THROUGH CLASHING CURRENT 
7. When students start simulations, hit F2 to move LCD 
simulation to next audio section (nature of electric circuits) 
8. . Have students discuss what they learned in the simulation. 
Ask the following: 
- What did you learn? 
- According to the simulation, how must a circuit be 
constructed to cause the bulb to light? 
- How many wires are needed? 
- Where are the wires to be connected? 
- How does current flow in the circuit? (which direction?) 
9. Have students answer journà^Squestions at the bottom of 
clashing current page. 
-What did they learn about how a circuit must 
be built and how current flows 
-How Is what you learned different from what 
you originally thought? 
10. Start LCD simulation 
1st audio card of Nature of Electricity section 
L&st audio card of Nature of Electricity section 
koo Ifackl Go Oil 
11. Have students push F2 to move to Measuring Electricity 
section. 
12. Students will work througflé^e Measuring Electricity Section 
on their own. 
• The computer will direct them to write in their journals. 
• There will be no group discussion for this section. 
13. When students start simulations, hit F3 to move LCD 
simulation to next audio section (series circuits) 
1st audio card leading to Series Circuits section 
14. Have students address question in their journals (if you push 
GO ON on LCD simulation, the question will appear on screen) 
8. is it possible to construct a series circuit 
with 4 devices where 3 of the devices work and 
1 doesn't? Describe how current flows in the 
circuit to justify your answer. 
- ;; 
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Last audio card of Series Circuit section 
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Source 
15. Have students voice their opinion concerning whether or not it 
is possible to construct a series where 3 of 4 devices work. 
Ask the following; 
- How does current move in the circuit? 
- why or why not is it possible to construct such a circuit? 
(Get them to voice their opinion and explain how current 
moves. Some will just agree with what others have said. 
Challenge them by asking if that's what they really wrote 
down.) 
Some students will say 7 don't know" tell them they must 
have some idea because they use it everyday! Try and get them 
to form an opinion. 
YOUR TASK: GET THEM TO EXPLAIN & THEN CLARIFY 
WHAT THEY SAY BY REITERATING IT 
16. Students return to individual computers and hit F3 to test 
their idea. (Students will go through simulation and 
instruction. At the end of series circuit section, the computer 
will stop them.) 
17. When students start simulations, hit F4 to move LCD 
simulation to next audio section (distribution of electricity 
within a circuit) 
18. Have students discuss what they learned In the simulation. 
Ask the following: 
- What did you learn? 
- According to the simulation, how can you construct a 
series circuit with 3 of 4 devices working? 
- How does current flow in the circuit to make it work or not 
work? 
19. Have students answer journal questions at the bottom of 
series circuit page. 
-What did they learn about series circuits? 
-How is what you learned different from what 
you originally thought? 
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20. Start LCD simulation 
1st audio card of Distribution section 
Last audio card of Distribution section 
iaws 
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21. Have students address question in their journals (if you push 
GO ON on LCD simulation, the question will appear on screen) 
11. Will there be a difference in the brightness 
of the bulbs? 
22. Have students voice their opinion concerning a difference in 
the brightness of the bulbs. Ask the following: 
- How does current move in the circuit? 
- why or why not is one bulb brighter than another? 
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(Get them to voice their opinion and explain how current 
moves. Some will just agree with what others have said. 
Challenge them by asking if that's what they really wrote 
down.) 
Some students will say "/ don't know" tell them they must 
have some idea because they use it everyday! Try and get them 
to form an opinion. 
YOUR TASK: GET THEM TO EXPLAIN & THEN CLARIFY 
WHAT THEY SAY BY REITERATING IT 
23. Students return to individual computers and hit F4 to test 
their idea. (Students will go through simulation and 
instruction. At the end of distribution section, the computer 
will stop them.) 
24. When students start simulations, hit F5 to move LCD 
simulation to next audio section (dead batteries) 
25. Have students discuss what they learned in the simulation. 
Ask the following: 
- What did you learn? 
- According to the simulation, which bulb was the 
brightest? 
- How does current flow in the circuit to make them brighter? 
26. Have students answer journal questions at the bottom of 
Distribution page. 
-What did they learn about the distribution of 
electrical energy? 
-How is what you learned different from what 
you originally thought? 
27. Start LCD simulation ^70 
1st audio card of Dead Battery section 
jjhR £i»;liNl> Ingnf. Hf /': 
jr\hR'^  
• ; /  
I Ifunn'n» tlir er^'. ^ .• ;l Rinmr ' 
•|nmaiByi:è»>-:«3itcuo' 
cw a^,eeuB*r-'- ;. 
•' 16r kwin.-'w frp.tkii ^ C ' 
• F VVlut • J;<» .rtK' «âriaî'!' • '• 
Last audio card of Dead battery section 
to- \ c 
P_ ;hu:WiA-,W\JaJ-, •.;• • 
".tfcçL. ic^ytfô' 
IcamcO ahoui" 
•jclfcmc. cxrcmtv.-- . 
>nirrciàr'.-'j^ ^v--
w... I. I -^'.1, — fçI<vTron|Wîrç. Twcc.^.. 
«plain obaf^tou 
•iihtoV ecton .«liyi. 
batlen it •dead' 
28. Have students address question in their journals (if you push 
GO ON on LCD simulation, the question will appear on screen) 
17. What occurs when a battery is "dead"? 
29. Have students voice their opinion concerning a what occurs 
when a battery is dead. Ask the following: 
- How does current move in the circuit? 
- Why does a battery die? 
(Get them to voice their à^ihion and explain how current 
moves. Some will just agree with what others have said. 
Challenge them by asking if that's what they really wrote 
down.) 
Some students will say 7 don't know" tell them they must 
have some idea because they use it everyday! Try and get them 
to form an opinion. 
YOUR TASK: GET THEM TO EXPLAIN & THEN CLARIFY 
WHAT THEY SAY BY REITERATING IT 
30. Students return to individual computers and hit F5 to test 
their idea. (Students will go through simulation and 
instruction. At the end of Dead battery section, the computer 
will stop them.) 
31. There are no more audio sections. 
32. Have students discuss what they learned in the simulation. 
Ask the following: 
- What did you learn? 
- According to the simulation, what occurs when a battery is 
"dead"? 
- How does current flow in the circuit to cause a battery to 
die? 
33. Have students answer journal questions at the bottom of Dead 
Battery page. 
-What did they learn about what happens when a 
battery is "dead"? 
-How Is what you learned different from what 
you originally thought? 
34. Have the students click "OK" on their screens and go through 
the summary section. 
3 5. As people finish, give them tests, ID cards, etc. 
**"MONITOR THE TIME- YOU SHOULD BEGIN DEAD BATTERY 
SECTION 40 MINUTES INTO COMPUTER TIME. 
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As you can see Fn this 
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energy provides us 
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air conditionin-g 
offices and 
apartments cooling 
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Overview of Elettrical Ener^: 
Current & Circuits 
Electromotive Force & 
the Movement of Electrons 
How Electrical 
—Energy ~i7f=~=^ra 11 s-fe i-r-e d= 
The Nature of 
Electrical Circuits 
You will find 
out by studying 
111 e~4n-tQ 111-11 al-ion-
in this slack 
where we will 
examine " -
electrical 
enerev. electric 
"C-H-trUi'tS-r^W 
measuring 
electrical 
parameters. 
What is flfctrical 
ciiccjiV." 
'I'o answer ihiC 
q u e s t i t  i s  
nccossitrx to 
review ^ some basie' -
concepts about 
Inatter. - v\s you 
may recall from 
prex ious science 
lessons, all imiiter 
is "composed of 
atoms. 
% > 
A Jm 
What IS clcctfieal 
t'ner«\ : 
To answer this 
question it is 
necessary to 
review some basic 
concepts about 
matter. As \ou 
_ma-y_ue.Ci4-U~£ix«ia— 
-previous science 
"lessons, all matter 
is "composed of 
atoms^ 
In uun, .itunis are 
made up ot sulxiloinic 
paititles which _ 
incliktc protons, 
elections, and " 
neiitions.- Piotonv and 
neiitioJK aie found in 
the nuclciis or ceniei-
of an atom and-
accoiint toi nio^t ot 
tlie inass of an atom. 
Whulinu aioiind tht 
nucleiis Ill's, eictirons. 
CGo Back Go On  ^
Proton 
Protons luul 
electrons possess 
electric, cluirges. 
PFo tons' " ai\5 ' 
posiiivel} cJiarged 
particles (+) and 
electrtnis'aie 
negati\ el\ charged 
particles ( — ). 
El ecirica I 
I'aiiicIcN with iho 
-same diarucs rcpcl 
o^icli other w itii • 
mcivasinu sUvnuUi a-s 
the\ come cios^r ^ 
tt>u'eUK-i\' aiivl paiticit's 
of il-iUdVnt diariios-
attract oacli otiicr v\ uh 
increasing strength as 
the} come-, closer 
together. This 
concept of how 
electrons ;ind protons 
react to each other is ---
the basis upon which 
electric^tl charges 
nio\e to make electric 
appliances operate. 
Introduction to 
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'[[iTiiinj: on .111 electiiL lidu 
s'.Mich peimiis 
'c I e "cmrirs" urf In vi 
thiou^h the \\iu> . 
Hi-)'.\e\ci. '.v.aei witl not 
tlov\ thioiiiih the pi|V 
LHiless J forte IS picseni 
10 mo\e It. , 
Go On 
IntrtxiucU^in tu" 
How Klectr ical  
Enerjiv h. . 
Trai ls  fer  red r  
\Vh.ii ui> Itching wi .1 
Ji^ht ,iik1 lummy on .i 
l.ui«.ci h.nc 111 «.oninioa ' -, 
OjVfiin^ IJK- r.uii-ci k-ts 
'A.ira ilndU^Ii :i pqv. 
Tuniùiç <>» .III ek*\.iik liubr 
s'AUdi [vriniis 
elcc^lrons to iltv'\ 
thùniih [lie •?riicN. 
Ho'AfACU '\.llcr IH'T 
tkv.\ thiouili the pijv 
uiiles-c-,! To ret'" IN preseuic 
10 mo\e It. 
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{ntroduct ion to  
How Klectrical 
Ener"> is 
T rai isferred:  
\Lh.itr-Uo vviKhiUi-oii .1 ~ 
li^hr jiid'tuiiiiii^ oii'-ii -
Liucer-li.ac-ÏI1 vommon.' 
(Jpciun-^lic f.uitcr lets 
'.filler lkv-\ tliiou^h j.pipe. 
Turnum on Jiueloetiit'li^ht 
-V.UlUi—pedL'iJJt-s-— . 
tliiouih lire wiies. 
llo'\c\ei. walei will not 
tkv.\ ihiough the pipe -
unless .1 forct'-is pieseni 
to nio\e it. - •" 
Tlûil" l'orcc et>uUI 
lie Mippliccl l>\ 
ura\ii\" cjiisFnu the 
water ro How doun 
hi IL or a piinip 
coultl ^iippf> llie 
lorce needetl to 
nio\e the water, 
S imi lar l \  .  
c ï fc lr<»ns  f low ing  
thioiijih. a ^ . 
conductor  «Ko 
need :i lor«.e to 
cair^e them to ' ' 
nio \c .  
Tiiat force cou kl 
he siqVpliccI h\ 
^ra\ it\ c;tusing the 
-wii rci—ro"MoAA~cl o w" n"" 
h i l l ,  or  a  pump 
could "»u"ppl>~ tiie""" ' 
loicc lïeedvtl to " 
mo\e  the-water .  
Similar!} , 
e lectrons  f low ing 
through a ' 
CD ml u c ro"r^a 
need u force to 
cause them lo -
ino\  e .  
Tliar torcc ct>ultf 
bo suppl ie*.! '  l>\  
uui\it\ cauviji^ tfic 
w  . U C i  t o t f w w  n  
hill. Of â pump 
couk^ jsuppiv tiio 
foicc nooikxl to 
inoxo (he watoi. 
S i n t i t a i  i \ .  
e led roil s How ijiiz 
thiouyh a 
conductor also 
need a force lo 
cause them to 
move. 
\ioiiiul lN()fl, jn It.ilum _ -
•^îciïïîCt turned --ÏU'SVUHIIO-scientis Alesvii lio
\ olt.i disLineicd .1 ".\.n to 
m.ikc_el tctrj».n-s_mo\ c 
ihiou^h .1 conductor. 
VolT.i-loinu! tluit.-v\ hen Wie-f 
tiiei.iK iron and /ini -.cu' 
|i|.Ki\r\\tth J vilt '.vatei ' 
solution .1 chciMii.il I caution 
OLLiincd: the tluMiiiLjl 
re.Ktion Ix't'Vccu the mct.iK 
hI lul—sa It—so 1II11 oUkl^-i 
-t&r-elCirrKHT^-4<K-HK)W^— 
aiian^eiwiit'^of iton and. 
^inu menrls and -salt solution 
IS (.ailed an 
tluc!rocliciiiIc:il cell. -
An ;uitomi>hilc 
buttery i.v made iip . 
of NO\ oral 
electrochemical 
cells. Inside ^ of the 
b i i t t e r \  a n  ~ .  
electrochemical 
cell stores enersi\ 
tl iat can caiLse^ 
e l e c t r o n s  t o  r n o x e  
and thus create ~ 
electrical energy. . 
-iiLso a Kind of-
electrochemical— 
cell. It is offen 
called a drv cell 
because it does not 
contain a liquid 
-fc->ui V =o t=rt li e= s^-a 11=-= 
"^luTiTml Instead, a 
moist chemical " 
mixture is used. 
O© m 
Art  cudinan 
ballcn is 
also ti kind <il 
clcctrochcmicMl 
ccll II IS oltcn- -
called II (In cctl 
bccaiise it does not 
contjin a liquid 
Toini ol the salt 
s<,)li it jon. Instead, a 
moist chemical 
mixture is used. 
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Streets & Avenues 
Iflrfdrirt 
-IiwouL-i—loi- ciciiiik.il — 
i.!e\.ice> u> operate. 
eit'crrical cnerg\ must 
lie iransfenvJ Irom the 
hcittciA to the ilc\ ice. 
..Illsi. Like sticcts. ..mil . ., 
avenues route people 
to s|7ecific locutions 
u ithin .1 cii\. .in 
elvciric circiHt 
n.inxfers electrical 
aam@BggBSQ 
electrical charges) to 
appliances. The rate at 
YA hie h electrons- mo\e 
I hi ouch a circiiir is 
cal le J t II r relit. 
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In oulci tui olottiR.if 
ilc\ iccs U) opcraR*, 
cLcctncjI cnciL:} imist 
be luuistci ifJ ht)iu riic-
h.irtv.-r> t».> ihc %lc\  KO.  
hiM like sUooiN .nul 
.ivcmifs j'Diitc people 
Jo Npecihc loc.ttu>ns 
wuliin a cir\. an 
eleeriie circuit 
tran^fei^ eJcctiie;il -
ener^> lea nie». I In 
electrical charges» t" 
apph.mcev The iale at 
which eleeironv mme 
thiotiuh a viieuic i\ 
called current. 
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\ii clcLtiiciii ciicuir IS 
in J Je ot a powei 
solute ;iik1 wiies (hiir 
can [lanster llie 
electrical enei^\ 
sioied in the pouei 
sou I ce. In addition. 
^niON t"C 11 c ir i i-s—IncI ii dc~ a-
devioe 01 appliance 
which needs electrical 
'eneic\ to opeiate. 
> Go Back Go On 
Wires Vn olocîrical circuit is 
maOo^ot :i po\uT 
SOÙICC mill wÎK's that 
can ijviiisfci the 
clcctiicîil ciicru\ 
s toi ed in the (X>ucr 
sociice. Ill aJdituni. 
most "ciicilLts' include à 
device or appliance 
winch, needs elecirical 
ene;g\ ro operate. 
An electrical circuit i> 
a "powtr" " ~ 
SOU!.ce. ajid-'wire.s thai,: 
can tiansfur the-
elecincal. energy 
stoied in the power 
source. In addition. -, 
jiiiis t„cir ciiiI>_iiicLiLdc^a_ 
which needs- electrical 
energy to operate. 
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I lie motive. 
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eiiiK "I I lie ftirev 
Describe how you 
think :i circuit iinist be 
conxtriicieil aiul how 
eJectrical energy flows 
through the circuit to 
in;ike the bulb licht. 
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think occurs when a 
batterv is "dead". 
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APPENDIX F. STUDENT JOURNALS USED WITH CCCSW AND 
CCCSWPIG TREATMENTS 
Fl: CCCSW student journal 
F2: CCCSWPIG student journal 
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CCCSW student journal 
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Student Journal 
Two digit section # Last 4 digits of SS # 
1. Describe/sketch how you think a circuit must be constructed and explain 
how electrical energy flows through the circuit to make a bulb light 
PAGE 2 
199 
If your simulation circuit looks like circuit 1 or 2, 
go to page 4. 
Circuit 
Circuit *2 
If your simulation circuit looks like circuit 3, 
skip page 4 & go to page 5. 
£ 
Circuit *3 
PAGE 3 
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Sink Theory 
Circuit »1 
2a. Will circuit 1 cause the bulb to light?, 
2b. Describe how the electrical energy in circuit 1 flows to justify your answer. 
Circuit "2 _ 
3S« Will circuit 2 cause the bulb to light? 
3b. Describe how the electrical energy in circuit 2 flows to justify your answer. 
3c. What is the difference between circuit 1 and 2? 
PAGE 4 
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Clashing Current Theory 
In this circuit there are two light bulbs at different locations within the circuit. 
4a. Will the circuit cause the both bulbs to light? 
4b. Describe how the electrical energy in the circuit flows to justify your answer. 
5. What happened when the circuit in the simulation was tested? 
PAGE 5 
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Measuring Electrical Parameters 
Ohms' Law 1= V 
R 
Car battery = 12 volts 
The resistance for the parking lights is 3 ohms. 
6. When the parking lights are on, how much current is required? 
The radio in this same car requires a current of 6 amperes. 
7a. What is the resistance of the radio? 
One evening while waiting in the car for a friend, you decide to play the radio 
and keep the headlights on. 
7h, Given the information above, calculate the resistance and the current 
needed to operate both the headlights and the radio when series wired. 
7c. Given the information above, what is the difference in current needed to 
operate the parking lights and radio as compared to the headlights and radio? 
PAGE 6 
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Series Circuits 
8 a.. Given what you have learned about the way circuits operate and how 
current moves through a circuit, is it possible to construct a series circuit with 
four televisions where three televisions work and one does not? 
81?. Many students think that it is possible to construct a series circuit with 
four televisions in which three of the televisions work and one does not. Do 
you think that these students are correct? 
8c. Describe/sketch the circuit that justifies your answer. Describe how the 
current flows within your circuit. 
9. : Describe what happens to the televisions when all of the switches are in 
the ON position. 
PAGE 7 
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Series Circuits cont. 
10a. Describe what happens to the televisions when one of the switches is 
moved to the OFF position. 
XOÎ?. moved to the OFF position and how current flows through the 
circuit. 
PAGE 8 
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Distribution of Electrical Energy in Series Circuits 
1.1.3.. Given your knowledge of how series circuits operate and how current 
moves through a circuit, do you think that there will be a difference in the 
brightness of the bulbs when the drcuit is switched on? 
IXb. Which bulb will be the brightest? 
He* Which one will shine the least? 
lid. Will they have the same brightness? 
116. Describe how you think the current flow will affect the brightness of 
the bulbs. 
12. Are the students who believe bulbs 1 and 2 or bulbs 3 and 4 will vary in 
brightness correct? Explain why or why not. 
PAGE 9 
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Distribution of Electrical Energy in Series Circuits cont. 
1.3. Given the resistance of each bulb and the voltage of the batteries, 
calculate the amount of current needed for each bulb. (Remember, I = V/R.) 
14. Is there a difference in the brightness of the four bulbs? 
1.5. Record the 5 ammeter readings for the current throughout the circuit. 
1. Z 3. 4. 5. 
1.62.0 Calculate the current needed for the entire circuit. 
(Remember, R = R1 +R2 + R3 +R4; I =V/R) 
16b. What is the difference between the current calculated for each 
individual bulb and all four bulbs together? 
PAGE 10 
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Dead Battery 
X7. Given what you have learned about electric circuits, current, and 
electromotive force, explain what you think occurs when a battery is "dead". 
1.8 â. Which device (toaster, fan, and light bulb) do you think will consume 
the greatest amount of electromotive force and why? 
18b. Record the readings from each voltmeter. 
1. Z 3. 
1.9 « Remembering that current flows from negative to positive, what does 
the sequence of voltmeter readings tell you about the electromotive force? 
PAGE 11 
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CCCSWPIG student journal 
Student Journal 
Two digit section # Last 4 digits of SS # 
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1. Describe/sketch how you think a circuit must be constructed and explain 
how electrical energy flows through the circuit to make a bulb light. 
PAGE 2 
210 
If your simulation circuit looks like circuit 1 or 2, 
go to page 4. 
Circuit 
Circuit ^ 2 
If your simulation circuit looks like circuit 3, 
skip page 4 & go to page 5 
Circuit *3 
Bâ'it;tê1 
PAGE 3 
211 
Sink Theory 
a 
Circuit •! 
2a. Will circuit 1 cause the bulb to light? 
2l>. Describe how the electrical energy in circuit 1 flows to justify your answer. 
Circuit *2 3 a. Wni circuit 2 cause the bulb to light? 
3Î?. Describe how the electrical energy in circuit 2 flows to justify your answer. 
3c. What is the difference between circuit 1 and 2? 
What did you learn about how a circuit is constructed and how electricity 
flows in a circuit? 
How is this different form what you previously thought about circuits? 
PAGE 4 
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Clashing Current Theory 
In this circuit there are two light bulbs at different locations within the circuit. 
4a. Will the circuit cause the both bulbs to light? 
4l>. Describe how the electrical energy in the circuit flows to justify your answer. 
5. What happened when the circuit in the simulation was tested? 
What did you learn about how a circuit is constructed and how electricity 
flows in a circuit? 
How is this different form what you previously thought about circuits? 
PAGE 5 
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Measuring Electrical Parameters 
Ohms' Law 1= V 
R 
Car battery = 12 volts 
The resistance for the parking lights is 3 ohms. 
6, When the parking lights are on, how much current is required? 
The radio in this same car requires a current of 6 amperes. 
7 ci. What is the resistance of the radio? 
One evening while waiting in die car for a friend, you decide to play die radio 
and keep the headlights on. 
Tb. Given the information above, calculate the resistance and the current 
needed to operate both the headlights and the radio when series wired. 
7C. Given the information above, what is the difference in current needed to 
operate the parking lights and radio as compared to the headlights and radio? 
PAGE 6 
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Series Circuits 
8a.« Given what you have learned about the way circuits operate and how 
current moves through a circuit, is it possible to construct a series circuit with 
four televisions where three televisions work and one does not? 
8Î5. Many students think that it is possible to construct a series circuit with 
four televisions in which three of the televisions work and one does not. Do 
you think that these students are correct? 
8c. Describe/sketch the circuit that justifies your answer. Describe how the 
current flows within your circuit. 
9« Describe what happens to the televisions when all of the switches are in 
the ON position. 
PAGE 7 
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Series Circuits cont. 
10a. Describe what happens to the televisions when one of the switches is 
moved to the OFF position. 
lOb. Describe what occurred physically in the circuit when one of the switches 
moved to the OFF position and how current flows through the circuit. 
What did you learn about series circuits? 
How is this different form what you previously thought? 
PAGE 8 
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Distribution of Electrical Energy in Series Circuits 
Ha. Given your knowledge of how series circuits operate and how current 
moves through a circuit, do you think that there will be a difference in the 
brightness of the bulbs when the circuit is switched on? 
Hb. Which bulb will be the brightest? 
1.1c. Which one will shine the least? 
Hd. Will they have the same brightness? 
1.1.6. Describe how you think the current flow will affect the brightness of 
the bulbs. 
12. Are the students who believe bulbs 1 and 2 or bulbs 3 and 4 will vary in 
brightness correct? Explain why or why not. 
PAGE 9 
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Distribution of Electrical Energy in Series Circuits cont. 
13. Given the resistance of each bulb and the voltage of the batteries, 
calculate the amount of current needed for each bulb. (Remember, I = V/R.) 
14. Is there a difference in the brightness of the four bulbs? 
15. Record the 5 ammeter readings for the current throughout the circuit. 
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
16s. Calculate the current needed for the entire circuit. 
(Remember, R = R1 +R2 + R3 +R4; I =V/R) 
161?. What is the difference between the current calculated for each 
individual bulb and all four bulbs together? 
What did you learn about dispersion of electricity within a series circuit? 
How is this different form what you previously thought about dispersion of 
electricity within a series circuit? 
PAGE 10 
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Dead Battery 
17. Given what you have learned about electric circuits, current, and 
electromotive force, explain what you think occurs when a battery is "dead". 
18a. Which device (toaster, fan, and light bulb) do you think will consume 
the greatest amount of electromotive force and why? 
18b. Record the readings from each voltmeter. 
1. 2. 3. 
19. Remembering that current flows from negative to positive, what does 
the sequence of voltmeter readings tell you about the electromotive force? 
What did you learn about dead batteries? 
How is this different form what you previously thought about dead batteries? 
PAGE 11 
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APPENDIX G. STUDENT ASSIGNMENT AND PARTICIPANT 
CONSENT LETTER 
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Secondary/Elementary Education 301 
Media For Teachers 
***Due Week #5 September 21-25 
Computer-based Instructional Activity Assignment 
Week 4 you will participate in a computer-based instructional 
activity on electricity. The lesson is an example of how computer 
technology can be used in education. 
Please discuss in 3-5 paragraphs how this kind of lesson could be 
integrated into a classroom. Specifically, describe a specific educational 
situation (include grade level, subject area, number of students in the 
class, ratio of students to teachers, and the kinds of students, i.e. gender, 
racial background, socioeconomic levels, etc.) and discuss how you would 
use this type of computer application in the classroom. 
You may want to . include in your discussion various features of a 
computer-based instructional application that may be important to your 
situation. These may include animation, graphics, sound, or the ability to 
simulate real-world experiences. 
nm=s 221 
BLABORATORV Institute for Physical Research and Technology 
Iowa State University Ames, Iowa 50011-3020 
August 16,1992 
Dear 301 Student: 
As you prepare for a career in education, there are many factors that may influence your ability to teach. The 
knowledge and experience students bring to your classroom may profoundly affect your ability, as a teacher, to 
communicate new information to them, and their ability to leam the information. 
I am conducting a study to investigate how instruction can be designed to overcome students' preconceptions of science 
concepts. Specifically, the purpose of my study is to examine the use of a concq)tual change approach about electricity 
with computer simulations, reflective journals, and peer group interactions. 
As part of your Secondary/Elementary Education 301 course, you will be required to participate in a computer-based 
science lesson on electricity. The purpose of the lesson is to provide you with instruction on how simple electric circuits 
operate. Following the computer-based lesson, you will be asked to complete assessment instruments over what you have 
learned. The results of Ûie assessment instruments will in no way influence your grade in Secondary/Elementary Education 
301. 
In addition to participating in the computer-based science lesson, you will be required to write a review of the 
instructional implications of the lesson. Your review of the lesson will be factored into your course grade. Specific details 
for the review will be provided in class. 
The data generated firom the assessment instruments will be used to determine the effectiveness of the science lesson 
and will be examined only in a group context; your responses will be kept confidential and will not be reported on an 
individual basis. 
Along with the assessment instruments, your scwes on the American College Tests (ACT) are also needed for data 
analysis purposes. Although for this course you are required lo participate in the computer-based lesson, it is your option 
to make these data available for use in this study. Please complete and sign the consent form below. If you do not want 
your data (from the assessment instruments and ACT scores) to be used in this study, please check the appropriate box. 
Sincerely, 
P. Hargrave Mchael R. Simonson 
Doctoral Student Professor, College of Education 
Curriculum and Instructional Technology Iowa State University 
Iowa State University 
I ( ). 
(full name) social security no. 
hereby consent to the use of the data I generate in the study described above. I also consent to the release of my ACT 
scores for this study. These data may be used exclusively for the study's data analysis purposes. 
• . DO NOT want the data I generate to be used in this study. 
Ose'a'ec !or :r.e U S Oeoanr^en oi Er^ergy Unde^ Comrac: W-7-i05-E''G-32 
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APPENDIX H. FACILITATOR TRAINING MATERIALS 
HI: Overview of Facilitator Training and Preparation Procedures 
H2: Materials for Facilitator Training Session 1 
H3: Materials for Facilitator Training Session 2 
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Overview of Facilitator Training and Preparation Procedures 
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Overview of Facilitator Training and Preparation Procedures 
Five weeks prior to the implementation of the study, individuals to 
serve as facilitators for each treatment session were recruited and trained. A 
total of nine individuals volunteered to facilitate the treatment sessions for 
the study. All of the facilitators had previously taught or were currently 
teaching Instructional Media. Five graduate teaching assistants, who at the 
time of the study were teaching sections of Instructional Media, served as 
facilitators for the study. In addition, two professors, one university 
instructor, and one computer science graduate research assistant served as 
facilitators for the treatment of the study. 
Three days before the beginning of the 1992 Fall semester, the 
researcher made a brief presentation to the instructors of the Instructional 
Media course. The purpose of the presentation was to introduce the 
conceptual framework of the study to the instructors who would integrate 
the study's activities into each section of the course and facilitate various 
treatment sessions. Specifically, the presentation included a discussion of the 
problem to be investigated, the hypothesis, the treatment groups, and the 
activities of each treatment. In addition, logistical considerations for 
implementing the study and issues related to integrating the study's activities 
into the Instructional Media course were discussed. 
Two training sessions were held for the individuals who would 
facilitate the treatment sessions. Conducted by the researcher, the purpose of 
the training sessions was to familiarize the facilitators with the computer 
simulation and the procedures to be used for the study. 
The first training session was held four weeks prior to the 
implementation of the treatment. Each facilitator received a packet of 
training materials that included: facilitator instructions, a treatment 
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information sheet, directions to be read aloud for each treatiri jnt, directions 
on operating a mouse, a student journal, the computer-based instructional 
activity assignment, and directions for troubleshooting the computer 
simulation. In addition to discussing the contents of the training packet, the 
following topics were discussed at the first training session: schedule of 
events for the study; facilitators' schedules, purpose and hypotheses of study, 
events of each treatment, logistical considerations for the study (i.e. room 
arrangements and the room rotation schedule), and guidelines for grading 
the student assignment based on the study. Last, each facilitator went 
through the computer program to become familiar with the content, the 
organization of the paths, and the various features of the HyperCard stack. 
The second training session for the facilitators was conducted by the 
researcher three days before the implementation of the treatment was to 
begin. The purpose of the second training session was to review the 
procedures to be used for the implementation of the study and to make the 
facilitators aware of potential difficulties that could arise. Each facilitator 
received a packet of training materials that included: facilitator instructions, 
directions to be read aloud for each treatment, directions for troubleshooting 
the computer simulation, and the official facilitator schedule. 
In addition to discussing the contents of the training packet, the 
following topics were discussed in detail at the second training session; 
events of each treatment, logistical considerations for the study (i.e. facilitator 
packets, test packets, and room arrangements), and the results of the pilot 
study. In addition to the packet of training materials, each facilitator received 
a concept map of the computer program. The concept map outlined the 
organization of the presentation and simulation paths and listed key codes 
(function keys) for moving around the program should a problem arise. The 
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researcher reviewed in detail the organizational structure of the computer 
program and the use of function keys to re-orient a student who may get into 
the wrong section of the program. 
To maintain the consistency of the treatment, the same individual 
facilitated all of the conceptual change computer simulation, writing, and 
peer group interaction treatment sessions. One week before the study began, 
two training sessions were conducted for the individual who would facilitate 
the conceptual change computer simulation, writing, and peer group 
interaction treatment. The training sessions focused on the ideational 
confrontation steps and procedures to be used for the group discussions. 
Particular attention was given to familiarizing the individual with the 
organization of the facilitator's version of the computer program and the 
simulation path of the computer program to be used by the students. 
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H2: Materials for Facilitator Training Session 1 
The Amazing World 
of Electricity 
Facilitator Training Session 
August, 1992 
Schedule for Facil i tators 
Day Time Facil i tator Treatment Room 
Monday 10-1 2 Connie Margrave CP Micro 
Monday 10-1 2 Terry Corwin CCCS TV 
Monday 10-12 CCCSW 301 
Monday 10-1 2 Karen Jurasek CCCSWPIG N055 
Monday 12-2 Terry Corwin CP N055 
Monday 1 2-2 Dawn Poole CCCS Micro 
Monday 12-2 CCCSW TV 
Monday 12-2 Karen Jurasek CCCSWPIG 301 
Monday 2-4 XXXXXXXXXXDr. Volker-s SectionXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
Tuesday 10-12 Jody Rude CP TV 
Tuesday 10-12 Yuh-soon Park CCCS 301 
Tuesday 10-12 CCCSW N055 
Tuesday 10-12 Karen Jurasek CCCSWPIG Micro 
Tuesday 12-2 Dawn Poole CP Micro 
Tuesday 12-2 Terry Corwin CCCS TV 
Tuesday 12-2 CCCSW 301 
Tuesday 12-2 Karen Jurasek CCCSWPIG N055 
Tuesday 2-4 Jody Rude CP N055 
Tuesday 2-4 Yuh-soon Park CCCS Micro 
Tuesday 2-4 CCCSW TV 
Tuesday 2-4 Karen Jurasek CCCSWPIG 301 
Wednesday 12-2 Jody Rude CP 301 
Wednesday 12-2 Denise Schmidt CCCS N055 
Wednesday 12-2 CCCSW Micro 
Wednesday 12-2 Karen Jurasek CCCSWPIG TV 
Thursday 8-1 0 Jody Rude CP TV 
Thursday 8-10 Denise Schmidt CCCS 301 
Thursday 8-10 CCCSW N055 
Thursday 8-1 0 Karen Jurasek CCCSWPIG Micro 
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Dav Time Facil i tator Treatment Room 
Thursday 10-12 Kayt Sanwood CP Micro 
Thursday 10-12 Terry Corwin CCCS TV 
Thursday 10-12 CCCSW 301 
Thursday 10-12 Karen Jurasek CCCSWPÎG N055 
Thursday 12-2 Dr. Volker CP N055 
Thursday 12-2 Yuh-soon Park CCCS Micro 
Thursday 12-2 CCCSW TV 
Thursday 12-2 Karen Jurasek CCCSWPIG 301 
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Treatment information Sheet 
Day & time: 
Facilitator: 
Room: 
Section #: 
treatment: 
Electricity Folder: 
Monday 10-12 
Jody Rude 
Micro 
11 
C P  
1 
Treatment start time : Treatment end time 
Total minutes 
Comments & remarks concerning treatment: 
Facilitator signature 
* Be sure to coUect ID Cards 
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Facilitator Instructions 
1. Before class, check computers in assigned experiment room 
_____ Electricity 1 folder is showing and has electricity stack 
Electricity 2 folder is showing and has electricity stack 
2. Report to the 301 classroom to pick up students and experiment packets. 
3. Go to assigned experiment rooms, have students sit at computers, and write 
section number on the board 
4. Read instructions to students (BE ENTHUSIASTIC) 
5. Read and do mouse directions (if needed) 
6. Pass out Black Out article for students to read before starting Electricity 
lesson. NOTE: no articles are needed for CCCSWPIG sections 
7. RECORD START TIME (start clock when reading begins) 
8. Assist students as needed: do not give answers to content questions, instead 
direct their thinking to find their own answers. 
9. Monitor time, (remember- 50 minutes are allowed for reading and lesson 
before the test) 
10. RECORD FINISH TIME OF LAST STUDENT 
11. Give students ID cards, test and answer sheet (remember, 50 minutes are 
allowed for test) 
12. Collect ID cards, test and answer sheet, put in experiment packet and return 
to 301 classroom. 
13. Return computers to original state 
- "Quit" HyperCard (Apple - Q) 
- close folder(s) 
- leave computers on 
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Directions for Conceptual Change Computer Simulation & Writing 
fCCCSW) 
Hello and welcome to the Amazing World of Electricity! -where you will learn 
about electricity and experience a computer-based instructional system. The 
purpose of this lesson is to examine the effectiveness of a computer-based 
instructional system to facilitate learning, so please concentrate and try to learn 
ahd understand as much as you can about electricity. 
There are two parts to today's electricity activities: an article on the New York 
black out and the computer-based lesson. Before beginning the computer-
based lesson, please read the article. Throughout the electricity lesson, you will 
be asked questions that appear in bold type. Some of the questions require 
you to be creative and resourceful. Please critically think through your answers 
and write them in the journal provided. You may also be asked to do some 
basic arithmetic, please perform all of the calculations. You can use space in 
your journal for your calculations. Also in the electricity lesson, you may see 
individual words that appear in bold type, by clicking on these words you can 
access their definitions. Lastly, please feel free to take notes about the content 
of the lesson as we are interested in what you learn and retain from this 
computer-based educational experience. 
If you have questions through the lesson, please raise your hand and 1 will 
assist you. When you complete the lesson, please bring your sctetchjpager to 
the front and pick up a test. You will have 50 minutes to complete the lesson 
and 50 minutes to complete the test. Your performance with the lesson and the 
test will in no way affect your course grade. 
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Directions for Conceptual Change Computer Simulation fCCCSl 
Hello and welcome to the Amazing World of Electricity! -where you will learn 
about electricity and experience a computer-based instructional system. The 
purpose of this lesson is to examine the effectiveness of a computer-based 
instructional system to facilitate learning, so please concentrate and try to learn 
and understand as much as you can about electricity. 
There are two parts to today's electricity activities: an article on the New York 
black out and the computer-based lesson. Before beginning the computer-
based lesson, please read the article. Throughout the electricity lesson, you will 
be asked questions that appear in bold type. Some of the questions require 
you to be creative and resourceful. Please critically think through your answers 
to these questions. You may also be asked to do some basic arithmetic, please 
perform ait of the calculations. You can use the Amazing World of Electricity 
Scratch Paper for your calculations. Also in the electricity lesson, you may see 
individual words that appear in bold type, by clicking on these words you can 
access their definitions. Lastly, please feel free to take notes about the content 
of the lesson as we are interested In what you learn and retain from this 
computer-based educational experience. 
If you have questions through the lesson, please raise your hand and I will 
assist you. When you complete the lesson, please bring your scratch paper to 
the front and pick up a test. You will have 50 minutes to complete the lesson 
and 50 minutes to complete the test. Your performance with the lesson and the 
test will in no way affect your course grade. 
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Directions for Computer Presentation (CP) 
Hello and welcome to the Amazing World of Electricity! -where you will learn 
about electricity and experience a computer-based instructional system. The 
purpose of this lesson is to examine the effectiveness of a computer-based 
instructional system to facilitate learning, so please concentrate and try to learn 
and understand as much as you can about electricity. 
There are two parts to today's electricity activities: an article on the New York 
black out and the computer-based lesson. Before beginning the computer-
based lesson, please read the article. Throughout the electricity lesson you 
may be asked questions or to do some basic arithmetic, please critically think 
through the answers to questions and perform âU of the calculations. You can 
use the Amazing World of Electricity Scratch paper for these purposes. Also in 
the electricity lesson, you may see individual words that appear in bold type, by 
clicking on these words you can access their definitions. Lastly, please feel free 
to take notes about the content of the lesson as we are interested in what you 
learn and retain from this computer-based educational experience. 
If you have questions through the lesson, please raise your hand and I will 
assist you. When you complete the lesson, please bring your scratch paper to 
the front and pick up a test. You will have 50 minutes to complete the lesson 
and 50 minutes to complete the test. Your performance with the lesson and the 
test will in no way affect your course grade. 
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Mouse Directions - Electricity Folder # 2 
(for treatments CCCS & CCCSW only) 
How many of you are familiar with a Macintosh computer and a mouse? 
To assist you in operating the computer-based electricity lesson, we will go over the 
operations of a mouse. The mouse is the device you will use to access information 
on the computer. The mouse is located on the right side of the key board and is 
connected to the computer by a thin cable. When the cable connection on the 
mouse is headed toward the computer, the mouse is right-side-up. Pick up the 
mouse and look at it's bottom. See the ball on the mouse? The mouse uses the 
ball to move an arrow around the screen of the computer. Move the ball in a circle 
and look at the screen. You should see an arrow moving around. This is how the 
mouse accesses information in the computer. Set the mouse down and use it to 
move the arrow around the screen. This is how a mouse works. 
There are 3 skills you need to use a mouse and the electricity lesson. They are 
Pointing. Clicking and Dragging. Pointing is the process of moving the arrow to a 
specific location or object on the screen. Move the arrow (via the mouse) to the 
hard drive in the upper right corner. Place the arrow directly on the hard drive label. 
Point directly to the first letter on the label. Move the mouse to the keyboard icon in 
the center of the screen. This is pointing. Pointing Is moving the an'ow to a specific 
location or object on the screen. 
Clicking is the process of accessing an object or information in the computer. 
Notice the rectangle near the top of the mouse, this is the mouse button and is used 
for clicking. You press down on the rectangle to "click on" and access an object. 
Before clicking on an object, you must "Point" to it. Point to the rectangle above the 
hard drive label on your screen. This is the Hard Drive. Click on the hard drive. 
Notice it turns dark; you have selected and can access the hard drive. To "de­
select" the hard drive, click anywhere on the screen except on the hard drive. Click 
off of the hard drive and click on the folder "Electricity 1". Now click off of "Electricity 
1" Now click on the Hard Drive and then on the Electricity 1 folder. This is clicking. 
You click to access an object or get information in the computer. 
The last skill you need to learn is Dragging. Dragging is the process of moving an 
object around the screen. In order to drag an object, you must cl ick on the object, 
hold down the mouse button, and move the mouse. Click and hold on the hard 
drive, now move the mouse around. Drag the hard drive to the top left corner of the 
screen. This is dragging. Now "DRAG" the hard drive to the center of the screen. 
Practice 
Click on the folder "Electricity 1 " Point to the folder "Electricity 2". Now drag the 
hard drive back to the top right corner. You've got it, Pointing, Clicking and 
Dragging- the three skills you will need for this lesson. Now click twice on the 
Electricity 2 folder. The folder should open up. Point to the icon labeled 
"Electricity 2". When you are ready to begin the computer lesson, click twice on 
this icon. Again, please begin by reading the article and then start the computer 
program. 
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Mouse Directions - Electricity Folder # 1 
(for treatment CP only) 
How many of you are familiar with a Macintosh computer and a mouse? 
To assist you in operating the computer-based electricity lesson, we will go over the 
operations of a mouse. The mouse is the device you will use to access information 
on the computer. The mouse is located on the right side of the key board and is 
connected to the computer by a thin cable. When the cable connection on the 
mouse is headed toward the computer, the mouse is right-side-up. Pick up the 
mouse and look at it's bottom. See the ball on the mouse? The mouse uses the 
ball to move an arrow around the screen of the computer. Move the ball in a circle 
and look at the screen. You should see an arrow moving around. This is how the 
mouse accesses information in the computer. Set the mouse down and use it to 
move the arrow around the screen. This is how a mouse works. 
There are 3 skills you need to use a mouse and the electricity lesson. They are 
Pointing, Clicking and Dragging. Pointing is the process of moving the arrow to a 
specific location or object on the screen. Move the arrow (via the mouse) to the 
hard drive in the upper right corner. Place the arrow directly on the hard drive label. 
Point directly to the first letter on the label. Move the mouse to the keyboard icon in 
the center of the screen. This is pointing. Pointing is moving the arrow to a specific 
location or object on the screen. 
Clicking is the process of accessing an object or information in the computer. 
Notice the rectangle near the top of the mouse, this is the mouse button and is used 
for clicking. You press down on the rectangle to "click on" and access an object. 
Before clicking on an object, you must "Point" to it. Point to the rectangle above the 
hard drive label on your screen. This is the Hard Drive. Click on the hard drive. 
Notice it turns dari<; you have selected and can access the hard drive. To "de­
select" the hard drive, click anywhere on the screen except on the hard drive. Click 
off of the hard drive and click on the folder "Electricity 1 Now click off of "Electricity 
1" Now click on the Hard Drive and then on the Electricity 1 folder. This is clicking. 
You click to access an object or get information in the computer. 
The last skill you need to learn is Dragging. Dragging is the process of moving an 
object around the screen. In order to drag an object, you must cl ick on the object, 
hold down the mouse button, and move the mouse. Click and hold on the hard 
drive, now move the mouse around. Drag the hard drive to the top left corner of the 
screen. This is dragging. Now "DRAG" the hard drive to the center of the screen. 
Practice 
Click on the folder "Electricity 1 " Point to the folder "Electricity 2". Now drag the 
hard drive back to the top right corner. You've got it. Pointing, Clicking and 
Dragging- the three skills you will need for this lesson. Now click twice on the 
Electricity 1 folder. The folder should open up. Point to the icon labeled "Electricity 
1". When you are ready to begin the computer lesson, click twice on this icon. 
Again, please begin by reading the article and then start the computer program. 
Student Journal 
Two digit section # Last 4 digits of SS # 
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H Battery 
Wires 
Describe/sketch how you think a drcuit must be constructed and explain how 
electrical energy flows through the circuit to make a bulb light. 
PAGE 2 
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If your simulation circuit looks like circuit 1 or 1, 
go to page 3. 
Curcuit 
Curcuit *1 
If your simulation circuit looks like circuit 3, 
go to page 4. 
PAGE 3 
C u r c u i t  *  1  
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Sink Theory 
Will circuit 1 cause the bulb to light? 
Describe how the electrical energy in circuit 1 flows to justify your answer. 
Will circuit 2 cause the bulb to light? 
Curcuit ^2 
Describe how the electrical energy in circuit 2 flows to justify your answer. 
What is the difference between circuit 1 and 2? 
What did you learn about how a circuit is constructed and how electricity 
flows in a circuit? 
How is this different form what you previously thought about circuits? 
PAGE 4 
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Clashing Current Theory 
In this circuit there are two light bulbs at different locations within the circuit. 
Will the circuit cause the both bulbs to light? 
Describe how the electrical energy in the circuit flows to justify your answer. 
What happened when the circuit was completed in the simulation? 
What did you learn about how a circuit is constructed and how electricity 
flows in a circuit? 
How is this different form what you previously thought about circuits? 
PAGE 5 
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Measuring Electricity 
Ohms' Law 1= V. 
R 
Car battery = 12 volts 
The resistance for the parking lights is 3 ohms. 
When the parking lights are on, how much current is generated? 
The radio in this same car generates a current of 6 amperes. 
What is the resistance of the radio? 
One evening while waiting in the car for a friend, you decide to play the radio 
and. keep the headlights on. 
Given the information above, calculate the resistance and the current needed 
to operate both the headlights and the radio. 
Given the information above, what is the difference in current needed to 
operate the parking lights and radio as compared to the headlights and radio? 
PAGE 6 
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Series Circuits 
Given what you have learned about the way circuits operate and how current 
moves through a circuit, is it possible to construct a series circuit with four 
televisions where three televisions work and one does not? 
Many students think that it is possible to construct a series circuit with four 
televisions in which three of the televisions work and one does not. Do you 
think that these students are correct? 
Describe/sketch the circuit that justifies your answer. Describe how the 
current flows within your circuit. 
Describe what happens to the televisions when all of the switches are in the 
ON position. 
PAGE 7 
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Series Circuits conL 
Describe what happens to the televisions when one of the switches is moved 
to the OFF position. 
Describe what occurred physically in the circuit when one of the switches is 
moved to the OFF position and how current flows through the circuit. 
What did you learn about series circuits? 
How is this different form what you previously thought? 
PAGE 8 
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Dispersion of Electrical Energy in Series Circuits 
Given your knowledge of how series circuits operate and how current moves 
through a circuit, do you think that there will be a difference in the brightness 
of the bulbs when the circuit is switched on? 
Which bulb wiU be the brightest? 
Which one will shine the least? 
Will they have the same brightness? 
Describe how you think the current flow will affect the brightness of the bulbs. 
Are the students who believe bulbs 1 and 2 or bulbs 3 and 4 will vary in 
brightness correct? Explain why or why not 
PAGE 9 
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Dispersion of Electrical Energy in Series Circuits cont. 
Given the resistance of each bulb and the voltage of the batteries, calculate the 
amount of current needed for each bulb. (Remember, I = V/R.) 
Is there a difference in tiie brightness of the four bulbs? 
Record the 5 ammeter readings for the current throughout the circuit. 
1- 2. 3. 4. 5. 
Calculate the current needed for the entire circuit. 
(Remember, R = R1 +R2 + R3 +R4; I =V/R) 
What is the difference between the current calculated for each individual bulb 
and all four bulbs together? 
What did you leam about dispersion of electricity within a series circuit? 
How is this different form what you previously thought about dispersion of 
electricity within a series circuit? 
PAGE 10 
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Dead Battery 
Given what you have learned about electric circuits, current, and 
electromotive force, explain what you think occurs when a battery is "dead". 
Which device (toaster, fan, and light bulb) do you think will consume the 
greatest amount of electromotive force and why? 
Record the readings from each voltmeter. 
1. 2. 3. 
Remembering that current flows from negative to positive, what do the 
readings tell you about the amount of electromotive force after each device? 
What did you leam about dead batteries? 
How is this different form what you previously thought about dead batteries? 
PAGE 11 
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Secondary/Elementary Education 301 
Media For Teachers 
Computer-based Instructional Activity 
Assignment 
Last week you participated in a computer-based instructional 
activity on electricity. The lesson was an example of how computer 
technology can be used in education. 
Please discuss in 3-5 paragraphs how this kind of lesson could 
be integrated into a classroom. Specifically, describe a specific 
educational situation (include grade level, subject area, number of 
students in the class, ratio of students to teachers, and the kinds of 
students, i.e. gender, racial background, socioeconomic levels, etc.) 
and discuss how you would use the type of computer application you 
experienced in the classroom. 
You may want to include in your discussion various features of 
a computer-based instructional application that may be important to 
your situation. These may include animation, graphics, sound, or the 
ability to simulate real-world experiences. 
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TROUBLE SHOOTING THE ELECTRICITY COMPUTER PROGRAM 
Function Keys 
The computer-based instruction for this study is one program that has two 
branches: the presentation branch for CP sections and the simulation 
branch for COGS, CCCSW, and CCCSWPIG sections. The branch setting has 
been preset, so be sure and follow the folder information on the Treatment 
Information Sheet. If you need to alter the branch setting, use the F15 key. if 
you need to move to specific locations within the system, use the following 
function key commands: 
F1 - Simulation (not for CP group) 
F2 - Voltage (beginning of measuring electricity} 
F3 ~ Series Circuits 
F4 - Dispersion 
F5 - Dead Batteries 
F14 - Cancels facilitator prompts (may appear with CCCS & CCCSW) 
F15 - Sets instructional mode (presentation or simulation) 
If a student gets into the wrong folder or gets lost within the computer activity, 
you can use the function keys to get them back to the right location. If this is not 
possible or if a student has any problems with the computer activity that you 
can't solve, simply quit the program by selecting Apple - Q. You can then re­
boot the program and the student can start over. 
To move forward to the next card, use Apple- 3 
To move .to previous card, use Apple- 2 
It you begin toi have problems with the copy of the application that is in your 
designated folder, there is an extra copy on the hard drive. Open the "Electricity 
Back-up" folder IN the hard drive and select the application within the folder that 
matches your treatment section (i.e. CP or CCCS, CCCSW, and CCCSWPIG). In 
addition, there are copies of the computer program in Electricity envelope near the 
front of the room. If necessary, re-load the computer with the disc copy of the 
simulation. 
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Date: August 24, 1992 
To: Dr. Volker, Dr. Simonson, Denise Schmidt, Yuh-soon Park, 
Karen Jurasek, Terry Corwin, Dawn Poole, Kayt Sanwood, 
Jody Rude _ 
From: Connie Margrave 
RE Training sessions for computer simulation study 
The purpose of this memo is to remind you of the training sessions for 
the computer simulation study that will be incorporated into El/Sec Ed 
301. Training sessions will be held 12-2 p.m. on Tuesday August 
25 and 6-8 p.m. on Wednesday August 26 in the IRC. If you are 
unable to attend one of these sessions, please contact me (4-9682). 
Attached is a list of times you are scheduled to assist with the 
study. (The time(s) you teach are not included.) Please verify the 
accuracy of these times with your records. 
Thank you for volunteering to assist with my study concerning 
preservice teachers' misconceptions of electricity. 
TA TRAINING SESSION 
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I. Welcome/Greeting 
Hello and thank you for coming. The purpose of this meeting is to 
prepare you to facilitate the treatment for my study. 
II. Verify facilitator schedules 
Let's begin by going over the schedule of extra times you volunteered to 
facilitate. Is this accurate??? 
Who teaches 301 when? Complete facilitator schedule 
ill. Pretest announcement - £ Viandes^ vùK • 
The week of September 7-11,1 will come to your class to introduce the 
study. I will give a five minute overview and then ask the students to take 
an interest and experience inventory. This will take approximately 30 
minutes. I will come at the second hour of class. 
If you teach on Monday, I will come and do the overview on August 31. g 
IV. Treatment announcements 
CCCSW treatment 
Review study- title, purpose, and hypothesis. 
When you are TA, you will facilitate the CCCSW section. 
The CCCSW treatment is: 
- computer-based lesson w/ conceptual change designed 
text, simulations, and writing of answers to conceptual 
change questions 
Other treatments (CP & CCCS) 
The CP treatment is: 
•ugading of Black out article 
- computer-based lesson with traditional text design 
The CCCS treatment is: 
-reading of Black-otrt-atticle, 
- - computer-based lesson w/ conceptual change designed 
text and simulations 
V. Review of facilitator tasks, ^ a "TkcK: 
— 'RC30<M. 3)^6/âAi 
^ 30l  RcV/gfV PcJiv ih j  - |uR lpo/A/z!s  
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VI. Questions?????????? — ./Uh. 1. 11} To rev,e^v f sore 
O ev<.ryoKLe. lo > I I 
VII. Go through simulations with Connie modeling facilitatc^N^sks 
VIII. TA's document en'ors in simulation 
-P 
D 
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H3: Materials for Facilitator Training Session 2 
255 
The Amazing World of 
Electricity 
Computer simulations, reflective 
journals, peer group interactions, and 
conceptual change about electricity 
with preservice teachers 
« 
Study by Connie P. Hargrave 
Facilitator Materials 
September, 1992 
y 
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Facilitator Instructions 
1. Before class, pick up treatment packet and check computers in assigned room 
Electricity 1 folder is showing and has electricity 1 stack 
Electricity 2 folder is showing and has electricity 2 stack 
2. Report to the 301 classroom to pick up students and test packets. 
3. Go to assigned experiment rooms, have students sit at computers, and write 
section number on the board 
4. Pass out scratch paper or journals (instruct students not to flip through journal) 
5. Read instructions to students (BE ENTHUSIASTIC) 
6. Read and do mouse directions (if needed) 
7. RECORD START TIME (start clock when reading begins) 
8. Assist students as needed; do not give answers to content questions, instead 
direct their thinking to find their own answers. 
9. Monitor computer time, (remember- 45 minutes minimum and 1 hour maximum) 
10. RECORD COMPUTER FINISH TIME OF LAST STUDENT 
11. Give students ID cards, test and answer sheet (remember, 40 minutes are 
allowed for test) 
12. Collect ID cards and answer sheet, — put in treatment packet 
Put Tests and pencils in test packet and return to both envelopes to 301 room 
13. Return computers to original state 
- "Quit" HyperCard (Apple - Q) 
- close folder(s) 
- leave computers on 
I f  T K e q S  - M O C f  h , L  
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Treatment Instructions 
Directions for Computer Presentation fCPl 
Hello and welcome to the Amazing World of Electricity! -where you will 
learn about electricity and experience a computer-based instructional system. 
The purpose of this lesson is to examine the effectiveness of a computer-based 
instructional system to facilitate learning, so please concentrate and try to learn 
and understand as much as you can about electricity. 
Today's activity is an individual computer-based instructional experience. 
The instruction will appear on the computer screen, so read each screen 
carefully. Throughout the computer-based instruction you may hear different 
sounds from the computers in the room. Please ignore the sounds you hear 
from other computers and concentrate on your own. Don't worry that you are 
not keeping up with your neighbor as everyone will be in a slightly different 
place. Remember this is an individual instructional activity, so please do not 
consult with your neighbor. Focus on your own work-
Throughout the electricity lesson, questions or directions may pop-up on 
the screen. You DO NOT have to write out the answers to these questions. 
Instead, critically think through the answers to the questions/directions that pop­
up and then click "OK" to continue. In addition to the questions that may pop­
up on the screen, you may be directed to perfomi some basic arithmetic 
calculations. Please perform ail of the calculations. You can use the paper 
provided for this purposes. Again, you do not have to write out the answers to 
the questions, but you must critically think through your answer before clicking 
"OK" to continue. Please feel free to take notes about the content of the lesson 
as we are interested in what you learn and retain from this computer-based 
educational experience. Last, it may seem as though you are at the end of 
lesson before you actually are; when the words "Thank You" appear on the 
screen you have completed the lesson. 
If you have questions through the lesson, please raise your hand and I 
will assist you. When you complete the lesson, please bring your scratch paper 
to the front and pick up a test. Take your time going through the system and try 
to learn as much as you can. You must spend at least 45 minutes on the lesson 
and but no more than 1 hour. You will have 40 minutes to complete the test. 
Treatment Instructions 
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Directions for Conceptual Change Computer Simulation (CCCS^ 
Hello and welcome to the Amazing World of Electricity! -where you will 
learn about electricity and experience a computer-based instructional system. 
The purpose of this lesson is to examine the effectiveness of a computer-based 
instructional system to facilitate learning, so please concentrate and try to learn 
and understand as much as you can about electricity. 
Today's activity is an individual computer-based instructional experience. 
The instruction will appear on the computer screen, so read each screen 
carefully. Throughout the computer-based instruction you may hear different 
sounds from the computers in the room. Please ignore the sounds you hear 
from other computers and concentrate on your own. Dont worry that you are 
not keeping up with your neighbor as everyone will be in a slightly different 
place. Remember this is an individual instructional activity, so please do not 
consult with your neighbor. Focus on your own work. 
Throughout the electricity lesson, questions or directions may pop-up on 
the screen. You DO NOT have to write out the answers to these questions. 
Instead, critically think through the answers to the questions/directions that pop­
up and then click "OK" to continue. In addition to the questions that may pop­
up on the screen, you may be directed to perform some basic arithmetic 
calculations. Please perform all of the calculations. You can use the paper 
provided for this purposes. Again, you do not have to write out the answers to 
the questions, but you must critically think through your answer before clicking 
"OK" to continue. Please feel free to take notes about the content of the lesson 
as we are interested in what you learn and retain from this computer-based 
educational experience. Last, It may seem as though you are at the end of 
lesson before you actually are; when the words "Thank You" appear on the 
screen you have completed the lesson. 
if you have questions through the lesson, please raise your hand and 1 
will assist you. When you complete the lesson, please bring your scratch paper 
to the front and pick up a test. Take your time going through the system and try 
to learn as much as you can. You must spend at least 45 minutes on the lesson 
and but no more than 1 hour. You will have 40 minutes to complete the test. 
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Treatment Instructions 
Directions for Conceptual Change Computer Simulation & Writing 
(CCCSWl 
Hello and welcome to the Amazing World of Electricity! -where you will 
learn about electricity and experience a computer-based instructional system. 
The purpose of this lesson is to examine the effectiveness of a computer-based 
instructional system to facilitate learning, so please concentrate and try to learn 
and understand as much as you can about electricity. 
Today's activity is an individual computer-based instructional experience. 
The instruction will appear on the computer screen, so read each screen 
carefully. Throughout the computer-based instruction you may hear different 
sounds from the computers in the room. Please ignore the sounds you hear 
from other computers and concentrate on your own. Don't worry that you are 
not keeping up with your neighbor as everyone will be in a slightly different 
place. Remember this is an individual instructional activity, so please do not 
consult with your neighbor. Focus on your own work. 
Throughout the electricity lesson, numbered questions or directions may 
pop-up on the screen. Please find the corresponding number and question in 
your journal and write the answer. Some questions have more than one part 
(for example, 1a, 1b, and 1c). Answer every part of the question before going 
on. Click "OK" to continue only after you have answered all parts of the 
question in your journal. In addition to the questions that may pop-up on the 
screen, you may be directed to perform some basic arithmetic calculations. 
Please perform ail of the calculations. You can use the space in your journal 
for this purposes. If you are asked the same question more than once, please 
write out the answer each time you are asked. 
Please feel free to take notes about the content of the lesson as we are 
Interested in what you learn and retain from this computer-based educational 
experience. Last, it may seem as though you are at the end of the lesson before 
you actually are; when the words "Thank You" appear on the screen you have 
completed the lesson. 
If you have questions through the lesson, please raise your hand and I 
will assist you. When you complete the lesson, please bring your journal to the 
front and pick up a test. Take your time going through the system and try to 
learn as much as you can. You must spend at least 45 minutes on the lesson 
and but no more than 1 hour. You will have 40 minutes to complete the test. 
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TROUBLE SHOOTING THE ELECTRICITY COMPUTER PROGRAM 
Function kevs 
The computer-based instoictlon for this study is one program that has two 
branches: the presentation branch for CP sections and the simulation 
branch for CCCS, CCCSW, and CCCSWPIG sections. The branch setting has 
been preset, so be sure and follow the folder information on the Treatment 
Information Sheet. If you need to alter the branch setting, use the F15 key. If 
you need to move to specific locations within the system, use the following 
function key commands: 
F1 - Simulation (not for CP group) 
F2 - Voltage (beginning of measuring electricity) 
F3 - Series Circuits 
F4 - Dispersion 
F5 - Dead Batteries 
F14 - Cancels facilitator prompts (may appear with CCCS & CCCSW) 
F15 - Sets instructional mode (presentation or simulation) 
If a student gets into the wrong folder or gets lost within the computer activity, 
you can use the function keys to get them back to the right location. If this is not 
possible or if a student has any problems with the computer activity that you 
can't solve, simply quit the program by selecting Apple - Q. You can then re­
boot the program and the student can start over. 
To move forward to the next card, use Apple- 3 
To move to previous card, use Apple- 2 
If you begin to have problems with the copy of the application that is in your 
designated folder, there is an extra copy on the hard drive. Open the "Electricity 
Back-up" folder IN the hard drive and select the application within the folder that 
matches your treatment section (i.e. CP or CCCS, CCCSW, and CCCSWPIG). In 
addition, there are copies of the computer program in Electricity envelope near the 
front of the room. If necessary, re-load the computer with the disc copy of the 
simulation. 
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Schedule for Facilitators 
Dav Time Facilitator Treatment Room 
' Monday 10-1 2  Connie Margrave CP Micro 
Monday 10-12 Terry Corwin cccs TV 
Monday 10-1 2  Jodi Rude cccsw 301 
^5--Monday 10-1 2  Karen Jurasek CCCSWPIG N055 
/S'Monday 12-2 Terry Corwin CP N055 
•25" Monday 12-2 Dawn Poole CCCS Micro 
55'Monday 12-2 Jodi Rude cccsw TV 
-fs-Monday 12-2 Karen Jurasek CCCSWPIG 301 
Monday 2-4 XXXXXXXXXXDr. Volker's SectionXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
[ z Tuesday 10-12 Jodi Rude CP TV 
^ Tuesday 10-12 Yuh-soon Park CCCS 301 
5 zTuesday 10-12 Dawn Poole CCCSw N055 
^zTuesday 10-12 Karen Jurasek CCCSWPIG Micro 
/ 2 - Tuesday 12-2 Dawn Poole CP Micro 
-2£-Tuesday 12-2 Terry Corwin CCCS TV 
7z-Tuesday 12-2 Dr. Simonson cccsw 301 
Tuesday 12-2 Karen Jurasek CCCSWPIG N055 
/z Tuesday 2-4 Jodi Rude CP N055 
22Tuesday 2-4 Yuh-soon Park CCCS Micro 
5"^ Tuesday 2-4 Terry Corwin CCCSW TV 
f^Tuesday 2-4 Karen Jurasek CCCSWPIG 301 
/z Wednesday 12-2 Jodi Rude CP 301 
Wednesday 12-2 Denise Schmidt CCCS N055 
S2. Wednesday 12-2 Kayt Sunwood CCCSW Micro 
Wednesday 12-2 Karen Jurasek CCCSWPIG TV 
Thursday 8-1 0  Jodi Rude CP TV 
2^2.Thursday 8-1 0  Denise Schmidt CCCS 301 
•5 ^Thursday 8-1 0  Dawn Poole CCCSW N055 
"f^Thursday 8-1 0  Karen Jurasek CCCSWPIG Micro 
L(> 
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D a y  T i m e  F a c i l i t a t o r  Treatment Room 
i Z-Thursday 10-12 Kayt Sunwood CP Micro 
^Thursday 10-12 Terry Corwin CCCS TV 
32-Thursday 10-12 Yuh-soon Park CCCSW 301 
iz-Thursday 10-12 Karen Jurasek CCCSWPIG N055 
II Thursday 12-2 Dr. Voiker CP N055 
Thursday 12-2 Yuh-soon Park CCCS Micro 
Thursday 12-2 Terry Corwin CCCSW TV 
4/ Thursday 12-2 Karen Jurasek CCCSWPIG 301 
1 
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To: 
Date: 
From: 
September 4, 1992 
Connie Margrave 
Dr. Simonson 
Dr. Volker 
Karen Jurasek 
Kayt Sunwood 
Dawn Poole 
Jodi Rude 
Yuh-soon Park 
Terry Corwin 
Denise Schmidt 
As you know, with your assistance 1 will be conducting my research study on 
computer simulations and students' conceptions of electricity 
September 14-17. 
In preparation for that week, I want to meet with you Friday Sept. 11 at 9:00 
a.m. in Microteaching Classroom. The purpose of this meeting will be to 
review the procedures for the study and apprize you of the results of the pilot 
tests. If you cannot attend this meeting please let me know (294-9682). 
RE: Computer simulation study 
Remember: I will introduce the study the last hour of your classes and 
administer pretest instruments next week (Sept 8-10). 
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Final Training session with TAs 
1. Thank you very much for your assistance, support, and interest. I couldn't 
do it without you!!! 
2. Purpose of meeting is to go over final version of how the treatments will 
go and make you aware of things you will need to pay particular attention 
to. 
3.. Get everyone's official class list 
4. Go over scheduled times to facilitate to make sure everyone 
can make their scheduled times 
5. Approximately 10 minutes before class, go get treatment envelope in 301 
room. Check computers and simulations in your assigned treatment room 
Treatment announcements 
each treatment will consist of: 
-reading instructions to get everyone started (personalize the 
beginning stressing the importance of the study, and the need for 
them to do well- remind them of their 301 assignment based on 
this activity) 
-reading mouse directions (optional- just make sure before you 
begin that everyone knows how to point, click and drag) 
-each person must spend a minimum of 45 minutes on the 
computer but no more than 1 hour; if finished early- they need to 
review; do not pass out tests until students have been on computer 
for 45 minutes. Students will have 40 minutes for test. 
6. Each packet will have all materials for conducting treatment- however, in 
the interest of trees you also will need to grab a TEST envelope when 
you pick up treatment envelope. (Test envelope will have posttests and 
pencils- be sure and return it with posttests and pencils) 
7. Make sure students complete an ID card- return ID cards in treatment 
envelope 
8. Each student should get something to write on during simulation- a 
journal or scratch paper 
9. Folders- electricity 1 for CP group only 
electricity 2 for CCCS.CCCSW, and CCCSWPIG groups 
10. remember the extra copies of treatments on each hard drive and on disk 
on wall 
1 1 .  I m p o r t a n t  t h a t  y o u  a r e  f a m i l i a r  w i t h  p a t h  o f  s i m u l a t i o n s  ( g o  o v e r  c o n c e p t  m a p s )  
12. everyone videotapes (tape will be in treatment envelope) 
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Lessons learned from piiot tests 
mechanics of computer simulations 
i. Most of the problems with the computer portion center around the circuit 
building screen 
a. students will have problems with the simulation- they need to read the 
screen I! I 
b. monitor students closely until they are through circuit building section 
c. students can get stuck in an endless loop if they don't learn (sink 
theory) 
d. Only known limitation of circuit building- some students will insist on 
hooking up wire to negative terminal. This isn't possible. Watch for this 
and help them through by asking- "Why does the wire have to be hooked 
up to negative terminal? How does the current flow that makes this so 
important? & Just try it!!!" -Main thing is do not give students the answer, 
instead direct them back to the big idea 
II. Other possible difficulties 
a. some students may back up into a section they should not be in and 
thus get lost 
b. must instruct students that when they get a pop up question/direction, 
they need to complete the task and then select OK to continue 
facilitator problems in simulation 
a. If a student is confused or frustrated, go over the screen with them- get them 
to talk about the idea, have them read the screen aloud, break it down with 
them, but do not give students the answer, instead direct them back to the big 
idea. 
b. may need to stress individual work and no collaboration 
c. journal students should not flip through their journal 
d. journal questions are numbered and will pop up on screen so it will be real 
clear. They should refer to that number in their journal and answer all parts of 
that question before returning to the computer. 
e. be careful to watch sections students are going through in case someone 
gets into wrong area 
f. if you have to help someone get back to the correct section/spot use function 
keys * note- when you find the right section key hit F-14 
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APPENDIX I COMPUTER PROGRAM SCREENS 
Program Mode Comments: 
son Mode 
Simulation Mode 
Fiiîictioîi Keys 
F1 - Skip to Simulation 
F2 - Skip to Voltage 
F3 -- Skip to Series Circuits 
F4 -- Skip to Distribution 
F5 - Skip to Dead Batteries 
Go Back 
Conductor 
Ammeter 
bwitch Voltmeter 
Battery of Cells 
in Series 
Use T h i s  chill 
to identify the 
symbols that are 
used" throughout 
this program. 
Go Back 
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As you can see in this 
-pi cture:—electrical 
energy provides us 
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of services. In these 
I buHdings, electrical -
j energy is lighting and 
air conditionrng 
I offices and 
apartments, cooling 
water in drinking 
fo-Jhtains"." ~opé"ratrng"~ 
elevators, and healing 
ovens and stoves in 
restaurants. 
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As you can-see in this 
picture, electrical 
energy provides us 
with a great number 
of ser\/icesr in these 
buildings, electrical 
energy is lighting and 
air conditioning 
offices and 
apartments, cooling 
water in drinking 
fountains, -operating" 
elevators. - and heating 
ovens and stoves in 
restaurants. 
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As you can see in this-
-pTcturëT- electrical 
energy provides us 
-with—a—great—number— 
of services In'these 
buildings, electrical - -
eneigy is lighting and 
air conditioning 
offices and 
apartments, cooling 
water -in drinking 
fountains, operating 
-elevators, and heating 
ovens and stoves in 
restaurants. 
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As- you can see in this 
picture, electrical 
energy provides us 
wflh" a great number 
of services. 'In .these 
biiirdings. electrical 
,;energy is - lighting .and 
air conditioning 
offices and 
apartments, cooling 
water in - drinking 
fountains, operating 
.elevators.-and heating 
ovens and stoves in 
restaurants. 
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As you can see in this 
•picture r—ele'ctricalT"'" 
energy provides us 
Avith.. a__greaU number 
of services. In these 
buildings electrical 
energy is lighting and 
air conditioning 
offices, and 
apartments, cooling 
water in drinking -
fountains:' operating" 
elevators. an_d_ heating 
ovens and stoves in 
restaurants. 
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Overview-of- Electrical Energy:— 
Current & Circuits 
You will find 
T)ïïr 5y ng" 
the information 
in til is stack 
Avhcrc we will 
examine ' ^ , 
electrical 
enerizv. electric 
- , . u 
iriTcil n s!,'^ -iU3jd—— 
measuring 
electrical 
parameters. 
Electromotive Force & 
the Movement of Electrons 
How Electrical 
Energy K ^^TjiajisXetjied 
The Nature of 
Electrical Circuits 
Back! 
•HÛÛÛfi 
What is . flcttrîcal 
elUTjj \ V 
To nnswcr iliis 
question it is 
nocc^siirv to 
le.view some basic 
concepts nboiit 
mutter. As \qii 
m;i}' recall from 
previous Science 
lessons, ill! matter 
is composed, of 
atoms. 
Backj Go 
-U-h a f—is—c I c c f r Îc a I— 
eiierji\ ? 
To answer-this 
question it is 
necessur\ lo ' 
review some ; basic 
concepts about 
matter. As you 
previous science 
lessons, all matter 
is composed of 
atom.s. 
In Uiin. atoms are 
made up tif subatomic ~ 
particles which 
include protons, 
electrons, ;iiul 
neutroiK Protons and 
jieuirons ;iie found in 
the nucleus or center 
o l \ a n  a t o m  a n d  . . .  
account for most of 
,the mass of an atom. 
Whirling around the 
nucleus are electrons. 
Protons and 
'C1 cc~ti"o lis—pojr.vrcs'îT" 
electric charges. 
-Proton.s—are 
positively charged 
particles (_+} an J 
electrons ure 
negati \ el\ charged 
particles (—). 
Electrical 
the interactions 
.among these 
charged particles. 
I'jiiick-N wit il Uîc 
saiiK' chaires ivpC'l 
oacli other w ith . - — 
increasing stren^rlr as 
the\ come closer 
together, an J particles 
of liiriereiit' charges 
attract "-each other uith 
increasing strength as 
rlTe\ come closer ' 
together. This 
concept ot how 
electrons and protons 
react u> each other is 
rhe hasK-iipon which 
electrical charges 
mo\e to make electric 
appliances operate. 
> Go On 
Introduction to 
H < e ctr rc a I—" " 
Energy is 
f er r e (i : 
\Vh,ir Jo v.rii(.liiiig on-.r" 
light .nut tiiimnu oîi "j 
t.iiiccr h.ne 111 i.omnk)ii ' 
<Jpv.'niug the t.tiKet lets 
'A.itiT I low thuHigh .1 pipe. 
Tiiininî on ;in dei-iik light 
S'A Itch pL'inilts 
ëllfcTi^ns'lTmiîrÂ—— 
tiiroirgn tlie wiies. 
Ho'Ae\er; vv.itei will iwi -
tlo"A .thioiigh the pipe 
unless .1 force is picseiit 
to mo\e it. 
• il 
liitrofliiction to. 
ffnw KlectriciH 
Enerj;\ 
1 r 1) Il s K c 1* red: 
Wh.ll do DM .1 
fiuhi .iiul uiiniii^ on .i 
t.uiLei |y.n c 111 -tommoiT.' 
()|vnin^- ilic i.iLiLCi Ich 
w.itci flou thixniuh ;« pipe. ' 
T^iiniiii on .m cleciriv 
s'.viivh pennits 
ciccf rons to liow 
ihiouuh rlic '.\iics. 
Ho\\e\ei'. w.irei w ilI aoi 
How I h rough, the jtipe 
unless .1 force is piesent 
to nuMe it. 
Backl Go On  ^
That (Dice coiik! 
be "siipplieil  l>\ 
gi\n i(\  e.iusing tlif  
w.it-er to flow down 
hilJ. or ;i pump 
couKI siippK the 
lorce needetl lo • 
move the water. 
Similiirly. 
clecl rolls flowing 
through a 
CO 11(1 l ie tor also 
need a force to 
cause them ro 
m o V e.  
That—force~coii 1er 
he siipplietl h\ 
gravity- causing the 
vxatci^to flow j.U.i_v\n 
hill ,  or a pump 
could s'lipply the 
toi CO neeiied to 
move, the v\ a ter. 
SimiKulv. 
cletlrons flowing 
rhrousih a 
jUJLluUiJLLUJLL_aJL5.o 
need a force to -
cause them to 
m.ove. 
Thar force coiilil 
lie supplied h\ 
gi ity cuusing the . 
water tiV-flow ,tlin\ n 
hill, ur J pump 
could Niippl\ the 
force neetleii, to -
move-the \\ atei. 
.SLmil.irU . 
cleclrons flow in g 
tlMOugh a 
conductor nlsa 
neetl a force to 
cause them to 
move. 
Aioiiiul INOt). .in Ii.ili.ni 
-st-K'll 11 M-i-n.l HK'tl~Alv.'ss.HllIl (>— 
\olt.i ciist.o\eicd a '.\a\ to' 
(.'IcclroiiN mo\e 
dit ouch a conductor. 
\olra tounU ilui the 
solunon .! (.iK-nuutl tc.ii.tion 
OLLiiJial; the Cliemicai 
leZuion lxnn(.cn- the niet.ils -
-a#:;###;;:# 
the elections to mo\e. This 
aiian^enient of iion aiul 
/UK metals ami salt solution 
IS called an 
cicclrwch-eiiiical ccIL 
An :uitoini>bifc 
baitcix IS m.itle up 
cvf several 
eleciiochemicai 
cells, inside ot the 
batter} an 
«flectrocheniical. 
cell stDies energ} 
that can cause 
electrons to move 
and thus create 
electiical energ). 
l]3£3GQ0[?g 
BESS 
An ordinal} 
flashlight battery is 
ïïi^>inriiKn">f"^ 
electrochemical 
cell. It is olien 
called a drA cell 
because it does not 
contain a liquid 
,lLozm__o± - th CL-sal-t 
-stvhitwm—Inyt^^arh—a— 
moist clKMiiical 
mixture Is used. 
• An ordinarv 
flashliiiht Ixrticn is 
also a kind of 
clcctrticiicniical 
ccil. Il is oil en 
called a dn ccll 
because it does not-
contain a lii|iiid 
form of-the va It 
stvjiition. Instead, a 
moist chemical 
mixture i\ used. 
Back! GoOri 
I 111 ortler tor elccuic.il 
ItvTi CCS—trr^ôpc^r.îfël ~ 
electrical eneru\ must 
_be-_u"-;i l"e-nv 11 - JVixiit—t h e-
|t>inci">.to tile de\ ice. 
Just like stieets .inJ 
a\eniies loute people < 
to specific locutions 
within .1 cin^ .in 
electric circuit 
t run s fers cJeciriciil -
-e n e ri-i e J -
clni'L'pj^-r-tT) 
appliiinces: The nite ;ir 
whicli electrons niove" 
through .1 circuit is 
culleil current. 
Energy Transfer Path 
QMXkBPg] 
Streets & Avenues 
Ill oiilor lor ek't-tricaf 
tfc\ ices i<> opcrjie. 
olcctiieMl enoi:y\ mux; 
he, UMiistenvd from the 
lv.nier\ to the ile\ iee. 
.hist like streets unJ 
avenues route peojile 
lo specific locutions 
withui ,;i~cit\. .111 
electric circuit 
rr.msiers elcctric.il 
energ\ (c.uncil h\ 
electric JI clicugex) to 
.ipplbnces. The nite ur 
uhich elections move 
Through a circuit is 
culled current. 
VEISiAlDv 
[MXtepm 
An clociriciil circiiii is 
TnlKl^ïf'l) ""'jxnxefT -
soiiixv and wires, tliat 
can iranstVr the 
electrical energ\ 
siereJ in the jxmer 
source. I-n aJdirion. 
jna>t_cir.ciiits„iud,ii.de_a._ 
Of—tt-i") piitrnrc-— 
Wrhicb—tteeiK electrical 
energ\ to operate. 
An electrical circuit is 
made of a power -
source and wires that 
can transfer the 
.electrical energy 
stored in the power 
source... In addition, 
most circuits include a 
device or appliance 
-which needs electrical 
energy to operate. 
Back! Go 
An electrical circuit is 
made ofITpow^ 
source and wires (hat 
can transfer the 
electrical energy 
stored in the power 
source. In addition. 
niost-4;ircii i t^inclu de^a 
des-tce—or .appliaiTcer—^ 
which needs electrical 
energy to operate. 
Battery 
TU3' h.iUcr'. iii.rr be 
iiii>\vii .tr<>tiiul (Ik-
^irccn' bv linkliiiu «[iw u 
ilio mmi^c hiiliKji •>- Inlc 
lllnv ins lllv 
Bulb 
The bitlK ui.i\ he niii\cU 
ariuiiiJ I lie ^irceii h. 
Iwkhnç «Uvv.li ihe hii<h>>: 
bill I I'M .'liile iiti'Viiij-
ilie .moiive.. . 
Wires 
Clict •'« liil^" hiilloii In 
hcsiii li> (.omivii hull) 
ciiJs «1 I lie ..ircs. 
Dexcribe hi>\\ _ \  on 
th'mk ;i circuit inu\( he 
cons-triicicU ;nul haw 
eiecrric;il- energ\ Hdvvs 
tlirouvih ilie circuit to ' 
m;ike the bulb licln. 
Shown - here is û • . 
batter}. bulb, jml 
wires :is well as 
instructioiTs on how to 
use e:icli  item. After 
reuihng these 
instructions click the • 
(Î0 On button. 
r 
BACK TO INSTRUCTIONS 
Connect a Wire Disconnect Wires 
Circuit 
DilK'iViii'NiiuL'iiis .1 : 
'iiiuirhc-i 'ul -tlitfcivnj' .iliv.'.vr^ 
n-c In»'. .1 «.lUini L.m_bv , ' ' 
wire' hcM&i'r ihc 
I\tn0ry-..m(,l ihir hiilh uiH 
L.uixe IIK' Ixith U) lidii. 
Circuit ^2 
> 
S i n T h e » r y .  T l i c  S j u k _ _  
riU'<)i\\ " M.iios ili.n 
ilc\ ivc \i.i .1 single 
^ondiiuiui -A uir.'.mil nôL 
•iclun If iLc 
Do mil think iia-M-
j> 111(1 tn t i—:w:c_ c_ty:i:a; t'L— 
M-ijj—U 14.41 GJ-U M— 
lire hull) »(> liuht.' 
Destfibe how , the 
clcid kxil eiuru} in 
tirtuif i rious 1<) 
juNlih uiiir- iiiMMi-r. 
Circuit 
Ci rcuit *2 
> 
Circuit 
I J_ Circuit *2 
Win circuit #2 
cause tile bull) to 
l i « h t V  
Describe bin: thi-
electrical ener«\ in 
-circuit #2-Hows fo 
justih \our 
answer. 
What is the 
difference between 
circuit #I and #2? 
À 
W! 
Suulonb who "bolicAo 
- T h c ' ~ S i  i r k — " T i r r "  
inconcLi. 
The Sink The or} 
w ronu. 
' ,How am wo 
_i RiU?—ik+i— 
'rhecH-\ i\ iiicorrcci? 
Po Back! Go On 
Oncc- Hk' ncu:iti\e 
k'imiiial ol I he Kii!ci\ 
is cumicvrcJ \\iih-;r -
uiu- 1.0 the Inilb. 
(.'loLlioiis c.iir nunc 
fioni ihc batk'A to tlio 
bulb, but it anoihoi' 
wire i\ nor coniiccieJ 
Ironi the bulb to the 
posHi\e tciminal ol- the 
-b;ittor>. the electrons 
w ill ha\e no palh to 
k*:ne the bulb. 
Only vhen a bulb is connected to 
both terminals of a battery can 
electrical energy flov throx^h 
the light bulb to make it light 
QMjQQIT'g 
Only vhen a bulb is connected to 
both terminals of a battery can 
electrical energy flov through 
the light bulb to make it light. 
The olcciionv' whiv.!! ino\ed 
tow.iiii tile inilb jK-
MWc uMvhjlie bulb' i!ic\ 
' I I .VjV' .1 1.1 pu'\0 it I 1\ 
!tii'liv.'i e'ouiH'Us jM"n 
jc. J I' c Ivji''» the 
llo' of cieuiciix stops 
.ilivoNi luvt.ii'iK Nu ' nlieii 
.t " lu* IS C('iiuev.leii IxTAcrôn 
-[ I rfcp rr<MT\'e=k fm HTa l~-o1 " 
ii;utei\ mill ihvT IiTTlt)! die -
elci-tions L.m (.oiHiiiue 
mo\ {iM. Tl\n .ii'c .iitiJkreil 
Î0 the' pi>siî[\t- K'Jiiuiul .tiuT 
tho rto V ot oieaiutis" >.jn he 
m .iini.nncd. 
Oui} ".hen .1 hiiJb is , 
ot .1 iMlia\ L.111 do«.lnv..iJ 
(.iJciéC tU)% ihioudî the 
IN one .M)e tunncLiing .1 
b.itieiv reinuii.il .mil .in _ ' 
ele>.tik.il iléMte- Theie Js 110 
i>atf] het'.veeu the batten 
tel mina Is aiul the île\ ice 10 
.illovv the eiei-tioiis to mo\t* 
thiouçh the ile\ke; 
iheretoie.-il is not possible j 
h\in.vintain a flou of '• 
e leut'ronv -a liieh .js'-. i;eij ii iréii 
foi the h;Nb îo lighl. [BsGQsD'g 
I N S T  R U C T I O N S .  
nect a Vire Disconnect Wires Done 
At ihjN point \oii y.ill 
jeiuxn_ro ..on £_o.pe u ujciît^to-
-tise '.\hat "JiL h.ne lUsi, . 
Je.niK'it ~ -
, hou will use ihe sanie 
cinitpincnt \o[i used "lieloie 
10 ti\ to ':eL the bulb 10 
li^hL 
IDaGQcDPg 
AF ;in_\ kllO\A 
th.it two \\ iK'\ v>r 
\ .iiv jKvdctt-li.) 
iiKilvv; tlK*. hiilh 
lidiJ—oiio lioiii llic -
pow er soiircc to the 
Jcvicl' and'iinoihcr 
Irom the ilcvicc to the 
IHHVv.*! source. 
tjo BacklGoOn 
iDmQQspm 
> < Go Back Go On 
en 
[BaGQspg 
( J.ishinu (iinciit 
Ihcorx iluu 
bcc.iiiNO tho h.iucix 
K l ininjlx 
oppo-sitc- cluuizc'H. 
cfoc ti  le I I \  t  low s in 
two iliivctii.ins in ;mi 
elcctricai circuit 
ciiul nicctx ut the 
tlc\lcc; 1 he - -
conllict <.>!" jK»iti\c 
aiitl  ncg.iti\  c 
olceirical charuy-^ 
c.iuscs tlic biilb to 
l ï - h t .  '  
,Xi-<ju_-s.t Lulc-nt-ww-hi» 
i icccpl ihc C'l:ivhinu 
Curn-nl Tlic«>r\ 
hou Jhc 
eicctrical ciier«î\ 
in this circuit 
lu 
vour answer. 
.SnuL-iiN who ihiiik 
ihai iIk' Clashing -
(.'iirrciit riu'()r\ is 
lidit -lire iiicorivci. 
TIk- Chishinii «Çiirroiir 
TIk 'vm x . is wivngr How 
.am wc illiisiniic iii:ir' 
this rlKor\ is wionu'? 
[^tTT-I 
[MKte[7g 
t 
1 Inisr ro ihc 
C kishniL Cimciil 
li'^tK^ bill hiilb -2 would 
-I has both poMtno 
aiKl iK'^atne clcctiicih 
clashiny while bulb #2 
lia\ oiil\ ncyalixc 
cLxtiiLiiv. pavsiiiy 
thioiigh iL 
Bulb 
Bulb *2 
tMSoEPC] 
Backl Go Qffi 
-liciv is _\ OUT; Cli.ine-t 
tij test tlic (lashing 
C-iinx*nT" 'l-bcm C 
S]inpl\-L]iLl\ tlic 
Initron "niiil-a 
(.•oiistnKicJ ior \<ni. 
--If onh one l'>iilb _ 
liçlits, then iho 
C lashing: Current 
1 bv'nrF^rs^xn'rect\-
1 low e\ er. it Itotb hiilhs 
h^iit I lien tins tlieon is 
1 n c (.1 r 1 e e I. 
J tic LtiLin: \i)u 
ft%ffiSÎ5>fËâtei)ï'>^ 
f ySîl-l;'' 
Sî|^|®|iï M:! < 
;^:i;feij?^^!fra;l,^ 
nwt JÎ lllO L'kvIliCMl-tk'\lu-. 
teimiual ot .1 h.uKu to ihc " 
Battery 
Switch 
J1K-I.'t .11 Ifk- ek'lilK.ll dcvit-t* 
Cu'ljv'lif in .i-^iuiiit mo\c\ in' 
-(~>!K' ciiu-Llion tium oik' 
lvu)nu.il uî .I'kuiou 10 ilk-
ufiuM. 
Switch 
1 Pogitivel 
i Negative 
The force needed to 
nsove electrons is 
created by chefnical 
chztnges taking place 
within tiTe 
electrochemical cell of 
a oattery These 
chemical changes cause 
the negative terminal 
(-) to produce a surplus 
of electrons Also 
because of the chemical 
changes 1he positive 
terminal i + t of the cell^ 
lacKS a normal supply 
of electrons 
"T 'The force needecrJoT" 
move electrons is 
created by__chemtcaL. 
changes taking place 
within the -
electrochemical cell of 
a battery These 
I r to produce a surplus 
Ôf„el-eptrcms- ~AIs-o ^ 
-beca-us-e—of—t+i-e—eh enn-eal-
changes tne positive 
terminal f+! of the cell 
lacks a normal supply 
of electrons 
The force needed to 
move elt='c,tron5 15 
created by chemical 
changes taking place 
within the- I. 
electrochemic'al cell of 
a battery These 
chemical changes cause 
the negative termmal 
(-J to produce a surplus 
of electrons Also 
because of the chemical 
changes the positive 
te/minal (+> of the cell 
lacks a normal supply 
of electrons 
If wirès that are 
capable of conducting 
ele-c-tncal—energy—-are-
attached to the positive 
and a&gative terminals 
of the battery the 
surplus of electrons m 
the negative termmal 
have a path to "the 
positive terminal which 
has—Ë^shortage— of-?=s:—=5 
movement of electrical 
charges is called 
current 
Because of Hie 
difference' in the 
numbers,  of 
electrons in the 
terminais,  an 
electric potential 
difference exists 
between tiie 
terminals.  This is  
call  the 
el  ectromoti ve 
force,  it is  tl ' i is  " 
force that causes : 
electrons to move 
m a circuit.  
I Positive! 
Gircuit'^-T 
O©g§0(g 
I Neqativgl 
> Back! 
I Positive I 
BaQOsirg 
I Negative] 
In this iHusttation. 
electrical" fraergy is 
supplied to the lighL 
bulb through < the. • : 
circuit. • Notice a wire 
connects the négative 
battery terminaJ and 
the light -bulb. ..and ' - -
another .wire connects 
the light bulb and tlie 
terminal thus 
creating a complete 
path -in which - electric 
c u r r e n t  c a n  f l o w .  
Back! Go Qg 
a •JSS; Wliîëfl 
-arid—hjrn-~crn--'riTc ^S"*.-/ifc'h~ 
you iire çonioi<rt -9 an 
tv.'o 6t tiié plue; 
Witnm tiie' co'd pro-uide : 
a (.-pniptetê ,circuit" a+T 
electric current can 
rtlSSS^ri-iSw f^lWO 
laïno ti.at is plugged-into; 
the outlet and produce 
light. . _ ' . 
'VJhc-n you "pîtig^ a (amp 
intu Jul tr-lev^nc outlet 
.and turn_on îne 3x:/itch : 
you a-e *.oil:)pleting an 
iagjcom 
electric current can 
la.':! p\- '. : ha r -1 s'. - p IU g g è d ..into' 
the .oUttet and - produce'• 
light , , ' • -
-JW 
V/tien yoU'plug a lamp 
into ."an electric ' outlet'' 
iuTd fîirn oô the" sr/ïtch. 
you arr ' comp'et.ng an 
cfectnc ct'cuit 
lectMC current ca'-i 
lamp that ts plugg-ed into 
the outlet and produce 
light 
Backi Go Oa  ^
VVnen you plug a lamp 
mto ' an electric outlet 
?;ë|ë^ ;RéS :;;S J^ iSSS 
-and tl'nr pair -pf wires. 
Within" the cord' piovide ' 
a complete circuit. an ' 
electric currenjt can 
Backl Go Pay 
-and—toi'n~"o n -'the-^^zr/Ttch:— 
you are completing - an 
electric circuit The 
Î.VÔ pr-'ts of the pl'..g 
wjtnin ine cprd provide 
.a" complete circuit _ an 
e l e c t ' . c  c u r r e n t  « . a n  
"tltSTT^fl (J5w™ti ffoiTg lî^tTïe-^-^^^ 
lamp that is plugged into 
I'^-e outlet and proouce 
light 
> Go On 
(-liven v\h;if \ iHi" 
lui\ c . le.11 IICLI 
.ihoiil . electric 
circuits, (.lo \od -
r J i i i i k  •  t h a t  t h e  
l i e h t  b u J h  i n  t h i <  "  
i l l i i N t i  J t i o n  w i l l  
l i g h t ?  '  '  
(Vire A 
IH  i h i s -  i l l i i s i r ; i i i i >n 
but h wires A'nncl li 
:uv ( .•t>nnccK\l ,  lo  t l ic  
sulos (il. the bulb. 
riic  bulb wil l  not 
l ight bccaiisc I he 
.y. iucs l ire both 
attt ichcci  to the >anie 
electrical  
connection.  \o 
current is  not able 
to pass ti l  rough the 
b LI I  b .  
1-n—t'h i-N-^ 1 l-l-ii s i-Fa t-i (r\n^-
w ire A i s  atlacheJ 
to_the -side-ot—the— 
bulb (an electrical  
ctMinevlicMi) and 
wire 15- i s  cônncctei l  
to tj ie  bottom ol  thi  
bulb < the other 
electrical  
coanectKMii:  - I h"e" " 
bulb l ights because 
electric current is  .  
.able to pass through 
rhe bulb.'  
R E V I E W  
Let's review w lut 
\ oil h.ne kMineil- .ihoiit 
eleeliiejl eiierg} .mil 
eireiiits tliiis l\ir. \s 
>(>11 m.i\ reeall. 
elecirt)ns uilil protons 
lire ek-ctricalh charucci 
particles of an atom. 
An electron 
negal:\eh" clxirgeil 
panicle ami a proton is 
a povitiveK char^LiI 
panicle. 
Positive! 
LMXtecm 
I Negative] 
Alilioit^Ii 
clv.'viii>iiN vio mil 
:iciti.il l\ iin t\c :i-
yiCJ-t ih-.t.llK c 
"w. il II il] .1 vr«>iuliK li.>i. 
i l i c  i cpo l l i i i ^  -u l iu i j  -
l l i o \  p io i l iuc  _L. I  
cici. li i(..tl Lli:iiyes to 
I low through tlvc 
«.oiuluCliM \\ h il II 
U .1 I I  \  Ce IX  '  c lck  i r i i . i l  
ciicrg) ii>. Jc\ ikC\ 
i lU Is i  H i !  i l i cm in  
\ \ .  o i k .  
Back! Go On  ^
rnsngrs ir^r ooi •> e 
rsr-^ ira' a' 're 'ri' iaci?? a 
^o Backl Go On 

If. Wires that are 
capable of conducting 
attached to the positive 
thé^ negative terminal : 
have a path' to tlie 
positive terminal which 
gelje^rp#  ^
hiovenient \ of ^ ':e!ectrickI.,' 
charges Is called 
current 
Back! Go On 
—-— Because^^of—thre— 
difference in the 
number.s„o.f_ 
electrons in tl ie 
terminals,  an 
eiecfic potential ' 
dlfferertce exists 
between the 
terminals.  This 
difference is called 
the - el ecAr omot i v e ~ • ' 
f o r c e .  I t  i s  t h i s  
forcé that causes . 
electrons to move 
tr^ a;," circuit.  
i Positive I 
A- e lec t r i c  
I Negative] 
When you plug a lamp 
into an electric outlet 
you are completing an 
'electric circuit' 'The"" 
two ' parts of the- plug' . 
within the cord provide : 
a complete circuit. An 
electric current can 
lMery=-fimF=nTP50gKr==tjT5==:::^  
lamp that js • plugged into 
the outlet and produce 
l i g h t .  
Back! Go On > 
Whën_ you pi-u<j a lamp 
into an elcttnc -outl«rl , -
ând turn 'ôn the 's.witch 
electrrc arcutt" The 
two parts of, tile plug 
and the pair of wires ' 
•;a:;|;^ rijp!^ tfe 
electric current can 
ianip that rs .plugged' into 
' '9 hi. ' . , 
Backl Go 
When you;pWg a lamp' 
-ttilo—ao^electcic o u tlet 
and ' turo on the switch, 
y-ou-are "completing an 
electric- Circuit, The 
two parts of the plug 
and the pair of "wires 
witlnn the; Cord .provide 
a complete circuit. An 
electr-ic~-c u r.r e^n t—can—-
-t hefty-f low—thr-otag t^t-h^e—^ 
lamp that is plugged into 
the outlet and, produce 
l i g h t  
Backl 
you art? completing an ' 
two paris of the plug 
.Within the cord' provrde " 
a complete • circuit - An 
e l e c t r i c  c u r r e n t ' c a n  
tAe outlet and produce ' 1  
When you plug a.lamp 
into an eleçtnc outlet , 
Jwo parts' oi 'the "plug -
and 4he pair of wires 
within the cord pcovide ' 
a .  c o m p l e t e  . ' c r r c . u i t /  A n .  
electric current can 
#h e n^ l ow=th ro og h^ h 6=^ ?== 
TSrfip tnai is piuggea info 
the outlet and produce 
l i g h t f  
Back! Go On^y 
Til lliiN-[vniii, mil 
I'l -^lAlIli^ .tl Ô1V1-.* Il H IWJI 
'li^ -.'Klk if •[fi n J. , ' V 11 I V 
U( vL'vU lit puiKipL- li'^  
lu» J[ I I Nil IK tl II» llv"* 
\|t'K ^p.i. riK ill -c 111  ^
vil».-!;.; nil Ilk- loiiii..i| vLtlli<u i^ 
" illiin J giiml ilk-
pii'iliKoH ' • ' • 
111 llii". vcfimj -V-,.- njiii 111 
Uf^ itiw iik-;i->aniis CL-IIIK.II 
|i.ii.iitu-k-i^  
AY, p i:o' i uual .-a.. 
torce is ik-c'dcJ to 
cause elcctj:oii> to ; 
nunc in a "circiiir^ -Ric 
h)ic\' that/caii.scs 
electrons to nitne is 
.lmIICJ IIK* -
ek'ctroimotivc force, 
and- it i< created by' the 
ipiÊTienCë^ur'thê'^ '^ '^  ~ 
11 number- of electrons in 
bariery terminals "(or 
I the electron potential 
d i f f e i e n c e h  
msmm 
{Negative^m Positive } 
w Backl Go Qa  ^
tgggggnggftRgttgtyswifliggg  ^
iNegativé^m Positive 
h -i: 
\ meuMiic of the toiccs 
;i\.liLihk' to mu\e » 
elccirotiv is aiilod tlic •: 
Volta«je--ipotontial 
eiicrii\ ). It  :iH other 
circtrii .parameters -are ^ 
II Kepi constant, tlje 
I higher the voltuge. the 
sreaier the force to ( \ - • 
nune tlie electrons. 
[\oluj2e is nieasiiied in 
units called \oltjr <\').  
IA \olimeier is u^eJ to 
I measure -V'oltasie. '  
Number of Electrôns ™ 
Passing this Point: 
_ To use ;i batters's 
elceti'uinoti\o to 
cause elections to 
•mo vcT—:r- jra rlr-be rwecn— 
the hatter) terminals 
must exist." A wire 
made x)l suirahle 
conducting • material can 
he useJ It) form -such, a 
path. The nu»\ement 
of electrons is called 
an-^ 'le-ct i ic^ctfrrentTT^" "" 
"I HI rem ( I ) IS 
measuied accoi\liny to 
how man\ electrons 
pass, a gi\en point euch 
seconti. 
P 
t 
V *'*•* *.'*/ ' 
• / r ,* • .* • • 
; •  . * • •  * « • > . v • * . -  * . •  « v  * . •  « v . v • .  
Ihc hiclvr lui ' 
siroatoi I tho oloctric 
cuiTcni ill a uiiv; Uk x 
nioiv ok-cn'ons :n\ Amperes |xi\\ing -tlnou'^li tlitf 
uiiv cach sccoiul. " The 
unit u\eJ 10 meuMire 
ciinviit i\  ampere (Ai: 
one ampere i^ a • 
meàMire of the niiniher 
ot etecrfbiis that paw â 
gi\ en 'point per second 
.• 
• •. -v. •*/. •*. •• •. • •• • •. -v. • •. •*'. •* *. • • 
Each device in u 
til cii i t~ re^i sts ~cïï-
opposes the flow ot 
electrons. 
Opposition to 
the flow of 
electrons is called 
r e s i s t a n c e  ( R  ) .  
t-t) 
measure resistance 
i s  t h e  ( » l i i n  ( Q ) .  
Go Back 
As uni iii.i\ iCL.ill. mî:7k* 
-in.iiei iuls -'Cuhillic 
c\.inipk'. A lies ni.ulc <>t 
nude ot non .'le poo n 
LdiKliiLkus .HK|-h.ivc nunc 
like mhhI ^Uss. 01 iul>ivt_ 
:S|teffâïS^  ^
toastci opposes Uk tki\ ot 
el Citions & luts lesistjiKi 
. -V.S "v oil Jiia\ ivciUI. 
some materials aifuluct 
electricit) hcttor than 
others::—-For-ex-imp !cr~ 
\.\ ires inatle of copper 
ha\e low lesistauie 
and allow ' electrons to 
flow- thnnijih tlieni- ; 
easil\. W l ies' inaJe o^ 
iron are pot>,rer 
eonJiretors an J ha\e 
TTiôTë^ -tirf is tïtlfce IF  ^
materials iii^e woou. 
iilass. or rubber have 
enormous resistance 
and are calletl 
insiilatiris. 
<60 Back! Go On  ^
In .tikliluni to riie lujiaut" 
«sciKli» nu Le .1 itv.-. till,*. 
iCMst.iiKe ot ;i wiie dopciiils 
!ciiv-ih. Iliiii. loiij: 'A I res 
tl'iKL. \hoit -Mies hcLjuse 
'.wic foj elections' lo.move 
.iiul ;i r^e.iler UKt.mie in .1 
long wlie to ti.nel. Im.igine 
people. '1 he people would 
en-LOuntei nioic levisr.ince 
nûiio'A tunnel jiun _tlie\ 
\\oulJ moymu-^ lnoii^ h .1 
shoit. w itle tunnel. 
Eiich device in a 
circiiir. micIi as a 
light bulb. 
•ccMiiputor. cn^scllc 
pLt\ er. l'an, or 
toaster, opposes the 
flou of electrons. 
^Iii-s ^ opposi t-ion--or-=r 
resisurnce is 
measured in ohms. 
When experinicniiny 
wïilu simple electrical 
cncuits m tiie earl\ 
ISOOs. Cieorg Ohm. a 
Geriuân school, teacher 
JiscovereJ the > 
relationship thai exists 
hemee'n ihe \oltage. 
ciirreiiT. anil resistance 
Ml an electrical circuit. 
His ihsctnen . known 
as Ohm's states 
that the current in a 
w lie IS eqital to the 
\ oltage (.li\ iileJ h\ the 
lesista nee. 
Backl 
F-or example;, suppo.se 
that an automobile with 
a 12-\' battel} has 
headt i^hts . w hose 
tesistunte aie 4 ohms 
\\'1ien rhe liyius are on. 
the .current;--iv 1-1 LI]retl 
ma\ be calcuiateJ as 
shown here. . 
Thé resistance tor___ 
is 3 olims. When the 
parking Itf»hf*> i irc 
on. hou iiii ich 
ciirreiil  is rctjiitrcd? 
Backl 
Parking Lights —12 volts, 3 ohms 
12 volts, 4 ohms 
12 voUs, 6 amp res 
Radio 
Cassette Player 
Television 
R = 2 
R = 3 
R = 4 
• ^ ^, J t f / / y .W AW s y W. 
..lo.i II n.i _ viicixb_:.uLoL_t!fJiej—. 
tune at tlie uuii oi in 
Jtlîe^pSpjglh 
Ixxju^c ii\ K'l.ixini \cl It 
JvCepN .Jx'i . .Kli\ ,- WJ-Vciun e.i:..-
six shoii-Is lUH'ps .U I'll.' 
]\iijv she t.iKi's Ik'j l>ooin 
Inn. Her ponablc- hoi'iin , 
Iwx h.iN .Hi AM/f \I uulio. 
L.issette pl.iwi, & 5.5 inch 
hik'-^ -tclL-T.-MoTir" 
lKn\e\ec onl\ one tc.itme -
c.iii be iisCtf lit ;i time: -Tlie 
lesist.uKC uenei.itecl by 
e.iclT IN slio'Aii bcie in the 
llUlNlKltlOll. - . 
Go Back Go On 
Radio 
Cassette Player 
Television 
R = 3 
R = 4 
I Positive] 
[MM3[?g 
I Negative] 
Wire A 
. -TIk* mi Kilt K'«.|uiicd toi . 
the_ iclv\ isleii N 15_ .niiix-ii-s: ; 
\\ Lit is i41t.-_\olt.l^ t' iK'ctiecf 
fîcl: |{o'.\ iiiaii\ (i \ii!; 
niX'Mtc the IxHUii her ! _ 
EIiv\ main 12 m>1i 
"suppose tl)>ii onl\" 
\olts '\cie ncL'dai to po\ei 
loan lia s hooni ho\. 'hat 
lequik'd tuc tlic i-ass^jue • i 
pla\cr'.' 
<Go Back! Go On^  
Ha\c \0Li c\ei used an 
electrii._appli.uitc ônh to be : 
-st.u tlêit -by ^ i_sIioAwof~- — 
sparks. & a lOom plunged -
tmo (iatknessj W ha; (..iiised, 
lliis to-happen.' ' - ' 
1n this i-!histjatioa thejc 
aie 3 'Alies ni the ciuiiii.. 1 
W lie \ comietl- tiie ne^.itiuv 
batten teiniinai & llie luilb.-
>.\-i 1 e:rf>—t oniiec i^~t he-: butl^ T&=: 
TlTC^TrrsriTiTrTl'iaityi.y' ' lei (ii'iii.dt 
cV Wire C connects -".nes A.: 
& B. This (.onfiuuuitwi is 
known .IS .1 siioit cfUuir. 
I Positive! 
iMKerm 
I Negative] 
A short circuit is ;i 
p;i[liu:i\ wall \ei\.  tow 
it 'sistajicc tliat 
completes an eleciiic 
circuit. The bulb in 
this ciicult will not 
v\ork because wire C 
causes a short ciruit.  
Back! Go On 
I Positive! 
QMSOscpm 
I Negative 1 
lesistJiKc. As mcniionai 
lh(r_liuhl bulb tiU-
(If.11 of icsist.iiu!.'. \\ hor. , 
'Alie C IS III a iXitii -
e\is'ts toi ihe cleitiiL.il 
ch.HLVS to J\OKf tlic 
while stiU Lonipletin^ the-
tiiaiil. A shot I eiKim is .1 
p;ith\\;iv ivith \ei\ lo>.\ 
lesist.uKe ijr.n completes .in 
eiectiie viauil. 
I Positive! 
% » s 
' ^ '  
QjQGQsFg 
I Negative I 
WireC 
If '.\ IK" ( '\eic removed. 
fhe.Hihi Inilh won III -.voiiv 
l|iK||50iu 
OLi u r. 
.  SLioit (.iiaitis ate 
tl.ui^cioiis. The lo'\ 
sfi-sistïviMêl®  ^
ullô'As SO mueh Lintern to 
tloi\ tLiioiiuli the '\ue tlut. 
(..uis.e .1 tire. " Beit it'the 
w (I e- does not ^el hot 
eiuni'ih'to tuiise a tlie. it 
«..111 ilisth.iijie .1 Lutteiy \ei\ 
quickl\. 
Back! Go On  ^
Light Bulb 
As \Ae ^ieline.d..c>n t ieu_.iii_ 
eleaiiL uivuit is j tomplcle 
p.ith bet"\een iieg.iti\e & 
[flK"! 11 u~lwl tëT\nfênnjïïj1s~^ 
move ^tlul piouu-Le, ,(n ^ ; 
iheie-miisT he .i, souue ot '  : 
eleLtions ro he iMiisteiieil 
within the cJKUit. 
Comkictois.- iiMialh wiies. 
païts ot J (.luuiî. rhe^e 
paus m.\\ tnilmle s^ikhes. 
fuses, .nul elect!ii.il -
ile\n.es. 
Back! OoOn 
Conductor 
Ammeter 
Switch Voltmeter 
Resistor 
Battery of Cells 
in Series 
cle>.ui(..ii ûti.uii. the 
N ( J T E : , T h e s e  s \ m i > o l s  
.mil ilieII cie-timiioii .ne 
éliiLing on ihe S*\ MBOLS 
huctoii m the liv.ei Jijit 
Go to the Symbol Key 
BadJ Go On 
Circuit#! 
Circuit #2 
Sketch circuits 
1 t ind 2: using the 
s\mbols 
available. 
Go to the Symbol Key 
33o Back Go On 
Circuit #1 
Circuit #2 
T 
Your sketches 
of circuits 1 and 
2 -using the 
symbols should 
resemble these. 
Go to the Symbol Key 
Back Go On  ^
Fonr~r5 
ohni resistors 
are connectcd 
in series to a 
30 volt 
-battery. 
What is the 
riTn-ëîîe"trT==fhc^  
Go Î0 the Symbol Key 
CGo Back Go On 
A 5.0 ulini ionÎsIoi ami 
10.(1 ohm K'NiNtor au-
|>rav.al .Kioss a 45.fl-\ 
a .  - \ \  l i . i t  i s  I  l i e  e U c i - l i v e  
icsislaiKc of tiie tiKiiit? 
50 l> What IS the cm rent-
u What IS 'the voliuue 
avioss ea^li lesistuiV 
45 V 
R2 
50 il." \\'ha,t IS, the total -
\ nl;Ua^e .ilioss the ciiciiit.' 
Go to the Symbol Key 
Back' Go Qn^  
A circuit with 
a CLiÎTënl (VT (T 
ampere.s has 60. 
ohms of 
resisiance 
'  What is the 
voltage of the 
hatt%'^  "" 
b amperes 
Go to the Sy'ifibolKey 
3 Go On 
A current of 
3.0 amperes '  -
passes through a 
hair dr\cr xthen 
connected to a 
135 volt electric 
outlet.  
What is the 
drver's resistance 
in" ohms? - ^ " 
3.0 Amperes 
1 3 5  V o l t s  
Go zo the Symbol Key 
Back GoCM  ^
Go To the Symbol Key 
Back! Go On  ^
Power 
Switch 
To this point. '.\e Ime- -
otLcit piim.iiiK " ith 
single (li'\ Kc oi .ippli.ince. 
Tlk'tc .lie. hovo\ci i-iuuils 
ilevicc IS vonnevtcil to .1 
k' .toniKvlcd in .1 unuit is 
HI the (.iitiiil. 
Go to the Symbol Key 
^k) Back! Go On 
Power 
tloA ihioii^li e.ivh dwiLC in 
.itl Ot tk* IcfcMslons .IK' ()\ 
orr. [t iiu- Lii'icni IS 
-stopped In one of tlie ' ; 
s.unvhcs the pjtli toi tile 
lititcm in bioken .ukI none • 
?Mitrïlé^ icëv4îM'hr^ ilTîTi't?T 
L.in woik. 
:id\ .intakes ôt seiies 
ciKiiits,^ \Miat .tie some 
dis.td\anta^es ol seiies 
Û l L l I t t S . '  
Go to the Symbol Key 
Back! Go On  ^
EQlMJUl 
Power 
Sketch the 
cucujt tha't justifies '  
your answer.'  Describe-
how the current flows 
Go to the Symbol Key 
> i Go Back Go On 
Power 
that It IS possible lo 
with 3 de\i<.t*s tlu: ofvi.ilc 
.mil J th.it docs noi.-;tic- -
incoiiVct. In :i-sèric-s • ' 
L.in K* s<Ait(.hcid oit ivuhoui 
tmniitu ott the intiie 
déVl;fei£Ss:lfl:riUsiifl:h£>3fe:l;WvïU:I;bj:== 
Of" the devli.es to noik. 
How c.m ".\e'i!liistuue this.' 
Go to the Symbol Key 
^o Backï Go On 
riic scrit'N urciiir 
i>n tliK scivcn li.<^ 4-
tclcv iNionv. The 
f sw iiLh toi 
cadv tclc\ isiim is ticvt 
t(i rhut K-Ic\ ision. 'I lu-, 
s\\  itclics nun be 
ch;in^cvl In clicking on 
fhcm wlfh thîT^mTTiT^vT" 
With each-tcleN isu>n 
switch in the ON 
posit ic>n, dcscribf 
u hat - happens t^) -thc 
f t* 11' \ i s i «) n s. 
Power 
Source 
Go to the Symbol Key 
2 
Back Go On 
Power 
I > L J1 le 
tele\ ision sw itches- to 
the "OFF position. 
Note whrtt happens to 
thjt switch tn tlie 
cnvLiit.  Examine the 
circuit.  '  Dt'scrîlx.'  
what happens Jo 
the Ictex isions. 
«hat occurred 
.p.IiAj»:lc;*i-l Lj—111—t-h e 
circuit and hou 
current (lows 
through the 
circuit. 
Go to the Symbol Key 
l^o Bad^ Go On 
A< u)ii iu.i_\ t CCI 11 m .1 
sciies" cîivuat citlk'i .til '.of 
the i.le\ke\ .ne on oi ihe\ 
.lie .ill ott. It the (.uucin is 
iarefupt'ed .iny^beu- iif dte 
".ill 'Cuik. Non. Jc -v ill 
the Distil lui non oi 
eleLîiiL.il eneig\_ vvithiiY .1 
tlie enei^\ is di\ uteil J 
.iinoiii the (.leMtes iiu.i 
seiies ciKiiit. 
Go On 
In nri~i 1IÎÎ s ifaTiTnT" ûïïT 
are given the 
resis.uuice—of—aich-—— 
hiflb iiiid the volui^o 
of the hctik'i K'sr 
Calciilafe the 
amount of curieiu 
that would tluw it 
oiiK one bulk 
\rei"e"in ^ he 
Go to the Symbol Key 
Bad^ GoOn^ 
Mkmm 
6 volts 6 volts 
When \oLi  .^kKI 
multiple «.L-viccs ta;a 
simple ciivuit cieatin^ 
J series tin.int. >()u 
increase the ' resistance 
(Rl + R2 + R3 + R4» 
and the vunent Mdw is 
less, but-all the \le\ ices 
cet the/same amomn of 
current. Therefore, -the 
brightness of all tour . 
bulbs is the same. 
Go to the Symbol Key 
CGo Back Go On 
wi. 
measuie whtch device 
receixes the most 
current A\ ithin the 
circuit. 
Go to the Symbol Key 
j^o Backl Go Otl N' ' -3 
6 volts 6 volts 
Noticc tlnit llic: 
ammeter are 
the \jme jt .ill 
locutions wiihin the 
eu eu It.  Thus, in j 
series circuit, each 
Je\ ice receives the 
same amouin ol' 
current. The current 
Mow in^ hack to the 
hatter) is the s;inie as 
the amount t'lowinv: 
CGo Back GoQîi 
6 volts 
calculateil th - current 
thar would flow it 
only one hulh were in> 
the ciicuit 'lo 
calculate the cu'rent • 
neetied tor li^e er>;u"v 
ciicuit. use the 
t'ol low i 11 g t'o rni ii ! a. - ;, 
R ^ (R1+R2+R.'^:HR4I 
Calculate I he 
current needed for 
the entire circuit.  
Go to the Symbol Key 
6 volts 6 volts 
I 
B\ comparing 
talciiLitioiis \i>ii 
probjbi\ notice J iluit 
tlie cunvnt for. all 
tour buH-vs is oqiiat to 
onc-tounh of the 
ciirrejit calculate J tor 
cach iiulKiJua! bull'». 
In ailtlition. \ou 
pro .babl\ nouct=^l tlurt 
the rcMNtancc is four 
times as çre:i( for all 
four bulbs as it is for 
each ini . l i \  iJual bulb.  
Go to the Symbol Key 
S3o Back Go On 
SIMULATION 
OaANCH 
Go to the Symbol Key 
1 Go On 
6 volts 
1 ou h.i\e Itfsktl lion 
ekMikiu tlo.w ihiDit^li .! 
SCI les (.iaiiii: \s \t)ii 111.1% • 
citlici .ill of ilk* de\ iLi's .tic : 
fj"> 01 llk'\ .111* .lil (Of F. Il 
none ot-ihc <.le\ Les iU 
woik. No.\. '\e 'aîLI 
^iiiiu|%W^ 
distulniuon of elev-irK.i! 
ciit-uii: tlut is hiv\ rlie. 
the ilcMLes 111 a wnes 
ItKUIt. . 
Go to the Symbol Key 
Bad^ GoQfi^ 
Wn. 
6 volts 
6 volts 
^%vL%cc#:/ 
bright'":js ' - b,'b=^^ 
when tr: (xr:a/ is . ' ^ : 
switched oxi'' Vh'ch one 
wilt be the brightest^ 
Which-'O ne~-w 11 l^sh ine ~the^-^ 
1ea~st?~Witl-~the7-t[arv'r~the 
same brightness? -
Describe how the current 
Uow will aflect the 
brightness of the bulbs: 
Go to the Symbol Key 
Back GoOn  ^
6 volts 
Before Ntttilyinu' 
clfcu îcir\. Noinc 
stuJcnts think tlnir 
hulliN aiul 4 \\ ili 
receive le^s electrkat 
eiieig) tlian hulhs | 
and 2.- Orliers tliin-l^ 
that hill h-, I -aiul 2 
receive less electrical 
enérg\ than- bulbs 3 
anil 4. -
Do \(iti  think 
^'udciits, art* 
correct? Fvptaiii  
v \  I i v  or whv not. 
Go to the Symbol Key 
Go Back Go On 
wi. 
6 volts 
rîî iven the ~ 
resistance of .each 
iTiilb-mUnhC 
ciltage 111 the 
Haî'CVlC- f:il'-u[aîc 
tbe inncninf of 
current t!:.;* 'wouL! 
flow if -Ml!} ONT 
bulb were in the» 
circuit- -  :  
(Remember. 
1= V: ) 
R 
Go to the Symbol Key 
y3o Back Go On 
m Suiik-iit -Ik) tlunk'rli.u thcre-is'.t «lirit-uiKc in ,ihc 
biwInik'SN -1)1 rhc -hiilhv jie 
ilKOlU'v-I. IllVA (..Ul 'AO 
lias tlHU Ixillls c.lvh 'Aith J 
ivsKijikc ot 2 ohms. I\ 
Mitîrt- a (lifftTiiK*.-• în 
(lu- brijilttiu-sN of flu-
lour l)ull)s? tCliLN the. 
VA itch to turn the tiKiiit 
Go ÎO the Symbol Key 
Backl Go On^ 
6 volts 
6 volts 
No. This IS hec.iLtse the 
uirrem is 'dÎNidcd ev|u.illY 
de\ lies 10 .1 S.11V k- -v v: : 
ite.mr: s*. • 
1-^44; 
^ iki+R:M<?-R4 
.iiul the'ctineiu L: 
bill J11 the de\ii.es'sei the 
Th,it ts. the mirent is-
dnided equall}, anwu .ill ot : 
ihe liiihr Inilhs. FhvA cm 
we ilkistrjte this t.Kt'" 
Go Î0 the Symbol Key 
o^ Back' Go On^  
I 
I 
Ronlolvi [li.it c. lûii 
this scncs (.iiiiiî. ti\e 
Lonru'fctcil I'll inc.tstii.c Elie 
cm lent Ivtou' .imi .itk-j tMi.li 
hulk rn rlic.-dri.Lnt. Hie 
put pose ot this IS to 
Vtunics in tlif (.iiciHt, 
retord (lie reiidinjiN for 
tRe' ciirrchf tlirouiiliouf 
(hi circuit. ilid \tni 
tiistOVCF? 
Go to the Symbol Key 
Back! Go On^ 
r 
T 
6 volts 
The umincrer 
rê.TÎI'mûT 
al all U>i."itrons \\ithin 
the CllVUJt. 'I Ill's, : 
a series ciiviîit tvli 
de\ ice r-ecei\es the 
same anunint of - - -
clurent aiul the 
amount" of' ciirrent 
llowinv: hack to the 
batter) is the same as 
the amount flowing.-
Go to the Symbol Key 
^o Back! Go 
. You h;i\c alivjiK 
cjlciiLued liu' ciifreiit 
thai wouUI tlow l1 
on!) (Hie Inilh wciv iii 
the clix-iiu. To -
calciil.ito the citncni 
ncellcJ h>r the oimre 
ciiviiir. use -the 
following fonmil.'t; 
R = Rl+R2-rR.UR4 
I = W R, ' 
Calculate fht 
ciirrcuf iicctled for 
Ihe ciil irc ,circiiil .  
6 volts 
6 volts 
I 4 
Go ÎO the Symbol Key 
s 
Wa 
.ar-'S?' r 
6 volts 
i\ thf 
(liffcrtri'ci- -hehrccn^ flic 
current ,<;»kulak-(l for 
cadi iiuh*\i(tii;rl hull) 
and all {««;• hjflhs 
td^ff !itr ' 
Tlvo L" fn 
b i i l h \  ) - >  , 1 0  
of tiic -cr, "'îl- c:'ù iiL:; -i 
çich nuiivkliMl lnill\ - ! 
tour times us great foi all 
tour bulbs .is It IS toi e.itii 
iiiilh iilu.il- bulb. . - . -
Go to the Symbol Key 
Ticnton unis tivo miles 
e\ei\ .itieiLiooii folloiiii-j 
likes to jiin on iFie ti.iifs jn ^ 
llie 'Aivocls ne.ii his •limne. 
'Ailli bis w.ilkni.in .mil 
listens ta Uie i.kIio 04 ;i -
Ro\eue (..isselje t.ipe. ' 
Toil-.i\,-'Ahile Tietiton w.is 
Iitnninj. -his w.ilkni.in 
'AouId." not woik ixvMtrse 
the b.itreiics were de.u!." 
\\ lut iloes tins nK.ui.' 
Go îo îhs Symbol Key 
Go ÎO îhe Symbol Key 
As util m.iv lec.iH in,m 
OUI «^VjX'wiKf nith simple 
.nul SCI it 's i.iKiiits. It .IS tin.* 
cicitiomotac toitc kh 
potent 1.11 eilei^_\ I of-tlie 
hutte;\ thjt t.utses ilie . -
estions to ma\e. 1 lie 
elcttiomotKe toKe 
çenei.ites the elecii'K.il 
I in rent that pavses through 
eath (.Ie\i«.e. The iivatei the 
iesistan(.e in each Je\ tvC, a 
^leatei elci-iiomotne is 
lenuiieU to pi  male.  L i m e n t .  
Go to the Symbol Key 
Backi Go On  ^
The ele(.iioinoti\e toiie 
-I oses-some-ot—ks-s ire iKH h— 
eath time it must punîcie 
Lunenr. Some ot die 
L hem I La I ei>ei^\ \IoieJ m 
the i\inei\ is Lonsumei! 
eaLli time Jl is used 'o 
piodiK.e LUiieiit: am! inus 
when a l>aiiei\ is tWaJ ^ ,î 
IS Ivtause It La;, iiu lu ,^e:' 
piodiiLe the excess 0} 
elcLtions in the neuatne 
Go to the Symbol Key 
^o Bad^ GoQn^ 
The electr-i'm-i'tiv 
ii/A^iliiliilii KTce m a batten 
cm.W. c-M'np-ai'eil 
to the force that 
is-created in-a'. 
.vatei-t./ver 
A\ uni iir.i\ k'tdlL -the 
clccii"omoci\c .toi'i.c-N 
ç.itk\i ,"\ u^kmck-r. iu-i ' 
i.rn.iifu 'the~dov.tri)m4i\i.', -
foiCv ot tik- Khhnv stipplk's ; 
the 'push" 10 mat m.i it) iIk 
LUiK'M. Tlijs IV,I bit Jikc .1 
JX .UCL _a>i\ tiL Jl IL h ALippflïîX-: 
the.'A.iici pie\\uic lo ' 
maintjin the tkv\ of '\.uci 
^le\ lie li.i\ iiig sniiic 
icMMaiKel Vmu' ot the _ 
"eieLtiiL.tl: piesstne' or 
\ olut;iL:e._ i\ leJuLViL 
Go to the Symbol Key 
Backl Go Oii^  
8 vol ts  
3  vo l t s  
f il (.int.- n i->lrnieLei>: _h.i\ e -lx>n 
.itt.iLhed --- ^iu\ 
iie\ kC"* Zivi' 1 - c -
i-e^rxLineés " V'i} \%i' 
tiom~lhc~ \ 
the \oli>ise f-u!-""i.tf-- • 
tô.Ktei .iej.]_t!Ueu<,/nA. jre.ti^-'st-• 
J mount oi Ykv noinotiu; 
tûujt^bl&.^jûLc /•: 
elettionioin'e 'tone 'uK 
requiivil to o\eivome the 
teM>t;Tiice ot the tonstei thxn 
w'.rs lequiieii loi the-other- -
ilje\ ties 
Go to the Symbol Key 
Back! Go Qq  ^
Thicc \ oliinetciN 
lirne Ix'fii Lonncctcil 
TO this circuit. Notice.* 
that \oItnicici J 
IS incjsiinnu tlic 
\oJt;iue across tlic first 
device. \'<>lnnêicr 2 
(V2) is mcasiivin^ the 
\ olt:i!ze across Jc\ iccs 
I and 2. Voltmeter .1 
(\'3) is measuring the 
\ oltage across all 
three ile\ ices. 
Go TO the Symbol Key 
1 2 Vol ts 
\olt.i^e tliaps ill .1 .sci ICS -
lor.ii'ck*i.liu'.it>Lr.c ""f'-.c 
the b.ittei\ '\^'bcn l\a;a'v 
electioiimino k,,Jv 'h.b I 
been used up. That is .  the ^ 
b.iltei\ cjn no loiiiei 
elections in the neg.tt-t\e -
teiminal to supple the 
p o s i i i \ e  t e m u n a l  t h a t  i s -
lackn;; elei.m>ns. 
Go to the Symbol Key 
You.-too. Ikivc" 
probably stiiicil that tliL-
baireries arc Ucail 
when, for example. 
your flas-hliulu iloe\ 
not work, (liven v\luit 
you hare learned about' 
eleciric" circuits. 
current and 
electroniotise force, 
explain \^[tat uxi 
tliink occurs when a 
l)aUer\ is "dead". * 
Go xo the Symbol Key 
Back! Go On  ^
,-Vs_\ ou-in.iv-Lco I Lt 1 om_ 
OUI exiviieiKc "Mill simple 
.Mill seiies iiKiuts. It K the 
elëîlûïïijiïïm ?TonLe~U)i " 
l\lIJel\ lï\|T l.'l'SLS 
eleviioiis ro uip'e 
•T^le e!eciu);"^i':I\e fciee , 
ueuei.ites the elv.iiÎL.il , 
ciment tli.it passes ihtoiigh 
each de\ice.The ^leatei the : 
lësis^taïKe" nf elivh îtê\ iC?. a' 
gteatei eleLtuniioiKe toice-
is lequiied lo.punitle 
ciiu'eiu. 
Go to the Symbol Key 
j^Q BadJ Go On 
The electromotive 
-j-QLCif loses ^omf ot its 
s I re ngtheùclT lime it ^ 
must pioviJc curient. 
Some ot the chcmiciil 
energ} sroied ia the 
battel) IS consiiiiK-J 
each time it is used to 
produce curient: and 
thus, vvhen a batter} is 
"dead" it is because it 
can no lojiger produce 
the excess of electtons 
in the negative 
teiminal to suppiv the 
positive teiminul tiiat is 
lacking electrons. // X *, f t.'f y > f /"v/""" f f f 
Go TO the Symbol Key 
~ voltiiue rcilucfron • 
C;ur lie ineuxii rcJ In 
pkicinj^ :i volinictei ~ 
jciovs the «.Ion ice when 
cuiTcnf i\ How inç 
it. In this 
circuit. \.(.)ltn)etcrs* have 
heen .^lUachcJ -across 
vauiHis tlc\iccs having 
(.lit'tcrçm resistances. 
W'hivh " ck'\  ice do . 
you tliink will  -
require the «greatest.  
aiii i>iiiit  of 
etectr(>iiioti\  e force 
and win? . Test }ûur 
hxporhesis h\ clicking 
on each voltmeter. 
Go to the Symbol Key 
60 Back! Go On y 
As \ou discoveici i .  
-i-h e—fcKi s-t-er—r-c'q iii raI-~ 
llie—iccutevt—anuninr'of 
decLruintnive—I'oi ce : 
This Î ,..\ins lli.u more 
\ \;!s 10 
OWlCi'iUC îliV 
ics js lunco ÙÎ t ik-
loavkT I hull w 
-rei| It i r (All-: to r—ea c-h—ot— 
Tlrc^TiTCrn1rTTar'''v: 1 
Go to the Symbol Key 
CGo Back Go On 
Three \oIiiuerers 
have been connecied 
to this circuit. Notice 
r l i a t  v o l t m e t e r  1  ( \ h -
"nrnmeas'iiriiig the 
voltage acioss the 
first device. ' 
Voltmeter 2 (\'2t is 
measuring the voltage 
acloss deuces I and 
2. and X'oltnieter 
t\ '3i is'measuring the 
voltage across all 
three - devices. 
Go ÎO the Symbol Key 
^k) Back! Go 
J 
B> cli-'wing on- the 
volimetcis. you will get 
the voltage reading. 
Recoid, the readings 
from each voltmeter. 
What ; (lots the 
seiiiiCiipL-j)! 
xiMTiiU'tcT" readings 
till voii alwiit tht 
C-lj&C 0: (MH 0 tX\.e~ 
fn-rcT ?— 
Go to the Symbol Key 
Z3o Back Go On 
A\ you nic.iMitod the 
\olt.rue .KiiKs tMi.Ii iknii-f. 
}Ol1 (ou I III llî.ll It [IKli'.lsal. 
It 'AC .idu .ill ilk' xolt.i^L' 
iliups in .t \e!ie\ ciauii. 
lhc\ .iilil up In I he lui.i) 
t'lc(.tiomou\i' toue dl' ihe 
iMirciv. \VlK-n .1 l\iik"i\ i\ 
"dc.kl" a ÎS licL.iuse tlk' 
cle(.îiomoli\e foae lus been 
u>al 411V Tli.n iv.ahc - -
l\iuoi\ L.in no lon^ci 
pioduCC IIk' CStCss ot 
elections in the ne^.trne 
poMtne teiinuul th.ii U 
Lickni: elci-tions. 
1 
Go to me Symbol Key 
Go On. 
Our tli^ciiNMon of 
electric circuit^ ii.i\ 
pro\ iJeJ }ou with ;i 
ft) 11 n (.1J r io n -1 a—e \p 1 o rc— 
more complex 
appliciirions ofr-. 
elecTncal energ}. In 
tlirs slack' we.'exploreJ 
the onuiiTs of electrical 
eiier^} . how, e,ioctncaJ 
ene-rjiy i\ traiisferretl to 
cl ex-i s:rc^--- ~ 
Go to the SymsolKey 
Back Go 
'  Scpcitic;ill\. >011 
m:i\ recall tluix 
eltvrroiis unJ protvuis -
are ek'ctn'call} 
charged particlcs ot" 
:in atom: ;in electron rs 
a negativeh cliaiged 
panicle and a^prj^ojL 
IN a jX)snive!> cbargrU 
particle. 
Go lo the Symbol Key 
vGo Back Go On 
eneig\ .1 meLh.iniMiii must 
L.tuse the ekt-tions to iuo\e 
AH-eletliOLlieniit.il-Lell 
liicxlui.es a diemK.il uMtiion 
lli.it~cKMtes the eJectiomoiut 
lOKe uhn.h <!taiises elettioiis 
10 mine \ithm ,1 iiKUit An 
eleitiK (.iKuiL IS a complete 
patli iKt^veen ne:.iti\e .inJ 
[Hisiiixe _iemiin.ils_nt_,i 
^\er sourcre-:#nr-.Tlln rs*--™ 
?leTtions to nune ami ueafe 
.1 flow ot electui.tl chaises 
The Kite at nhieli eletiions 
move -Mthin a «.iiLUit is rhe 
I u lient. a HI' 'ESMéI' ïH 
Go to the Symbol Key 
^?o Back! Go On  ^
——Qh^m^-tinv—:— 
ex pa I ins ilie - ' 
r e l a t i o n s h i p  t h a t ,  
exists anion^ 
voltage, current, 
and resistance. 
Ohm's Law stales 
that the cinrent. 
in a wire is equal 
Go Î0 the Symbol Key 
yjro Back Go On-
S'encN \\ inny is ;i 
TOrtlTOtt"' i n~"\r hi c h 
Ncvenil (.leviccw-v can he 
Lonnc'creel in :i single 
circuit. In a series 
circuit multiple Ue\ ice-
rhe uriier anil the same 
current must flou 
rhiouuh the entire 
circuit. In a series 
}I—g: jce.>—_ 
iecei!ue>—a u-ccj wul 
anuHint of current, an J 
the current is not 
con su metl. 
Go Î0 The Symbol Key 
Back! Go On 
Finall\. some ot 
thtr'chcnucul cner^\ 
stored 111 (lie t\uk'i> 
IN consumed eutli time 
It is: used to produce 
current, A h:ittei\ -i\ 
deud" w lien it ciui no 
longer produce ;ui 
evcevs ot eJectrons to 
travel trom the 
neguîne terminal to 
rlie positne tei niinul. 
QMKiBrm 
Oo lo the Symbol Key 
1 i 
A ou w ill now be 
given questions-that 
will lequiie \ou to 
use the knowledge 
that you have .gained 
ill this "stâclfJ 
Go TO the Symbol Key 
Go Back Go On 
At this point you may either go back 
through so that you may review or you 
may quit this program. If you quit, turn 
in your materials and pick up your test. 
You may not review once you quit. 
Review 
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APPENDIX J. DESCRIPTION OF RANDOM ASSIGNMENT 
PROCEDURES 
368 
Procedures used to assign students to treatment groups 
Each student in each section was assigned a number; corresponding 
numbers were placed in an envelope. The researcher drew a number from the 
envelope and assigned the student with the matching number to the CP 
treatment. The student with the number that sequentially followed the number 
drawn from the envelope was assigned to the CCCS treatment. The student with 
the next number was assigned to the CCCSW treatment, and the student with 
the following number was assigned to the CCCSWPIG treatment. This process 
continued until all of the students with the section were assigned to treatment 
groups. 
On the day of the treatment, the instructor directed each student to his/her 
randomly assigned treatment group. If the numbers of students in the treatment 
groups were not equal because of student absents, the instructor modified 
student assignments to make the groups even in number. 
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APPENDIX K. IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY HUMAN 
SUBJECTS APPROVAL 
370 
Checklist for Attachments and Time Schedule 
The following are attached (please check): 
12.03 Lsitsr or wriaen statement to subjects indicating clearly: 
a) purpose of the research 
b) the use of any identifier ccxies (names, #'s), how they will be used, and when they will be 
removed (see Item 17) 
c) an estimate of time needed for paiticipation in the research and the place 
d) if applicable, locadon of the research activity 
e) how you will ensure confidentiality 
, f) in a longitudinal study, note when and how yea will contact subjects later 
g) participation is voluntary: nonparticipation will not affect evaluations of the subject 
13.(3 Consent form (if applicable) 
14. Q Letter of approval for research from cooperating organizations or institutions (if applicable) 
15. Q Data-gathering instruments 
16. Anticipated dates for contact with subjects: 
First Contact Last Contact 
17. If applicable: anticipated date that identifiers will be removed from completed survey instruments and/or audio or visual 
tapes will be erased: 
/QO 12 / 15 / 92  
Month / Day ] Year Month / Day / Year 
5/30/93 
Month / Day / Year 
Depaztment or Administrative Unit 
7.icacVM 6 iNST^^cnc^i 
19. Decision of the University Human Subjects Review Committee: 
No Action Required Project Not Approved 
P a t r i c i a  M .  K e i t h  
Name of Committee Chairperson Dafe Signature of Committee Chairperson 
